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Michael D. Gaffney, ISB No. 3558
Jeffrey D. Brunson, ISB No. 6996
BEARD ST. CLAIR GAFFNEY PA
2105 Coronado Street
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404-7495
Telephone: (208) 523-5171
Facsimile: (208) 529-9732
Email: gaffney@beardstclair.com
jeff@beardstclair.com
Attorneys for the Plaintiff

DISTRICT COURT SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
BONNEVILLE COUNTY IDAHO
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, INC. an Idaho
corporation, TRAVIS WATERS, an
individual,
Case No.: CV-06-7097
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
AFFIDAVIT OF LA WRY WILDE
vs.
SUNNYSIDE PARK UTILITIES, INC., an
Idaho corporation, SUNNYSIDE PARK
OWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC., an
Idaho corporation, and SUNNYSIDE
INDUSTRIAL AND PROFESSIONAL
PARK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company, DOYLE BECK, an individual,
KIRK WOOLF, an individual,
Defendants/Counterclaimants.
STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE

)
)ss.
)

L Lawry Wilde, having first been sworn, depose and state:
1. I am over the age of eighteen, am competent to testify, and do so from personal
knowledge.
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2. I am a managing member of CTR Management, LLC, the landlord and lessor to
Printcraft Press, Inc. and am authorized to execute contracts on behalf of CTR
Management, LLC.
3. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibits A, Band C are true and correct copies of
lease agreements between CTR Management and Printcraft Press, Inc. dated February 1,
2006, February 1,2006 and February 1,2007.
4. Until February 2009, Printcraft Press, Inc. had oral lease agreements with CTR
Management, LLC, pursuant to the unsigned, written lease agreements attached as
Exhibits A, B, and C.
5. In February 2009, on behalf ofCTR Management, LLC, I signed copies of written
lease documents memorializing the lease arrangements Printcraft Press, Inc. has with
CTR Management, LLC. The intent of execution of the leases is to fonnalize and ratify,
in writing, the lease agreement in effect between CTR Management, LLC and Printcraft
Press, Inc. since February 1,2006, February 1,2006 and February 1,2007, respectively.
DATED: February 20, 2009

c-rawry Wilde
ribed and sworn to b,efore me on this 20 th day of February, 2009.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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I certifY I am a licensed attorney in the state ofIdaho and on February 20, 2009, I
served a true and correct copy of the AFFIDAVIT OF LAWRY WILDE on the following
by the method of delivery designated below:
Mark Fuller
Fuller & Carr
PO Box 50935
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0935
Fax: (208) 524-7167
Bryan D. Smith
Smith, Driscoll & Associates
PO Box 50731
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0731
Fax: (208) 529-4166
Bonneville County Courthouse
605 N. Capital Avenue
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
Fax: (208) 529-1300

o U.S. Mail ~and-delivered

0

Facsimile

o U.S. Mail ~d-deliVered

0

Facsimile

o U.S. Mail ~d-delivered

0

Facsimile
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COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL LEASE
"TRIPLE NET"
CTR Management, LLC.
(Standard Form)

EXHIBIT

A

"THIS LEASE" made and entered into this 1st day of February, 2006, by and between CTR
Management, LLC CLandlord") an Idaho Limited liability corporation, and Printcraft Press, Inc. (collectively
"Tenant") .
WITNESSETH:
In consideration of the covenants and promises contained herein and other good and valuable
consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, it is agreed by the parties hereto
as follows:
I.

PREMISES:

Landlord hereby Leases to Tenant and Tenant hereby Leases from Landlord all those certain
("Premises") hereinafter more fully described, together with the buildings and other improvements thereon, for
the Term and upon the rental herein set forth. The Premises consist more particularly of an area containing
approximately 2,500 square feet, commonly known as "Sunnyside Industrial, block 1, lot 5, 3834 S.
Professional Way, Unit 1, Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402", State ofIdaho.
Tenant its employees, invitees and customers, shall have the right to use the common and parking areas
jointly with any other tenants ofthe building.
II.

TERM:

The Tenn ("the Tenn") ofthis Lease shall be ten (10) years, beginning on the 1st day of February, 2006
and ending on the 31 st day of January, 2016. Tenant may renew this Lease under the same conditions hereto for
three additional five year Tenns, by written notice of such election 60 days before the end of the then current
five year Lease Tenn.

III.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF LEASE:

1. RENT: The Tenant agrees to pay as rental to Landlord, the sum of one thousand two hundred
twenty five dollars and No/lOO ($1225.00) DOLLARS, per month for the first year of Tenn. Lease payments
shall escalate at a rate of 1% per year on the 1st day of March, 2007 (including extensions or renewals), and
subsequently on each year through the tenn.
(a)
LATE CHARGES: In the event Tenant fails to pay said rental (including any additional rental
due hereunder) on the due date or within three (3) days thereafter, a late charge two percent (2%) per day of the
delinquent rental payment shall be added to said rental and due to Landlord.
(b)
SECURITY DEPOSIT: Upon the execution ofthis Lease, Tenant has deposited with Landlord
the sum of $0.00 receipt ofwruch is hereby acknowledged by Landlord, such deposit is given to secure the
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faithful perfolmance by the Tenant of all of the Terms, covenants and conditions of this Lease. The Tenant
agrees that if the Tenant shall fail to pay the rent or any other amount due hereunder, said deposit may, at the
option of the Landlord, be applied to any such due and unpaid. Tenant will also deposit with Landlord first
month's rent, $1225.00, along with estimated initial C.AM. charges of$125.00, (total of$1350.00) at time of
Lease execution. C.AM. charges are defined in paragraph 3 below.
Nothing contained in this paragraph shall in any way diminish or be construed as waiving any of the
Landlord's other remedies as provided herein, or by law. If the security deposit is applied by Landlord for the
payment of over due rent or other sums due and payable to Landlord by Tenant hereunder, then Tenant shall, on
the written demand of Landlord, forthwith remit to Landlord a sufficient amount in cash to restore said security
deposit to its original amount; Tenant's failure to do so within fifteen days after receipt of such demand, shall
constitute a breach ofthis Lease. Should Tenant comply with all of the Terms, covenants and conditions of this
Lease and promptly pay all of the rental herein provided for as it falls due, and all other sums payable by Tenant
to Landlord hereunder, said security deposit shall be retumed in full to Tenant at the end of the Telm, or upon
the earlier Telmination of this Lease pursuant to the provisions hereof. In the event that the Premises are sold
as a result of the exercise of any power of sale under any mOligage or deed of trust this Lease shall be
automatically amended to delete any reference to this paragraph, and Tenant shall be entitled to immediate
reimbursement of Tenant's security deposit from the paliy then holding said deposit. The security deposit is not
to be utilized as a "last month's rent".
2. AUTHORIZED USE: Tenant shall use the Premises for the following purpose, and for no other
pilrpose whatsoever, without the written consent of Landlord first: printing, production, acquisition, and
distlibution of print and printing related products.
Tenant shall not commit or knowingly permit any waste ofthe Premises or use the same for any
unlawful purpose. The Tenant will comply with all applicable federal, state and local laws, ordinances alld
regulations relating to the Premises and its use and operation by the Tenant.
Tenallt agrees not to keep, use or permit to be kept or used on the Premises any flammable fluids,
explosives or any "hazardous substance," "solid waste," or "hazardous waste", as said Terms are defined in 42
U.S.c. 9601 (14), and 40 C.F.R. 261.1 et seq. without the prior written permission of Landlord. Landlord
acknowledges Tenant will have items such as WD-40, starting fluid, automotive paint and restoration or
detailing materials on the Premises.
3.
TAXES, INSURANCE AND COMMON AREA MAINTENANCE, "CAM FEE": The Tenant
shall pay its pro rata share of operating expenses ofthe land and building which contain the Premises. Such
items are commonly known as "Common Area Maintenance" expenses or C.AM. Charges are defined as
Property Taxes, Fire alld other Hazard Insurance, and other such maintenance as required by the Terms of this
Lease. The CAM charges are estimated at ($ 125.001M0nth) and are subject to increases for property taxes and
insurance at such time as they may arise. Payment is due on the first day of each month with the payment ofthe
base rent and each month thereafter. Landlord shall provide Tenant with all annual itemized accowlting of the
C.A.M Charges, and shall refund any difference between what has been paid by Tenant and actual costs, and
Tenant shall be responsible to pay Landlord the difference ifthere is a deficiency between what has been paid
and the actual amount. Fruiher detail of payment oftaxes, insurance, and building maintenance al·e fWiher
defined in tlle body ofthis Lease.
4.
PA YMENT OF TAXES AND OTHER ASSESSMENTS: Tenant shall pay its proportionate share
when they are due of all property taxes, license fees and assessments levied or imposed against the Premises or
measured by the rent payable hereunder during the Term of this Lease or any extension thereof, by Federal,

state, municipal or other governmental authority; provided, however, that no law or practice postponing the
payment of such taxes, assessments or charges until after the Termination of this Lease shall relieve Tenant of
the obligation to make such payments. Payment of such taxes shall be made by Tenant to Landlord not later
than thirty (30) days following the date on which Landlord provides Tenant with written evidence of such taxes
in the form of a copy of the tax return or notice. If Tenant fails to pay any of such taxes, charges or other
ilnpositions when due, Landlord may pay the same under the provisions of paragraph 19, hereinafter set forth.
Anything herein to the contrary notwithstanding, if Tenant deems excessive or illegal any such tax or
assessment, Tenant may defer payment thereof so long as the validity or the amount thereof is contested by
Tenant in good faith, in which case Tenant shall furnish to Landlord a bond, in form reasonably satisfactory to
Landlord, in an amount equal to the anlount of taxes or assessments so contested, which bond shall guarantee
the payment thereof with interest and penalties thereon.
5.
CONDITION OF THE PREMISES: Tenant accepts the Premises in the condition they are in at
the time of possession to the Premises. Tenant agrees, if, during the Term ofthis Lease, Tenant shall change the
usual method of conducting Tenant's business on the Premises, or should Tenant install thereon or therein any
new facilities, Tenant will, at the sole cost and expense of Tenant, malce alterations or improvements in or to the
Premises which may be required by reason of any Federal or state law, or by any mUl1icipal ordinance, or
regulation applicable thereto. Landlord wan'ants that the building, on date of occupancy, meets all cun-ently
applicable Federal, state and municipal laws and ordinances.
6.
LANDLORD TO INSURE BUILDINGS: Landlord shall insure and keep insured the Premises
against the perils of fire, the "Extended Coverage's," vandalism and malicious mischief, and all risks to the
Premises, the cost of such insurance shall be a part of the C.AM. Charges. Tenant shall carry insurance against
the risk of business interruption and loss of income and loss of rents to Landlord resulting from fire or other
hazards. The later described policy must provide coverage for six months estimated income fi'om the Premises.
Tenant shall have sole responsibility for insurance covering Tenants property on or in the Premises.
7.
REPAIR AND CARE, OF BUILDING AND PAYMENT OF UTILITIES BY TENANT:
Landlord agrees to keep the interior and exterior ofthe building and the improvements on the Premises outside
the building and grounds in good condition. The mowing of grass, care of shrubs, general landscaping, if any,
and then cleaning and painting ofthe interior and exterior ofthe Premises as the same mayor might be
necessary in order to maintain Premises in a clean, attractive and sanitary condition. Tenant shall keep the
driveways, parking lots and sidewalks, if any, reasonably free from snow and ice. Tenant acknowledges these
responsibilities
Landlord shall pay all property taxes and building insurance at such times as they arise. Tenant shall also
maintain the common areas in good order and repair and in a clean condition at all times. Without limiting the
generality of the foregoing, Landlord shall clean and paint interior and exterior of Premises as the same might
be necessary to maintain the Premises in clean, attractive and sanitary condition, all of which are included in
C.A.M. charges.
Tenant shall pay all charges, including but not limited to charges for water, heat, gas, electricity and
other public utilities used on the Premises, including all replacements of light bulbs, tubes, ballasts and starters
within a reasonable time after they bum out.
8.
REPAIR OF BUILDING BY Lful\,ffiLORD: Landlord agrees for the Teml of this Lease, to
maintain the roof ofthe building in good condition and repair, and any latent defects in the exterior walls, floor
joists, and foundations, and to repair any defects in the plumbing, electrical, heating and air-conditioning
systems for one year after date of occupancy as well as any damage that might result from acts of Landlord or

Landlord's representatives. Landlord shall not, however, be obligated to repair any such damage until written
notice of the need of repair shall have been given to Landlord by Tenant and, after such notice is so given,
Landlord shall have a reasonable time to which to make such repairs.
9.
ALTERATIONS OF BUILDING AND INSTALLATION OF FIXTURES AND OTHER
APPURTENANCES: Tenant may, with written consent of Landlord, which consent shall not be unreasonably
withheld or delayed, but at Tenant's sole cost and expense in a good and workmanlike manner, make such
alterations and repairs to the Premises as Tenant may require for the conduct of its business without, however,
materially altering the basic character ofthe building or improvements, or weakening any structure on the
Premises. Tenant shall have the right, with the written pelmission of Landlord, to erect, at Tenant's sole cost and
expense, such temporary partitions, including office partitions, as may be necessary to facilitate the handling of
Tenant's business and to install telephone and telephone equipment and wiring, and electrical fixtures,
additional lights and wiring and other trade appliances. Any alterations or improvements to the Premises,
including pmiitions, all electrical fixtures, lights and wiling shall, at the option of Landlord, become the
property of Landlord, at the expiration or sooner Tennination of this Lease. Should Landlord request Tenant to
remove all or any part of the above mentioned items, Tenant shall do so prior to the expiration of this Lease and
repair the Premises as described below.
Temporm-y shelves, bins, and machinery installed by Tenant shall remain the property of Tenant and
may be removed by Tenant at any time; provided, however, that all covenants, including rent due hereunder to
Landlord shall have been complied with and paid. At the Tennination ofthis Lease, or any extension thereof,
Tenant shall remove said shelves, bins and machinery and repair, in a good workmanlike manner, all damage
done to the Premises by such removal.
10.
ERECTION AND REMOVAL OF SIGNS: Tenant may, with Landlord consent, place suitable
signs on the Premises for the purpose of indicating the nature of the business carried on by Tenant in Premises;
Such signs shall be in keeping with other signs in the district where the Premises are located; Signs shall be
removed prior to the expiration of this Lease and any dmnage to the Premises caused by installation or removal
of signs shall be repaired at the expenses ofTenmlt. All work shall be completed in a good workmanlike
manner. Landlord agrees that Tenant may install 1 electric and 2 metallic signs on the premises.
11. GLASS: Tenant agrees to immediately replace all glass in the Premises if broken or dmnaged
dming the Tenn of this Lease with glass of the same quality as that broken or damaged, unless such damage is
done by Landlord or Landlord's agents.
12. RIGHT OF ENTRY BY LANDLORD: Tenant, shall pennit inspection of the Premises during
reasonable business hours by Landlord or Landlord's agents or representatives for the purpose of asceliaining
the condition of the Premises and in order that Landlord may make such repairs as may be required to be made
by Landlord under the Tenns of this Lease. Sixty (60) days prior to the expiration of this Lease, Landlord may
post suitable notice on the Premises that the same are "For Rent" and may show the Premises to prospective
tenants at reasonable times. Lmldlord may not, however, thereby unnecessarily interfere with the use of the
Premises by Tenant.
13.
ASSIGNMENT AND SUBLETTING: Neither this Lease nor any interest herein may be
assigned by Tenant voluntarily or involuntaril y, by operation of law, and neither all nor any part of the Premises
shall be sublet by Tenfult without the written consent of Landlord. However, Landlord agrees not to withhold
its consent unreasonably for Tenant to sublet the Premises. In the event the Premises should be sublet, as herein
provided, at an increased rental, fifty (50%) percent of said increase shall be paid to Lmldlord by Tenant as
additional rental.
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14.
DAMAGE OR DESTRUCTION: If the Premises or any part thereof shall be damaged or
destroyed by fire or other casualty, Landlord shall promptly repair all such damage and restore the Premises
without expense to Tenant, subject to delays due to adjustment of insurance claims, strikes and other causes
beyond Landlord's control. If such damage or destruction shall render the Premises untenable in whole or in
part, the rent shall be abated wholly or propOliionately as the case may be until the damage shall be repaired and
the Premises restored. If the damage or destruction shall be so extensive as to require the substantial rebuilding,
i.e., expenditure of fifty (50%) percent or more of replacement cost of the building or buildings on the Premises,
Landlord or Tenant may elect to Terminate this Lease by written notice to the other given within thirty (30)
days after the occurrence of such damage or destruction. Landlord and Tenant hereby release each other from
responsibility for loss or damage OCCUlTing on or to the Premises or the Premises of which they are a pmi or to
the contents of either thereof, caused by fire or other hazards ordinmily covered by fire and extended coverage
insurance policies and each waives all rights of recovery against the other for such loss or damage. Willful
misconduct lawfully attributable to either party, whether in whole or in pmi a contributing cause of the causality
gi ving rise to the loss or damage, shall not be excused Ullder the foregoing release and waiver.
15.
INJURIES AND PROPERTY DAMAGE: Tenant agrees to indemnify and hold harmless
Landlord of and from any and all claims of any kind or nature arising from Tenant's use of the Premises during
the Tenn hereof, and Tenant hereby waives all claims against Landlord for damage to goods, wares,
merchandise or for injury to persons in and upon tlle Premises from any cause whatsoever, except such as might
result from the intentional acts or negligence of Landlord or Lmldlord's representatives or from failure of
Landlord to perfonn its obligation hereunder within a reasonable time after notice in writing by Tenant
requiling such perfOlmance by Landlord. Tenant shall at all tilnes during the Tenn keep in effect in responsible
companies liability insurance in the names of and for the benefit of Tenant and shall name Landlord as an
additional insured with limits as follows:
Bodily Injury, $1,000,000.00 each occurrence; Property Damage, $1,000,000.00; or in lieu thereof, a
combined single limit of$ 1,000,000.00.
Such insurance may, at Tenant's election, be carried under any general blanket coverage of Tenant. A
renewal policy shall be procured not less than ten (l0) days prior to the expiration of any policy. Each original
policy or a celiified copy thereof, or a satisfactory celiificate ofthe insurer evidencing insurance carried with
proof of payment of the premium shall be deposited with Landlord. Tenant shall have the right to settle and
adjust all liability claims and all other claims against the insuring companies, but without SUbjecting Landlord to
any liability or obligation. Such insurmlce shall provide for ten (10) days written notice to Landlord prior to
cancellation.
16. SURRENDER OF PREMISES: Tenmlt agrees to surrender the Premises at the expiration, or
sooner Tennination, of the Tenn ofthis Lease, or any extension thereof, in the sanle condition as when
Premises were delivered to Tenant, or as altered, pursuant to the provisions ofthis Lease, ordinary wem-, tear
and damage by the elements excepted, Tenant shall remove all of its personal propeliy by the end of the Tenn.
Tenant agrees to pay a reasonable cleaning charge should it be necessary for Landlord to restore or cause to be
restored the Premises to the same condition as when Premises were delivered to Tenant.
17. HOLDOVER: Should the Landlord pelmit Tenant to holdover the Premises or mlY part thereof,
after the expiration ofthe Tenn of this Lease, then and urJess otherwiSe ableed in writing, such holding oVer
shall constitute a tenancy from month-to-month only, and shall in no event be construed as a renewal of this
Lease and all provisions of this Lease not inconsistent with a tenancy from month-to-month shall remain in full
force and effect. During the month-to-month tenancy, Tenant agrees to give Landlord thirty (30) days prior

written notice of its intent to vacate the Premises. Tenant agrees to vacate the Premises upon thirty (30) days
prior written notice from Landlord. The rental for the month-to-month tenancy shall be set by the Landlord
within ten (10) days after Landlord receives notice fi'om Tenant of its intention to continue to occupy the
Premises.
18. QUIET ENJOYMENT: If and so long as Tenant pays the rents reserved by this Lease and
perfolms and observes all the covenants and provisions hereof, Tenant shall quietly enjoy the Premises, subject,
however, to the Terms ofthis Lease, and Landlord will warrant and defend Tenant in the enjoyment and
peaceful possession ofthe Premises throughout the Tenns of this Lease.
19 .
WANER OF COVENANTS: The failure of any party to enforce the provisions of this Lease
shall not constitute a waiver unless specifically stated in writing, signed by the party whose lights are deemed
waived, regardless of a party's knowledge of a breach hereunder.
20.
DEFAULT: If Tenant shall make default in the fulfillment of any of the covenants and
conditions hereof, except default in payment of rent, Landlord may, at its option, after fifteen (15) days prior
notice to Tenant, make performance for Tenant and for the purpose advance such amounts as may be necessary .
.Any amounts so advanced, or any expense incurred, or sum of money paid by Landlord by reason of the failure
of Tenant to comply with any covenant agreement, obligation or provision of this Lease, or in defending any
action to which Landlord may be SUbjected by reason of any such failure for any reason of this Lease, shall be
deemed to be additional rent for the Premises and shall be due and payable to Landlord on demand. The
acceptance by Landlord of any installment of fixed rent or of any additional rent due under this or any other
paragraph of this Lease, shall not be a waiver of any other rent then due nor of the right to demand the
perfonnance of any other obligation ofthe Tenant under this Lease. Interest shall be paid to Landlord on all
sums advanced by Landlord at an annual interest rate of2% over the Wall Street Journal prime rate.
If Tenant shall make default in fulfillment of any of the covenants or conditions ofthis Lease (other than
the covenants for the payment of rent or other amounts) and any such default shall continue for a period of
fifteen (15) days after notice, then Landlord may, at its option, in addition any other remedies at law or in equity
tenninate this Lease by giving Tenant written notice of such Tennination and, thereupon, this Lease shall expire
as fully and completely as ifthat day were the date definitely fixed for the expiration ofthe Tenn of this Lease
and Tenant shall quit and surrender the Premises.

21.
DEFAULT IN RENT, INSOLVENCY OF TENANT: If Tenant shall make any default in the
payment of the rent reserved hereunder, or any part thereof, or in making any other payment herein provided
for, and any such default shall continue for a period often (10) days, after written notice to Tenant, or if the
Premises or any part thereof shall be abandoned or vacated or if Tenant shall be legally dismissed there from by
or under any authority other than Landlord, or if Tenant shall file a voluntary petition in bankruptcy or if Tenant
shall file any petition or institute any proceedings under any insolvency or Bankruptcy Act or any amendment
thereto hereafter made, seeking to effect its reorganization or a composition with its creditors, or if any
proceedings based on the insolvency of Tenant or relating to bankruptcy proceedings, a receiver or trustee shall
be appointed for Tenant or the Premises or if any proceedings shall be commenced for the reorganization of
Tenant or ifthe Leasehold estate created hereby shall be taken on execution or by any process oflaw or if
Tenant shall admit in writing its inability to pay its obligations generally as they become due, then Landlord, in
addition to any other rights or remedies it may have, shall have the immediate right of re-entry and may remove
all persons fuld property from the Premises. Such property may be removed and stored in a public warehouse or
elsewhere at the cost of and for the account of Tenant. Landlord may elect to re-enter, as herein provided, or
Landlord may take possession pursuant to this Lease and relet the Premises or any part thereof for such Term or
Tenns (which may be for a Term extending beyond the Term of this Lease) and at such rental or rentals and
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upon such other Terms and conditions as Landlord in the exercise of Landlord's sole discretion may deem
advisable with the right to make alterations and repairs to Premises. Upon each subletting, Tenant shall be
immediately liable for and shall pay to Landlord, in addition to any indebtedness due hereunder, the costs and
expenses of such reletting including advertising costs, brokerages fees, any reasonable attomey's fees incuned
and the cost of such altemations and repairs incuned by Landlord, and the amount, if any, by which the rent
reserved in this Lease for the period of such relenting (up to but not beyond the Term of this Lease) exceeds the
amount agreed to be paid as rent for the Premises for said period by such reletting. If Tenant has been credited
with any rent to be received by such reletting and such rents shall not be promptly paid to Landlord by the new
Tenant, such deficiency shall be calculated and paid monthly by Tenant. No such re-entry or taking possession
of the Premises by Landlord shall be construed as an election by Landlord to Telminate this Lease unless the
Tel1l1ination thereofbe decreed by a court of competent jurisdiction or stated specifically by the Landlord in
writing addressed to Tenant. Notwithstanding any such reletting without Termination, Landlord may at any time
thereafter elect to Telminate tlus Lease for such previous breach. Should Landlord at any time Tenninate this
Lease for any breach, in addition to any other remedy Landlord may have, Landlord may recover from Tenant
all damages Landlord may incur by reason of such breach, including the cost of recovering the Premises
including attomey's fees, court costs, and storage charges and including the worth at the time of such
Tem1ination ofthe excess, if any, ofthe amount of rent and charges equivalent to rent reserved in this Lease for
the remainder of the stated Telm over the then chargeable rent on the Premises for the remainder of the stated
Tenn, all of which amounts shall be immediately due and payable from Tenant to Landlord. In no event, shall
this Lease or any rights or privileges hereunder be an asset of Ten ant under any bankl1lptcy, insolvency or
reorganization proceedings.
22.
ENFORCEMENT: In the event it shall become necessary for either party to enforce the Tenns of
this Lease by suit or otherwise, the prevailing party in such action shall be entitles to recover all costs incUlTed
in enforcement, including attomey's fees and whether or not suit is actually filed.
23 .
FAILURE, TO PERFORM COVENANT: Any failure on the part of either party to this Lease to
perfOlID any obligations hereunder, other than Tenant's obligation to pay rent, and any delay in doing any act
required hereby shall be excused if such failure or delay is caused by any strike, lockout, governmental
restriction or any similar cause beyond the control of the party so failing to perform, to the extent and for the
period that such continues.
24.
RIGHTS OF SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS: The covenants and agreements contained in this
Lease will apply to, inure to the benefit of, and be binding upon the parties hereto, their heirs, distributees,
executors, administrators, legal representatives, assigns, and upon their respective successors in interest except
as expressly otherwise hereinabove provided.

25.
contained.

TIME: Time is ofthe essence oftl1is Lease and every Telm, covenant and condition herein

26.
LIENS: Under no circumstances may Tenant do any thing that may cause liens to be filed on any
building or Landlord's equipment. Provided, however, nothing herein contained shall prevent Tenant, in good
faith and for good cause from contesting the claim or claims of any person, firm or corporation growing out of
Tenant's operation ofthe Premises or costs of improvements by Tenant on the Premises, and the postponement
of payment of such claim or claims, Ufltil such contest shall finally be decided shall not be a violation of this
Lease or any covenant thereof. Should any such lien be filed and not released or discharged or action not
commenced to declare the same invalid within thirty (30) days after discovery ofthe same by Tenant, Landlord
may at Landlord's option (but without any obligation so to do) pay and discharge such lien and may likewise
pay and discharge any taxes, assessments or other charges against the Leased Premises which Tenant is
f~'C ,J
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obligated hereunder to pay and which mayor might become a lien on the Premises. Tenant agrees to repay any
sum so paid by Landlord upon demand therefore, as provided for in paragraph 7 herein.
27.
CONSTRUCTION OF LEASE: Words of any gender used in this Lease shall be held to include
any other gender, and words in the singular number shall be held to include the plural when the sense requires.
28.
PARAGRAPH HEADINGS: The paragraph headings as to the contents of particular paragraphs
herein, are inserted only for convenience and are in no way to be construed as part of such paragraph or as a
limitation on the scope ofthe particular paragraph to which they refer.
29.
NOTICES: It is agreed that all notices required or permitted to be given hereunder, or for
purposes of billing process, correspondence, and any other legal purposes whatsoever, shall be deemed
sufficient if given by a communication in wliting by United States mail, postage prepaid and certified retum
receipt and addressed as follows:

!fto Landlord, at the following address:

CTR Management, LLC
865 Pancheri
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402-3344

Ph: 208-523-0612
Fax: 208-522-7742

If to Tenant, at the following address:

Printcraft Press, Inc.
3834 S. Professional Way, Unit 1
Idaho Falls, ID 83402

Ph: 208-523-4122
Fax: 208-529-6529

30.

N/A

31.

GOVERNING LAW: The Terms of this Agreement shall be construed in accordance with Idaho

law.

32.
DOCUMENTATION: The parties hereto agree to execute such additional documentation as may
be necessary or desirable to carry out the intent of this Agreement.
33.
CONTINGENCY REGARDING USE: This Lease is contingent upon there being no restrictions,
covenants, agreements, laws, ordinances, rules or regulations, which would prohibit Tenant from using the
Premises for the purposes described herein.
34.
EMINENT DOMAIN: If at any time during the Term of this Lease the Premises or any
part thereof shall be taken as a result of the exercise of the power of eminent domain or by an agreement in lieu
thereof, this Lease shall Terminate as to the part so taken as ofthe date possession is taken by the condemning
authority. If all or any substantial portion of the Premises shall be taken, Landlord may Telminate this Lease at
its option, by giving Tenant written notice of such Termination within thirty (30) days of such taking. If any or a
portion of the Premises taken are so substantial that Tenant's use of the Premises is substantially impaired,
Tenant may Telminate this Lease pursuant to this Article. Otherwise, this Lease shall remain in full force and
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Prelnises so taken bears to the total Premises. Landlord shall be entitled to and Tenant hereby assigns to
Landlord the entire amount of any award in connection with such taking. Nothing in this Article shall give
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27.
CONSTRUCTION OF LEASE: Words of any gender used in this Lease shall be held to include
any other gender, and words in the singular number shall be held to include the plural when the sense requires.
28.
PARAGRAPH HEADINGS: The paragraph headings as to the contents of pmiicular pm-agraphs
herein, are inselied only for convenience and are in no way to be construed as part of such paragraph or as a
limitation on the scope of the particular paragraph to which they refer.
29.
NOTICES: It is agreed that all notices required or pelTI1itted to be given hereunder, or for
purposes of billing process, correspondence, and any other legal purposes whatsoever, shall be deemed
sufficient if given by a communication in writing by United States mail, postage prepaid and certified return
receipt and addressed as follows:

If to Landlord, at the following address:

CTR Management, LLC

Ph:
Fax:

208-523-0612
208-522-7742

Ph:

208-524-6404

865 Pancheri
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402-3344
If to Tenant, at the following address:

Printcraft Press
3834 S. Professional Way

Fax:

208-529-6529

Idaho Falls, ID 83402

30.

N/A

31.

GOVERNING LAW: The TelTI1s ofthis Agreement shall be construed in accordance with Idaho

law_

32.
DOCUMENTATION: The parties hereto agree to execute such additional documentation as may
be necessm-y or desirable to carry out the intent of this Agreement.
33.
CONTINGENCY REGARDING USE: This Lease is contingent upon there being no restrictions,
covenants, agreements, laws, ordinances, rules or regulations, which would prohibit Tenant from using the
Premises for the purposes described herein.
34.
EMINENT DOMAIN: If at any time during the TelTI1 of this Lease the Premises or any
part thereof shall be taken as a result of the exercise of the power of eminent domain or by an agreement in lieu
thereof, this Lease shall TelTI1inate as to the part so taken as of the date possession is taken by the condemning
authority. If all or any substantial portion of the Premises shall be taken, Landlord may Telminate this Lease at
its option, by giving Tenant written notice of such TelTI1ination within thirty (30) days of such taking. If any or a
portion of the Premises taken moe so substantial that Tenant's use of the Premises is substantially impaired,
Tenant may Terminate this Lease pursuant to this Article. Otherwise, this Lease shall remain in full force and
effect, except that the rent payable by Tenant hereunder shall be reduced in the proportion that the area of the
Premises so taken bears to the total Premises. Landlord shall be entitled to and Tenant hereby assigns to
f"< Ji
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Landlord the entire amount of any award in connection with such taking. Nothing in this Article shall give
Landlord any interest in or preclude Tenant from seeking, on its own account, any award attributable to the
taking of personal property or trade fixtures belonging to Tenant, or for the interruption of Tenant's business.
35.
REPRESENTATION REGARDING AUTHORITY: The parties executing this Lease represent
and warrant that they are duly authorized to execute this Lease in their individual or representative capacity as
indicated.
36.
ENTIRE AGREEMENT: This Lease Agreement constitutes the entire agreement and
understanding between the parties hereto and supersedes all prior discussions, understandings and agreements.
This Lease may not be altered or amended except by a subsequent written agreement executed by all of the
parties hereto.
37.
ESTOPPEL CERTIFICATE: Tenant shall, at any time and from time to time upon not less than
ten (l0) days prior written notice from lessor execute, acknowledge and deliver to Landlord a statement in
writing (i) certifying that this Lease is unmodified and in full force and effect (or, if modified stating the nature
of such modification and certifying that this Lease as so modified, is in full force and effect) and the dates to
which the rental and other charges are paid in advance, if any, and (ii) acknowledging that there are not, to
Tenant's knowledge, any uncured defaults on the part of Landlord hereunder, or specifying such defaults if any
are claimed, any such statement may be relied upon by any prospective purchaser or encumbrancer of all or any
portion of the real property of which the Premises are a part. Tenants failure to deliver such statement within
such time shall be conclusive upon Tenant (i) that this Lease is in full force and effect, without modification
except as may be represented by Landlord, (ii) that there are no uncured defaults in Landlord's performance, and
(iii) that not more than one month's rental has been paid in advance.
3S. REVIEW OF DOCUMENTS: The parties hereto represent that they have read and understand the
tenns of this Lease, and that they have sought legal counsel to the extent deemed necessary in order to protect
their respective interests.
39. KEYS & LOCKS: Tenant shall not change locks or install other locks on doors without the written
consent of Landlord who agrees not to unreasonably withhold such consent. Tenant, upon the termination of the
tenancy, shall deliver to the Landlord all the keys to the offices, rooms and toilet rooms which have been
furnished to the Tenant.
40. AUCTION, FIRE OR BANKRUPTCY SALE: Tenant shall not conduct any auction nor permit
any fire or bankruptcy sale to be held on the Premises.
41.
CARPETING DAMAGE AND CHAIRMATS: Tenant agrees to be responsible for the
replacement of carpeting in the Premises if same shall be damaged by burning, or stains resulting from spilling
anything on said carpet, reasonable wear and tear excepted. Tenant further agrees to use "chair mat" under all
chairs used with desks.
42.

N/A

43.

ACCEPTANCE: This Lease must be accepted by all parties on or before November 1, 200S.

44.

Landlord Improvements: This Lease is made with the acknowledgment of the following: None

45.

ADDENDUM I EXHIBITS: This Lease is made with the acknowledgement ofthe following

attachment and made part of Lease:

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused these presents to be executed as of the
day and year first above written.
TENANT:
Printcraft Press, Inc
c......._~~

C~
Title: _Q.wBel' fl~v;J------......

By:

Lawry V. Wilde
Managing member

Travis Waters

('
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COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL LEASE
"TRIPLE NET"
CTR Management, LLC.
(Standard Form)

EXHIBIT

"THIS LEASE" made and entered into this 1st day of February, 2006, by and between CTR
Management, LLC ("Landlord") an Idaho Limited liability corporation, and Printcraft Press, Inc. (collectively
HTenant").
WITNESSETH:
In consideration of the covenants and promises contained herein and other good and valuable
consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, it is agreed by the parties hereto
as follows:

I.

PREMISES:

Landlord hereby Leases to Tenant and Tenant hereby Leases from Landlord all those certain
(,,'Premises") hereinafter more fully described, together with the buildings and other improvements thereon, for
the Term and upon the rental herein set fOlih. The Premises consist more paliicularly of an area containing
approximately 15,000 square feet, commonly known as "Sunnyside Industrial, block 1, lot 5, 3834 S.
Professional Way, Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402", State ofIdaho.
Tenant its employees, invitees and customers, shall have the right to use the common and parking areas
jointly with any other tenants of the building.
II.

TERM:

The Term ("the Term") ofthis Lease shall be ten (10) years, begilming on the I st day of February, 2006
and ending on the 31 st day ofJanuary, 2016. Tenant may renew this Lease under the same conditions hereto for
three additional five year Tenns, by written notice of such election 60 days before the end of the then current
five year Lease Term.
III.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF LEASE:

1. RENT: The Tenal1t agrees to pay as rental to Landlord, the sum of fifty one hundred fifty dollars
and No/IOO ($5150.00) DOLLARS, per month for the first year of Term. Lease payments shall escalate at a
rate of 1% per yeal- on the 1st day of March, 2007 (including extensions or renewals), and subsequently on each
year through the term.

(a)
LATE CHARGES: In the event Tenant fails to pay said rental (including any additional rental
due hereunder) on the due date or within three (3) days thereafter, a late charge two percent (2%) per day ofthe
delinquent rental payment shall be added to said rental and due to Landlord.
(b)
SECURITY DEPOSIT: Upon the execution ofthis Lease, Tenant has deposited with Landlord
the sum of$O.OO receipt of which is hereby acknowledged by Landlord, such deposit is given to secure the
("\
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faithful perfonnance by the Tenant of all of the Tenns, covenants and conditions ofthis Lease. The Tenant
agrees that if the Tenant shall fail to pay the rent or any other amount due herelmder, said deposit may, at the
option of the Landlord, be applied to any such due and unpaid. Tenant will also deposit with Landlord first
month's rent, $5150.00, along with estimated initial C.AM. charges of $750.00, (total of $5900.00) at time of
Lease execution. C.AM. charges are defined in paragraph 3 below.
Nothing contained in this paragraph shall in any way diminish or be construed as waiving any of the
Landlord's other remedies as provided herein, or by law. lfthe security deposit is applied by Landlord for the
payment of over due rent or other sums due and payable to Landlord by Tenant hereunder, then Tenant shall, on
the written demand of Landlord, forthwith remit to Landlord a sufficient amount in cash to restore said security
deposit to its original amount; Tenant's failure to do so within fifteen days after receipt of such demand, shall
constitute a breach ofthis Lease. Should Tenant comply with all of the Tenns, covenants and conditions of this
Lease and promptly pay all ofthe rental herein provided for as it falls due, and all other sums payable by Tenant
to Landlord hereunder, said security deposit shall be returned in full to Tenant at the end of the Tenn, or upon
the earlier Tennination of this Lease pursuant to the provisions hereof In the event that the Premises are sold
as a result of the exercise of any power of sale under any mortgage or deed of trust this Lease shall be
automatically amended to delete any reference to this paragraph, and Tenant shall be entitled to immediate
reimbursement of Tenant's security deposit from the pmiy then holding said deposit. The security deposit is not
to be utilized as a "last month's rent".
2. AUTHORlZED USE: Tenant shall use the Premises for the following purpose, and for no other
purpose whatsoever, without the written consent of Landlord first: printing, production, acquisition, and
distribution of print and printing related products.
Tenant shall not commit or knowingly pennit any waste of the Premises or use the same for any
unlawful purpose. The Tenant will comply with all applicable federal, state and local laws, ordinances and
regulations relating to the Premises and its use and operation by the Tenant.
Tenant agrees not to keep, use or pennit to be kept or used on the Premises any flammable fluids,
explosives or any "hazardous substance," "solid waste," or "hazardous waste", as said TemlS are defined in 42
V.S.c. 9601(14), and 40 C.P.R. 261.1 et seq. without the prior written pennission of Landlord. Landlord
acknowledges Tenant will have items such as WD-40, starting fluid, automotive paint and restoration or
detailing matelials on the Premises.
3.
TAXES, INSURANCE AND COMMON AREA MAINTENANCE, "CAM FEE": The Tenant
shall pay its pro rata share of operating expenses of the land and building which contain the Premises. Such
items are commonly known as "Common Area Maintenance" expenses or C.AM. Charges are defined as
Property Taxes, Fire and other Hazard Insurance, and other such maintenance as required by the Tenns ofthis
Lease. The CAM charges are estimated at ($750.001M0nth) and are subject to increases for property taxes and
insurance at such time as they may arise. Payment is due on the first day of each month with the payment of the
base rent and each month thereafter. Landlord shall provide Tenmlt with an annual itemized accounting ofthe
C.A.M Charges, and shall refund any difference between what has been paid by Tenant and actual costs, and
Tenant shall be responsible to pay Landlord the difference ifthere is a deficiency between what has been paid
and the actual amount. Further detail of payment of taxes, insurance, and building maintenance are further
defined in the body ofthis Lease.
4.
PAYMENT OF TAXES AND OTHER ASSESSMENTS: Tenant shall pay its proportionate share
when they are due of all property taxes, license fees and assessments levied or imposed against the Premises or
measured by the rent payable hereunder during the Tenn of this Lease or any extension thereof, by Federal,
{~
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state, municipal or other govemmental authority; provided, however, that no law or practice postponing the
payment of such taxes, assessments or charges until after the Termination of tIus Lease shall relieve Tenant of
the obligation to make such payments. Payment of such taxes shall be made by Tenant to Landlord not later
than thirty (30) days following the date on which Landlord provides Tenant with written evidence of such taxes
in the fonn of a copy of the tax retum or notice. If Tenant fails to pay any of such taxes, charges or other
imposi tions when due, Landlord may pay the same under the provisions of paragraph 19, hereinafter set forth.
Anything herein to the contrary notwithstanding, if Tenant deems excessive or illegal any such tax or
assessment, Tenant may defer payment thereof so long as the validity or the amount thereof is contested by
Tenant in good faith, in which case Tenant shall fumish to Landlord a bond, in form reasonably satisfactory to
Landlord, in an amount equal to the amount oftaxes or assessments so contested, which bond shall guarantee
the payment thereof with interest and penalties thereon.
5.
CONDITION OF THE PREMISES: Tenant accepts the Premises in the condition they are in at
the time of possession to the Premises. Tenant agrees, if, during the Term ofthis Lease, Tenant shall change the
usual method of conducting Tenant's business on the Premises, or should Tenant install thereon or therein any
new facilities, Tenant will, at the sole cost and expense of Tenant, make alterations or improvements in or to the
Premises which may be required by reason of any Federal or state law, or by any municipal ordinance, or
regulation applicable thereto. Landlord warrants that the building, on date of occupancy, meets all currently
applicable Federal, state and municipal laws and ordinances.
6.
LANDLORD TO INSURE BUILDINGS: Landlord shall insure and keep insured the Premises
against the perils of fire, the "Extended Coverage's," vandalism and malicious mischief, and all risks to the
Premises, the cost of such insurance shall be a part of the C.AM. Charges. Tenant shall carry insurance against
the risk of business interruption and loss of income and loss of rents to Landlord resulting from fire or other
hazards. The later described policy must provide coverage for six months estimated income from the Premises.
Tenant shall have sole responsibility for insurance coveling Tenants property on or in the Premises.
7.
REPAIR AND CARE, OF BUILDING AND PAYMENT OF UTILITIES BY TENANT:
Landlord agrees to keep the interior and exterior of the building and the improvements on the Premises outside
the building and grounds in good condition. The mowing of grass, care of shrubs, general landscaping, if any,
and then cleaning and painting ofthe interior and exterior ofthe Premises as the same mayor might be
necessary in order to maintain Premises in a clean, attractive and sanitary condition. Tenant shall keep the
driveways, parking lots and sidewalks, if any, reasonably free from snow and ice. Tenant acknowledges these
responsibilities
Landlord shall pay all property taxes and building insurance at such times as they arise. Tenant shall also
maintain the common areas in good order and repair and in a clean condition at all times. Without limiting the
generality ofthe foregoing, Landlord shall clean and paint interior and exterior of Premises as the same might
be necessary to maintain the Premises in clean, attractive and sanitary condition, all of which are included in
C.A.M. charges.
Tenant shall pay all charges, including but not limited to charges for water, heat, gas, electricity and
other public utilities used on the Premises, including all replacements of light bulbs, tubes, ballasts and starters
within a reasonable time after they burn out.
8.
REPAIR OF BUILDING BY LANDLORD: Landlord agrees for the Tenn oft1us Lease, to
maintain the roof of the building in good condition and repair, and any latent defects in the exterior walls, floor
joists, and foundations, and to repair any defects in the plumbing, electIical, heating and air-conditioning
systems for one year after date of occupancy as well as any damage that might result from acts of Landlord or
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Landlord's representatives. Landlord shall not, however, be obligated to repair any such damage until written
notice of the need of repair shall have been given to Landlord by Tenant and, after such notice is so given,
Landlord shall have a reasonable time to which to make such repairs.
9.
ALTERATIONS OF BUILDING AND INSTALLATION OF FIXTURES AND OTHER
APPURTENANCES: Tenant may, with written consent of Landlord, which consent shall not be unreasonably
withheld or delayed, but at Tenant's sole cost and expense in a good and workmanlike maimer, make such
alterations and repairs to the Premises as Tenant may require for the conduct of its business without, however,
materially altering the basic character ofthe building or improvements, or weakening any structure on the
Premises. Tenant shall have the light, with the written pennission of Landlord, to erect, at Tenant's sole cost and
expense, such temporary partitions, including office paltitions, as may be necessary to facilitate the handling of
Tenant's business and to install telephone and telephone equipment and wiring, and electrical fixtures,
additional lights and wiring and other trade appliances. Any alterations or improvements to the Premises,
including partitions, all electrical fixtures, lights and wiring shall, at the option of Lal1dlord, become the
property of Landlord, at the expiration or sooner Tennination of tills Lease. Should LaI1dlord request Tenal1t to
remove all or any part of the above mentioned items, Tenant shall do so prior to the expiration of this Lease and
repair the Premises as described below.
Temporary shelves, bins, and machinery installed by Tenant shall remain the property of Tenant and
may be removed by Tenant at any time; provided, however, that all covenants, including rent due hereunder to
Landlord shall have been complied with and paid. At the Tennination oftills Lease, or any extension thereof,
Tenant shall remove said shelves, bins and machinery and repair, in a good workmanlike manner, all dal11age
done to the Premises by such removal.
10.
ERECTION AND REMOVAL OF SIGNS: Tenant may, with Landlord consent, place suitable
signs on the Premises for the purpose of indicating the nature of the business carried on by Tenant in Premises;
Such signs shall be in keeping with other signs in the district where the Premises are located; Signs shall be
removed prior to the expiration of this Lease and any dalnage to the Premises caused by installation or removal
of signs shall be repaired at the expenses of Tenant. All work shall be completed in a good workmal1like
maimer. LaI1dlord agrees that Tenant may install 1 electric and 2 metallic signs on the premises.
11. GLASS: Tenant agrees to immediately replace all glass in the Premises if broken or damaged
dUling the Tenn ofthis Lease with glass ofthe same quality as that broken or damaged, unless such damage is
done by Landlord or Landlord's agents.
12. RIGHT OF ENTRY BY LANDLORD: Tenal1t, shall pennit inspection of the Premises during
reasonable business hours by Landlord or Landlord's agents or representatives for the purpose of asceltaining
the condition of the Premises and in order that Landlord may make such repairs as may be required to be made
by Landlord under the Tenns of this Lease. Sixty (60) days prior to the expiration of this Lease, Landlord may
post suitable notice on the Premises that the same are "For Rent" and may show the Premises to prospective
tenants at reasonable times. Landlord may not, however, thereby unnecessarily interfere with the use of the
Premises by Tenant.
13.
ASSIGNMENT AND SUBLETTING: Neither this Lease nor any interest herein may be
assigned by Tenant voluntarily or involuntarily, by operation of law, and neither all nor any pali ofthe Premises
shall be sublet by Tenant without the written consent of Landlord. However, Landlord agrees not to withhold
its consent unreasonably for TenaI1t to sublet the Premises. In the event the Premises should be sublet, as herein
provided, at an increased rental, fifty (50%) percent of said increase shall be paid to Lal1dlord by Tenal1t as
additional rental.

14.
DAMAGE OR DESTRUCTION: If the Premises or any part thereof shall be damaged or
destroyed by fire or other casualty, Landlord shall promptly repair all such damage and restore the Premises
without expense to Tenant, subject to delays due to adjustment of insurance claims, strikes and other causes
beyond Landlord's control. If such damage or destruction shall render the Premises untenable in whole or in
part, the rent shall be abated wholly or proportionately as the case may be until the damage shall be repaired and
the Premises restored. lfthe damage or destruction shall be so extensive as to require the substantial rebuilding,
i.e., expenditure of fifty (50%) percent or more of replacement cost of the building or buildings on the Premises,
Landlord or Tenant may elect to Terminate this Lease by written notice to the other given within thirty (30)
days after the occun-ence of such damage or destruction. Landlord and Tenant hereby release each other from
responsibility for loss or damage occurring on or to the Premises or the Premises of which they are a part or to
the contents of either thereof, caused by fire or other hazards ordinarily coverecl by fire and extended coverage
insurance policies and each waives all rights of recovery against the other for such loss or damage. Willful
misconduct lawfully attributable to either party, whether in whole or in part a contributing cause of the causality
giving rise to the loss or damage, shall not be excused under the foregoing release and waiver.
15.
INJURIES AND PROPERTY DAMAGE: Tenant agrees to indelmlify and hold harmless
Landlord of and from any and all claims of any kind or nature arising from Tenant's use of the Premises during
the Tem1 hereof, and Tenant hereby waives all claims against Landlord for damage to goods, wares,
merchandise or for injury to persons in and upon the Premises from any cause whatsoever, except such as might
result fi:om the intentional acts or negligence of Landlord or Landlord's representatives or from failure of
Landlord to perform its obligation hereunder within a reasonable time after notice in writing by Tenant
requiring such performance by Landlord. Tenant shall at all times dming the Tenn keep in effect in responsible
companies liability insurance in the names of and for the benefit of Tenant and shall name Landlord as an
additional insured with limits as follows:
Bodily Injury, $1,000,000.00 each occun-ence; Property Damage, $1,000,000.00; or in lieu thereof, a
combined single limit of$1,000,000.00.
Such insurance may, at Tenant's election, be carried under any general blanket coverage of Tenant. A
renewal policy shall be procured not less than ten (10) days prior to the expiration of any policy. Each original
policy or a celiified copy thereof, or a satisfactory certificate of the insurer evidencing insurance carried with
proof of payment ofthe premimn shall be deposited with Landlord. Tenant shall have the right to settle and
adjust all liability claims and all other claims against the insming companies, but without subjecting Landlord to
any liability or obligation. Such insurance shall provide for ten (10) days written notice to Landlord prior to
cancellation.
16. SURRENDER OF PREMISES: Tenant agrees to sun'ender the Premises at the expiration, or
sooner Termination, of the Term ofthis Lease, or any extension thereof, in the same condition as when
Premises were delivered to Tenant, or as altered, pursuant to the provisions of this Lease, ordinary wear, tear
and damage by the elements excepted, Tenant shall remove all of its personal propeliy by the end of the Term.
Tenant agrees to pay a reasonable cleaning charge should it be necessary for Landlord to restore or cause to be
restored the Premises to the same condition as when Premises were delivered to Tenant.
17. HOLDOVER: Should the Landlord permit Tenant to holdover the Premises or any part thereof,
after the expiration of the Term of this Lease, then and unless otherwise agreed in writing, such holding over
shall constitute a tenancy from month-to-month only, and shall in no event be construed as a renewal of this
Lease and all provisions of this Lease not inconsistent with a tenancy from month-to-month shall remain in full
force and effect. During the month-to-month tenancy, Tenant agrees to give Landlord thirty (30) days prior
t~ n 1
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written notice of its intent to vacate the Premises. Tenant agrees to vacate the Premises upon thirty (30) days
plior written notice from Landlord. The rental for the month-to-month tenancy shall be set by the Landlord
within ten (10) days after Landlord receives notice from Tenant of its intention to continue to occupy the
Premises.
18. QUIET ENJOYMENT: If and so long as Tenant pays the rents reserved by tIlls Lease and
performs and observes all the covenants and provisions hereof, Tenant shall quietly enjoy the Prenllses, subject,
however, to the Terms of this Lease, and Landlord will warrant and defend Tenant in the enjoyment and
peaceful possession ofthe Premises throughout the Tenus ofthis Lease.
19.
WAIVER OF COVENANTS: The failure of any paliy to enforce the provisions of tIlls Lease
shall not constitute a waiver unless specifically stated in writing, signed by the paliy whose lights are deemed
waived, regardless of a party's knowledge of a breach hereunder.
20.
DEFAULT: If Tenant shall make default in the fulfillment of any of the covenants and
conditions hereof, except default in payment of rent, Landlord may, at its option, after fifteen (15) days prior
notice to Tenant, make perfOrmallCe for Tenant and for the purpose advance such amounts as may be necessary.
Any amounts so advanced, or any expense incurred, or sum of money paid by Landlord by reason ofthe failure
of Tenant to comply with any covenant agreement, obligation or provision ofthis Lease, or in defending any
action to which Landlord may be subjected by reason of any such failure for any reason of tIlls Lease, shall be
deemed to be additional rent for the Premises and shall be due and payable to Landlord on demand. The
acceptance by Landlord of any installment of fixed rent or of any additional rent due under this or any other
paragraph of this Lease, shall not be a waiver of any other rent then due nor of the light to demand the
perfomlance of any other obligation of the Tenant Uflder this Lease. Interest shall be paid to Lalldlord on all
sums advanced by Landlord at an annual interest rate of2% over the Wall Street Journal prime rate.
If Tenant shall make default in fulfillment of any ofthe covenants or conditions of this Lease (other than
the covenants for the payment of rent or other aIllOUfltS) and any such default shall continue for a peliod of
fifteen (15) days after notice, then Lalldlord may, at its option, in addition any other remedies at law or in equity
terminate this Lease by giving Tenant written notice of such Temlination and, thereupon, tIlls Lease shall expire
as fully and completely as if that day were the date definitely fixed for the expiration of the Term of this Lease
and Tenant shall quit and surrender the Premises.

21.
DEFAULT IN RENT, lNSOLVENCY OF TENANT: If Tenant shall make any default in the
payment ofthe rent reserved hereunder, or any part thereof, or in making any other payment herein provided
for, and ally such default shall continue for a period often (10) days, after written notice to Tenant, or if the
Premises or any part thereof shall be abandoned or vacated or if Tenant shall be legally dismissed there from by
or under any authority other than Landlord, or if Tenant shall file a volUfltary petition in bankruptcy or if Tenant
shall file any petition or institute any proceedings under any insolvency or BaI1kruptcy Act or any amendment
thereto hereafter made, seeking to effect its reorganization or a composition with its creditors, or if any
proceedings based on the insolvency of Tenant or relating to bankruptcy proceedings, a receiver or trustee shall
be appointed for Tenallt or the Premises or if any proceedings shall be commenced for the reorganization of
Tenant or ifthe Leasehold estate created hereby shall be taken on execution or by any process oflaw or if
Tenant shall admit in writing its inability to pay its obligations generally as they become due, then Landlord, in
addition to ally other rights or remedies it may have, shall have the immediate right of re-entry and may remove
all persons and property from the Premises. Such property may be removed and stored in a public warehouse or
elsewhere at the cost of and for the account of Tenant. Landlord may elect to re-enter, as herein provided, or
Landlord may take possession pursuant to this Lease and relet the Premises or any part thereof for such Tenn or
Terms (which may be for a Term extending beyond the Term of this Lease) and at such rental or rentals and

upon such other Tenns and conditions as Landlord in the exercise of Landlord's sole discretion may deem
advisable with the right to make alterations and repairs to Premises. Upon each subletting, Tenant shall be
immediately liable for and shall pay to Landlord, in addition to any indebtedness due hereunder, the costs and
expenses of such reletting including advertising costs, brokerages fees, any reasonable attomey's fees incurred
and the cost of such alternations and repairs incurred by Landlord, and the amount, if any, by which the rent
reserved in this Lease for the period of such relenting (up to but not beyond the Tenn of this Lease) exceeds the
amount agreed to be paid as rent for the Premises for said period by such reletting. If Tenant has been credited
with any rent to be received by such reletting and such rents shall not be promptly paid to Landlord by the new
Tenant, such deficiency shall be calculated and paid monthly by Tenant. No such re-entry or taking possession
ofthe Premises by Landlord shall be construed as an election by Landlord to Terminate this Lease unless the
Termination thereof be decreed by a comi of competent jurisdiction or stated specifically by the Landlord in
writing addressed to Tenant. Notwithstanding any such reletting without Tennination, Landlord may at any time
thereafter elect to Tenninate this Lease for such previous breach. Should Landlord at any time Tenninate this
Lease for any breach, in addition to any other remedy Landlord may have, Landlord may recover £l'om Tenant
all damages Landlord may incur by reason of such breach, including the cost of recovering the Premises
including attorney's fees, court costs, and storage charges and including the worth at the time of such
Tenllination of the excess, if any, of the amount of rent and charges equivalent to rent reserved in this Lease for
the remainder of the stated Tenn over the then chargeable rent on the Premises for the remainder of the stated
Tenn, all of which amounts shall be immediately due and payable £l'om Tenant to Landlord. In no event, shall
this Lease or any rights or privileges hereunder be an asset of Tenant under any bankruptcy, insolvency or
reorgmlization proceedings.
22.
ENFORCEMENT: In the event it shall become necessary for either party to enforce the Tenns of
this Lease by suit or otherwise, the prevailing party in such action shall be entitles to recover all costs incurred
in enforcement, including attorney's fees and whether or not suit is actually filed.
23 .
FAILURE, TO PERFORM COVENANT: Any failure on the part of either party to this Lease to
perfonn any obligations hereunder, other than Tenant's obligation to pay rent, and any delay in doing any act
required hereby shall be excused if such failure or delay is caused by any strike, lockout, governmental
rest11ction or any similar cause beyond the control ofthe party so failing to perfonn, to the extent and for the
period that such continues.
24.
RlGHTS OF SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS: The covenants and agreements contained in this
Lease will apply to, inure to the benefit of, and be binding upon the parties hereto, their heirs, distributees,
executors, administrators, legal representatives, assigns, and upon their respective successors in interest except
as expressly otherwise hereinabove provided.
25.
contained.

TIME: Time is ofthe essence of this Lease and every Tenn, covenant and condition herein

26.
LIENS: Under no circumstances may Tenmlt do any thing that may cause liens to be filed on any
building or Lmldlord's equipment. Provided, however, nothing herein contained shall prevent Tenant, in good
faith and for good cause from contesting the claim or claims of any person, finn or corporation growing out of
Tenant's operation of the Premises or costs of improvements by Tenant on the Premises, and the postponement
of payment of such claim or claims, until such contest shall finally be decided shall not be a violation of tlns
Lease or any covenant thereof. Should any such lien be filed and not released or discharged or action not
commenced to declare the same invalid within thirty (30) days after discovery of the same by Tenmlt, Landlord
may at Landlord's option (but without any obligation so to do) pay and discharge such lien and may likewise
pay and discharge any taxes, assessments or other charges against the Leased Premises which Tenant is
('
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obligated hereunder to pay and which mayor might become a lien on the Premises. Tenant agrees to repay any
sum so paid by Landlord upon demand therefore, as provided for in paragraph 7 herein.
27.
CONSTRUCTION OF LEASE: Words of any gender used in this Lease shall be held to include
any other gender, and words in the singular number shall be held to include the plural when the sense requires.

28.
PARAGRAPH HEADINGS: The paragraph headings as to the contents ofpaliicular paragraphs
herein, are inserted only for convenience and are in no way to be construed as part of such paragraph or as a
limitation on the scope ofthe particular paragraph to which they refer.
29.
NOTICES: It is agreed that all notices required or permitted to be given hereunder, or for
purposes of billing process, conespondence, and any other legal purposes whatsoever, shall be deemed
sufficient if given by a communication in writing by United States mail, postage prepaid and certified retum
receipt al1d addressed as follows:

Ifto Landlord, at the following address:

CTR Management, LLC
865 Pancheri
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402-3344

Ph: 208-523-0612
Fax: 208-522-7742

If to Tenant, at the following address:

Printcraft Press, Inc.
3834 S. Professional Way
Idaho Falls, ID 83402

Ph: 208-523-4122
Fax: 208-529-6529

30.

N/A

31.

GOVERNING LAW: The Terms of this Agreement shall be construed in accordance with Idaho

law.
32.
DOCUMENTA TION: The parties hereto agree to execute such additional documentation as may
be necessary or desirable to carry out the intent of this Agreement.
33.
CONTINGENCY REGARDING USE: This Lease is contingent upon there being no restrictions,
covenants, agreements, laws, ordinances, rules or regulations, which would prohibit Tenant from using the
Premises for the purposes described herein.
34.
EMINENT DOMAIN: If at any time during the Term of this Lease the Premises or any
part thereof shall be taken as a result ofthe exercise ofthe power of eminent domain or by an agreement in lieu
thereof, this Lease shall Terminate as to the part so taken as ofthe date possession is taken by the condemning
authority. If all or any substantial portion ofthe Premises shall be taken, Landlord may Terminate this Lease at
its option, by giving Tenant written notice of such Termination within thirty (30) days of such taking. If any or a
portion of the Premises taken al-e so substantial that Tenant's use of the Premises is substantially impaired,
Tenant may Terminate this Lease pursuant to this Article_ Otherwise, this Lease shall remain in full force and
effect, except that the rent payable by Tenant hereunder shall be reduced in the proportion that the area of the
Premises so taken bears to the total Premises_ Landlord shall be entitled to and Tenant hereby assigns to
Landlord the entire 311lount of any award in cormection with such taking. Nothing in this Article shall give

Landlord any interest in or preclude Tenant from seeking, on its own account, any award attributable tc
taking of personal propeliy or trade fixtures belonging to Tenant, or for the interruption of Tenant's bus
35.
REPRESENTATION REGARDING AUTHORITY: The parties executing this Lease 1'1
and warrant that they are duly authorized to execute this Lease in their individual or representative cape
indicated.
36. ENTIRE AGREEMENT: This Lease Agreement constitutes the entire agreement and
understanding between the parties hereto and supersedes all prior discussions, understandings and agree
This Lease may not be altered or amended except by a subsequent written agreement executed by all of
parties hereto.
37. ESTOPPEL CERTIFICATE: Tenant shall, at any time and from time to time upon not les
ten (10) days plior written notice from lessor execute, acknowledge and deliver to Landlord a statement
writing (i) certifying that this Lease is unmodified and in full force and effect (or, if modified stating the
of such modification and certifying that this Lease as so modified, is in full force and effect) and the dat
which the rental and other charges are paid in advance, if any, and (ii) acknowledging that there are not,
Tenant's knowledge, any uncured defaults on the pmi of Landlord hereUlider, or specifying such default
are claimed, any such statement may be relied upon by any prospective purchaser or encumbrancer of aJ
pOliion of the real property of which the Premises are a part. Tenant's failure to deliver such statement Ii
such time shall be conclusive upon Tenant (i) that this Lease is in full force and effect, without modifica
except as may be represented by Landlord, (ii) that there are no uncured defaults in Landlord's perfonna
(iii) that not more than one month's rental has been paid in advance.
38. REVIEW OF DOCUMENTS: The parties hereto represent that they have read and unders1
tenns of this Lease, and that they have sought legal cOUllsel to the extent deemed necessary in order to p
their respective interests.
39. KEYS & LOCKS: Tenant shall not change locks or install other locks on doors without the
consent of Landlord who agrees not to unreasonably withhold such consent. Tenmlt, upon the tenninatio
tenancy, shall deliver to the Landlord all the keys to the offices, rooms and toilet rooms which have beer
furnished to the Tenant.
40. AUCTION, FIRE OR BANKRUPTCY SALE: Tenant shall not conduct any auction nor pc
any fire or bankruptcy sale to be held on the Premises.
41. CARPETING DAMAGE AND CHAIRMATS: Tenant agrees to be responsible for the
replacement of carpeting in the Premises if same shall be damaged by burning, or stains resulting from SJ
anything on said carpet, reasonable wear and tear excepted. Tenant further agrees to use "chair mat" undl
chairs used with desks.

42.

N/A

43.

ACCEPTANCE: This Lease must be accepted by all pmiies on or before NA

44.

Landlord Improvements: This Lease is made with the acknowledgment of the following: ]

45.
ADDENDUM I EXHIBITS: This Lease is made with the acknowledgement of the follo",
attachment and made part of Lease: NA.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused these presents to be executed as of the
day and year first above written.
LANDLORD:
CTR Management, LLC

TENANT:
Printcraft Press, Inc.

BY:Z~

Title: ~ rfi-<..--.r-

Travis Waters

Lawry V. Wilde
Managing Member
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COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL LEASE
"TRIPLE NET"
CTR Management, LLC.
(Standard Form)

EXHIBIT

"THIS LEASE" made and entered into this 1st day of February, 2007, by and between CTR
Management, LLC ("Landlord") an Idaho Limited liability corporation, and Printcraft Press, Inc. (collectively
"Tenant").
WITNESSETH:
In consideration of the covenants and promises contained herein and other good and valuable
consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, it is agreed by the parties hereto
as follows:
I.

PREMISES:

Landlord hereby Leases to Tenant and Tenant hereby Leases from Landlord all those certain
("Premises") hereinafter more fully described, together with the buildings and other improvements thereon, for
the Tenn and upon the rental herein set forth. The Premises consist more particularly of an area containing
approximately 2,500 square feet, commonly known as "Sunnyside Industrial, block 1, lot 5, 3834 S.
Professional Way, Unit 4, Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402", State ofIdaho.
Tenant its employees, invitees and customers, shall have the right to use the common and parking areas
jointly with any other tenants of the building.
II.

TERM:

The Tenn ("the Term") of this Lease shall be nine (9) years, beginning on the 1st day of March, 2007
and ending on the 31 st day of January, 2016. Tenant may renew this Lease under the same conditions hereto for
three additional five year Tenns, by written notice of such election 60 days before the end of the then current
five year Lease Term.

III.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF LEASE:

1. RENT: The Tenant agrees to pay as rental to Landlord, the sum of one thousand two hundred
twenty five dollars and Noll 00 ($1225.00) DOLLARS, per month for the first year of Tenn. Lease payments
shall escalate at a rate of 1% per year on the 1st day of March, 2008 (including extensions or renewals), and
subsequently on each year through the tenn.
(a)
LATE CHARGES: In the event Tenant fails to pay said rental (including any additional rental
due hereunder) on the due date or within three (3) days thereafter, a late charge two percent (2%) per day of the
delinquent rental payment shall be added to said rental and due to Landlord.
(b)
SECURITY DEPOSIT: Upon the execution of this Lease, Tenant has deposited with Landlord
the sum of $0.00 receipt of which is hereby acknowledged by Landlord, such deposit is given to secure the

faithful performance by the Tenant of all ofthe Terms, covenants and conditions of this Lease. The Tenant
agrees that if the Tenant shall fail to pay the rent or any other amount due hereunder, said deposit may, at the
option of the Landlord, be applied to any such due and unpaid. Tenant will also deposit with Landlord first
month's rent, $1225.00, along with estimated initial C.A.M. charges of$125.00, (total of$1350.00) at time of
Lease execution. C.A.M. charges are defined in paragraph 3 below.
Nothing contained in this paragraph shall in any way diminish or be construed as waiving any of the
Landlord's other remedies as provided herein, or by law. Ifthe security deposit is applied by Landlord for the
payment of over due rent or other sums due and payable to Landlord by Tenant hereunder, then Tenant shall, on
the written demand of Landlord, forthwith remit to Landlord a sufficient amount in cash to restore said security
deposit to its original amount; Tenant's failure to do so within fifteen days after receipt of such demand, shall
constitute a breach of this Lease. Should Tenant comply with all ofthe Terms, covenants and conditions of this
Lease and promptly pay all ofthe rental herein provided for as it falls due, and all other sums payable by Tenant
to Landlord hereunder, said security deposit shall be returned in full to Tenant at the end of the Term, or upon
the earlier Termination ofthis Lease pursuant to the provisions hereof. In the event that the Premises are sold
as a result of the exercise of any power of sale under any mortgage or deed of trust this Lease shall be
automatically amended to delete any reference to this paragraph, and Tenant shall be entitled to immediate
reimbursement of Tenant's security deposit from the party then holding said deposit. The security deposit is not
to be utilized as a "last month's rent".
2. AUTHORIZED USE: Tenant shall use the Premises for the following purpose, and for no other
purpose whatsoever, without the written consent of Landlord first: plinting, production, acquisition, and
distribution of print and printing related products.
Tenant shall not commit or knowingly permit any waste of the Premises or use the same for any
unlawful purpose. The Tenant will comply with all applicable federal, state and local laws, ordinances and
regulations relating to the Premises and its use and operation by the Tenant.
Tenant agrees not to keep, use or pennit to be kept or used on the Premises any flammable fluids,
explosives or any "hazardous substance," "solid waste," or "hazardous waste", as said Terms are defined in 42
U.S.c. 9601(14), and 40 c.F.R. 261.1 et seq. without the prior written pennission of Landlord. Landlord
acknowledges Tenant will have items such as WD-40, starting fluid, automotive paint and restoration or
detailing matelials on the Premises.
3 . TAXES, INSURANCE AND COMMON AREA MAINTENANCE, "CAM FEE": The Tenant
shall pay its pro rata share of operating expenses of the land and building which contain the Premises. Such
items are commonly known as "Common Area Maintenance" expenses or C.A.M. Charges are defined as
Property Taxes, Fire and other Hazard Insurance, and other such maintenance as required by the Terms ofthis
Lease. The CAM charges are estimated at ($ 125.00/Month) and are subject to increases for property taxes and
insurance at such time as they may arise. Payment is due on the first day of each month with the payment of the
base rent and each month thereafter. Landlord shall provide Tenant with an annual itemized accounting of the
C.A.M Charges, and shall refund any difference between what has been paid by Tenant and actual costs, and
Tenant shall be responsible to pay Landlord the difference ifthere is a deficiency between what has been paid
and the actual amount. Furt1Ier detail of payment oftaxes, insurance, and building maintenarIce are further
defined in the body ofthis Lease.
4.
PAYMENT OF TAXES AND OTHER ASSESSMENTS: Tenant shall pay its proportionate share
when they are due of all property taxes, license fees arId assessments levied or imposed against the Premises or
measured by the rent payable hereunder during the Term ofthis Lease or any extension thereof, by Federal,
, .. (', Q
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state, municipal or other governmental authority; provided, however, that no law or practice postponing the
payment of such taxes, assessments or charges until after the Termination of this Lease shall relieve Tenant of
the obligation to make such payments. Payment of such taxes shall be made by Tenant to Landlord not later
than thirty (30) days following the date on which Landlord provides Tenant with written evidence of such taxes
in the form of a copy of the tax retum or notice. If Tenant fails to pay any of such taxes, charges or other
iIllpositions when due, Landlord may pay the same under the provisions ofparagTaph 19, hereinafter set f01ih.
Anything herein to the contrary notwithstanding, if Tenant deems excessive or illegal any such tax or
assessment, Tenant may defer payment thereof so long as the validity or the amount thereof is contested by
Tenant in good faith, in which case Tenant shall fumish to Landlord a bond, in fonn reasonably satisfactory to
Landlord, in an amount equal to the amount of taxes or assessments so contested, which bond shall guarantee
the payment thereof with interest and penalties thereon.
5.
CONDITION OF THE PREMISES: Tenant accepts the Premises in the condition they are in at
the time of possession to the Premises. Tenant agrees, if, during the Term of this Lease, Tenant shall change the
usual method of conducting Tenant's business on the Premises, or should Tenant install thereon or therein any
new facilities, Tenant will, at the sole cost and expense of Tenant, make alterations or improvements in or to the
Premises which may be required by reason of any Federal or state law, or by any municipal ordinance, or
regulation applicable thereto. Landlord wammts that the building, on date of occupancy, meets all cUlTently
applicable Federal, state and municipal laws and ordinances.
6.
LANDLORD TO INSURE BUILDINGS: Landlord shall insure and keep insured the Premises
against the perils of fire, the "Extended Coverage's," vandalism and malicious mischief, and all risks to the
Premises, the cost of such insurance shall be a part of the C.AM. Charges. Tenant shall calTY insurance against
the 11Sk of business intelTUption and loss of income and loss of rents to Landlord resulting from fire or other
hazards. The later described policy must provide coverage for six months estimated income from the Premises.
Tenant shall have sole responsibility for insurance covering Tenants property on or in the Premises.
7.
REPAIR AND CARE, OF BUILDING AND PAYMENT OF UTILITIES BY TENANT:
Landlord agrees to keep the interior and exterior of the building and the improvements on the Premises outside
the building and grounds in good condition. The mowing of grass, care of shrubs, general landscaping, if any,
and then cleaning and painting of the interior and exterior ofthe Premises as the same mayor might be
necessary in order to maintain Premises in a clean, attractive and sanitary condition. Tenant shall keep the
driveways, parking lots and sidewalks, if any, reasonably free from snow and ice. Tenant acknowledges these
responsibili ties
Landlord shall pay all property taxes and building insurance at such times as they arise. Tenant shall also
maintain the common areas in good order and repair and in a clean condition at all times. Without limiting the
generality of the foregoing, Landlord shall clean and paint interior and exterior ofPrernises as the same might
be necessary to maintain the Premises in clean, attractive and sanitary condition, all of which are included in
C.A.M. charges.
Tenant shall pay all charges, including but not limited to charges for water, heat, gas, electricity and
other public utilities used on the Premises, including all replacements of light bulbs, tubes, ballasts and starters
within a reasonable time after they bum out.
8.
REP AIR OF BUILDll..JG BY LANDLORD: Landlord agrees for the Teml ofthis Lease, to
maintain the roof of the building in good condition and repair, and any latent defects in the exterior walls, floor
joists, and foundations, and to repair any defects in the plumbing, electrical, heating and air-conditioning
systems for one year after date of occupancy as well as any damage that might result from acts of Landlord or
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Landlord's representatives. Landlord shall not, however, be obligated to repair any such damage until written
notice of the need of repair shall have been given to Landlord by Tenant and, after such notice is so given,
Landlord shall have a reasonable time to which to make such repairs.
9.
ALTERATIONS OF BUILDING AND INSTALLATION OF FIXTURES AND OTHER
APPURTENANCES: Tenant may, with written consent of Landlord, which consent shall not be unreasonably
withheld or delayed, but at Tenant's sole cost and expense in a good and workmanlike manner, make such
alterations and repairs to the Premises as Tenant may require for the conduct of its business without, however,
rnaterially altering the basic character of the building or improvements, or weakening any stmcture on the
Premises. Tenant shall have the right, with the written permission of Landlord, to erect, at Tenant's sole cost and
expense, such temporary pmiitions, including office partitions, as may be necessm'y to facilitate the handling of
Tenant's business and to install telephone and telephone equipment and wiring, mld electrical fixtures,
additional lights and wiring and other trade appliances. Any alterations or improvements to the Premises,
including partitions, all electrical fixtures, lights and wiring shall; at the option of Landlord, become the
propeliy of Landlord, at the expiration or sooner Tennination of this Lease. Should Landlord request Tenant to
remove all or any part of the above mentioned items, Tenant shall do so prior to the expiration of this Lease and
repair the Premises as described below.
Temporary shelves, bins, and machinery installed by Tenant shall remain the property of Tenant and
may be removed by Tenant at any time; provided, however, that all covenants, including rent due hereunder to
Landlord shall have been complied with and paid. At the Tennination ofthis Lease, or any extension thereof,
Tenant shall remove said shelves, bins and machinery and repair, in a good workmanlike marmer, all damage
done to the Premises by such removal.
10.
ERECTION AND REMOVAL OF SIGNS: Tenant may, with Landlord consent, place suitable
signs on the Premises for the purpose of indicating the nature ofthe business carried on by Tenant in Premises;
Such signs shall be in keeping with other signs in the district where the Premises are located; Signs shall be
removed prior to the expiration of this Lease and any damage to the Premises caused by installation or removal
of signs shall be repaired at the expenses of Ten ant. All work shall be completed in a good workmanlike
marmer. Landlord agrees that Tenant may install 1 electric and 2 metallic signs on the premises.
11. GLASS: Tenant agrees to immediately replace all glass in the Premises ifbroken or damaged
dUllng the Tenn of this Lease with glass of the same quality as that broken or damaged, unless such damage is
done by Landlord or Landlord's agents.
12. RIGHT OF ENTRY BY LANDLORD: Tenant, shall pelmit inspection of the Premises during
reasonable business hours by Landlord or Landlord's agents or representatives for the purpose of ascertaining
the condition of the Premises and in order that Landlord may make such repairs as may be required to be made
by Landlord under the Terms ofthis Lease. Sixty (60) days prior to the expiration ofthis Lease, Landlord may
post suitable notice on the Premises that the same are "For Rent" and may show the Premises to prospective
tenants at reasonable times. Landlord may not, however, thereby unnecessarily interfere with the use of the
Premises by Tenant.
13.
ASSIGNMENT AND SUBLETTING: Neither this Lease nor any interest herein may be
assigned by Tenant voluntarily or involuntmily, by operation of law, and neither all nor any part of the Premises
shall be sublet by Tenant without the written consent of Landlord. However, Landlord agrees not to withhold
its consent unreasonably for Tenant to sublet the Premises. In the event the Premises should be sublet, as herein
provided, at an increased rental, fifty (50%) percent of said increase shall be paid to Landlord by Tenant as
addi tional rental.

14.
DAMAGE OR DESTRUCTION: Ifthe Premises or any part thereof shall be damaged or
destroyed by fire or other casualty, Landlord shall promptly repair all such damage and restore the Premises
without expense to Tenant, subject to delays due to adjustment of insurance claims, strikes and other causes
beyond Landlord's control. If such damage or destruction shall render the Premises untenable in whole or in
part, the rent shall be abated wholly or proportionately as the case may be until the damage shall be repaired and
the Premises restored. Uthe damage or destruction shall be so extensive as to require the substantial rebuilding,
i. e., expenditure of fifty (50%) percent or more of replacement cost of the building or buildings on the Premises,
Landlord or Tenant may elect to Terminate this Lease by written notice to the other given within thirty (30)
days after the occurrence of such damage or destruction. Landlord and Tehant hereby release each other fi-om
responsibility for loss or damage occUlTing on or to the Premises or the Premises of which they are a pali or to
the contents of either thereof, caused by fire or other hazards ordinal°ily covered by fire and extended coverage
insurance policies and each waives all rights of recovery against the other for such loss or damage. Willful
misconduct lawfully attributable to either party, whether in whole or in part a contributing cause of the causality
giving rise to the loss or damage, shall not be excused under the foregoing release alld waiver.
15.
INJURIES AND PROPERTY DAMAGE: Tenant agrees to indemnify and hold harmless
Landlord of and from any and all claims of ally kind or nature arising from Tenant's use of the Premises during
. the Tenn hereof, and Tenant hereby waives all claims against Landlord for damage to goods, wares,
merchandise or for injury to persons in and upon the Premises from ally cause whatsoever, except such as might
result from the intentional acts or negligence of Landlord or Landlord's representatives or from failure of
Landlord to perform its obligation hereunder within a reasonable time after notice in writing by Tenant
requiring such performance by Landlord. Tenant shall at all times dUling the Term keep in effect in responsible
companies liability insurance in the names of and for the benefit of Tenant and shall name Landlord as an
additional insured with limits as follows:
Bodily Injury, $1,000,000.00 each OCCUlTence; Property Damage, $1,000,000.00; or in lieu thereof, a
combined single limit of$l,OOO,OOO.OO.
Such insurance may, at Tenallt's election, be calned under any general blanket coverage of Tenant. A
renewal policy shall be procured not less than ten (10) days prior to the expiration of any policy. Each original
policy or a certified copy thereof, or a satisfactory certificate of the insurer evidencing insurallCe carried with
proof of payment of the premium shall be deposited with Landlord. Tenant shall have the right to settle alld
adjust all liability claims and all other claims against the insuring companies, but without SUbjecting Landlord to
any liability or obligation. Such insurance shall provide for ten (10) days written notice to Landlord prior to
cancellation.
16. SURRENDER OF PREMISES: Tenant agrees to surrender the Premises at the expiration, or
sooner Termination, of the Term ofthis Lease, or any extension thereof, in the same condition as when
Premises were delivered to Tenant, or as altered, purSUallt to the provisions of this Lease, ordinary weal·, teal·
and damage by the elements excepted, Tenallt shall remove all of its personal property by the end of the Term.
Tenant agrees to pay a reasonable cleaning charge should it be necessary for Landlord to restore or cause to be
restored the Premises to the same condition as when Premises were delivered to Tenant.
17. HOLDOVER: Should the Landlord permit Tenant to holdover the Premises or any part thereof,
after the expiration of the Term of this Lease, then and unless otherwise agreed in writing, such holding over
shall constitute a tenancy from month-to-month only, and shall in no event be construed as a renewal of this
Lease and all provisions of this Lease not inconsistent with a tenancy fl:om month-to-month shall remain in full
force and effect. During the month-to-month tenancy, Tenant agrees to give Landlord thirty (30) days prior
(~ t', .~
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written notice of its intent to vacate the Premises. Tenant agrees to vacate the Premises upon thirty (30) days
prior written notice from Landlord. The rental for the month-to-month tenancy shall be set by the Landlord
within ten (10) days after Landlord receives notice from Tenant of its intention to continue to occupy the
Premises.
18. QUIET ENJOYMENT: If and so long as Tenant pays the rents reserved by this Lease and
performs and observes all the covenants and provisions hereof, Tenant shall quietly enjoy the Premises, subject,
however, to the Tenns ofthis Lease, and Landlord will wan-ant and defend Tenant in the enjoyment and
peaceful possession ofthe Premises throughout the Terms of this Lease.

19.
WANER OF COVENANTS: The failure of any party to enforce the provisions of this Lease
shall not constitute a waiver unless specifically stated in writing, signed by the party whose rights are deemed
waived, regardless of a party's knowledge of a breach hereunder.
20.
DEFAULT: If Tenant shall make default in the fulfillment of any of the covenants and
conditions hereof, except default in payment of rent, Landlord may, at its option, after fifteen (15) days prior
notice to Tenant, make performance for Tenant and for the purpose advance such amounts as may be necessary.
Any amounts so advanced, or any expense incurred, or sum of money paid by Landlord by reason of the failure
of Tenant to comply with any covenant agreement, obligation or provision of this Lease, or in defending any
action to which Landlord may be subjected by reason of any such failure for any reason of this Lease, shall be
deemed to be additional rent for the Premises and shall be due and payable to Landlord on demand. The
acceptance by Landlord of any installment of fixed rent or of any additional rent due under this or any other
paragraph of this Lease, shall not be a waiver of any other rent then due nor ofthe right to demand the
perfOlmance of any other obligation of the Tenant under this Lease. Interest shall be paid to Landlord on all
sums advanced by Landlord at an annual interest rate of2% over the Wall Street Joumal prime rate.
If Tenant shall make default in fulfillment of any of the covenants or conditions of this Lease (other than
the covenants for the payment of rent or other amounts) and any such default shall continue for a period of
fifteen (15) days after notice, then Landlord may, at its option, in addition any other remedies at law or in equity
terminate this Lease by giving Tenant written notice of such Tennination and, thereupon, this Lease shall expire
as fully and completely as ifthat day were the date definitely fixed for the expiration of the Term of this Lease
and Tenant shall quit and sun'ender the Premises.

21.
DEFAULT IN RENT, INSOLVENCY OF TENANT: If Tenant shall make any default in the
payment of the rent reserved hereunder, or any part thereof, or in making any other payment herein provided
for, and any such default shall continue for a period often (10) days, after written notice to Tenant, or if the
Premises or any part thereof shall be abandoned or vacated or if Tenant shall be legally dismissed there from by
or under any authority other than Landlord, or if Tenant shall file a voluntary petition in bankruptcy or if Tenant
shall file any petition or institute any proceedings under any insolvency or Bankruptcy Act or any amendment
thereto hereafter made, seeking to effect its reorganization or a composition with its creditors, or if any
proceedings based on the insolvency of Tenant or relating to bankruptcy proceedings, a receiver or trustee shall
be appointed for Tenant or the Premises or if any proceedings shall be commenced for the reorganization of
Tenant or if the Leasehold estate created hereby shall be taken on execution or by any process oflaw or if
Tenant shall admit in writing its inability to pay its obligations generally as they become due, then Landlord, in
addition to any other rights or remedies it may have, shall have the immediate right of re-entry and may remove
all persons and property from the Premises. Such property may be removed and stored in a public warehouse or
elsewhere at the cost of and for the account of Ten ant. Landlord may elect to re-enter, as herein provided, or
Landlord may take possession pursuant to this Lease and relet the Premises or any part thereof for such Term or
Tenus (which may be for a Term extending beyond the Term of this Lease) and at such rental or rentals and

upon such other Terms and conditions as Landlord in the exercise of Landlord's sole discretion may deem
advisable with the right to make alterations and repairs to Premises. Upon each subletting, Tenant shall be
iInmediately liable for and shall pay to Landlord, in addition to any indebtedness due hereunder, the costs and
expenses of such reletting including adveliising costs, brokerages fees, any reasonable attomey's fees incurred
and the cost of such altemations and repairs incurred by Landlord, and the amount, if any, by which the rent
reserved in tIus Lease for the period of such relenting (up to but not beyond the Term oftrus Lease) exceeds the
amount agreed to be paid as rent for the Premises for said period by such reletting. If Tenant has been credited
with any rent to be received by such reletting and such rents shall not be promptly paid to Landlord by the new
Tenant, such deficiency shall be calculated and paid monthly by Tenant. No such re-entry or taking possession
of the Premises by Landlord shall be construed as an election by Landlord to Telminate this Lease unless the
Tennination thereofbe decreed by a cOUli of competent jurisdiction or stated specifically by the Landlord in
writing addressed to Tenant. Notwithstanding any such reletting without Termination, Landlord may at any time
thereafter elect to Terminate this Lease for such previous breach. Should Landlord at any time Tenninate this
Lease for any breach, in addition to any other remedy Landlord may have, Landlord may recover from Tenant
all damages Landlord may incur by reason of such breach, including the cost of recovering the Premises
including attomey's fees, court costs, and storage charges and including the worth at the time of such
Tennination of the excess, if any, of the amount of rent and charges equivalent to rent reserved in this Lease for
the remainder ofthe stated Term over the then chargeable rent on the Premises for the remainder of the stated
Term, all of which amounts shall be immediately due and payable from Tenant to Landlord. In no event, shall
this Lease or any rights or privileges hereunder be an asset of Tenant under any bankruptcy, insolvency or
reorganization proceedings.
22.
ENFORCEMENT: In the event it shall become necessary for either party to enforce the Tenus of
this Lease by suit or otherwise, the prevailing party in such action shall be entitles to recover all costs incurred
in enforcement, including attorney's fees and whether or not suit is actually filed.
23.
FAILURE, TO PERFORM COVENANT: Any failure on the part of either party to this Lease to
perform any obligations hereunder, other than Tenant's obligation to pay rent, and any delay in doing any act
required hereby shall be excused if such failure or delay is caused by any strike, lockout, governmental
restriction or any similar cause beyond the control of the party so failing to perform, to the extent and for the
period that such continues.
24.
RIGHTS OF SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS: The covenants and agreements contained in tlus
Lease will apply to, inure to the benefit of, and be binding upon the parties hereto, their heirs, distributees,
executors, administrators, legal representatives, assigns, and upon their respective successors in interest except
as expressly otherwise hereinabove provided.
25.
contained.

TIME: Time is of the essence of this Lease and every Term, covenant and condition herein

26.
LIENS: Under no circumstances may Tenant do any thing that may cause liens to be filed on any
building or Landlord's equipment. Provided, however, nothing herein contained shall prevent Tenant, in good
faith and for good cause from contesting the claim or claims of any person, firm or corporation growing out of
Tenant's operation of the Premises or costs of improvements by Tenant on the Premises, and the postponement
of payment of such claim or claims, until such contest shall finally be decided shall not be a violation of tIus
Lease or any covenant thereof. Should any such lien be filed and not released or discharged or action not
commenced to declare the same invalid within thirty (30) days after discovery of the same by Tenant, Landlord
may at Landlord's option (but without any obligation so to do) pay and discharge such lien and may likewise
pay and discharge any taxes, assessments or other charges against the Leased Premises which Tenant is
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obligated hereunder to pay and which mayor might become a lien on the Premises. Tenant agrees to repay any
sum so paid by Landlord upon demand therefore, as provided for in paragraph 7 herein.
27.
CONSTRUCTION OF LEASE: Words of any gender used in this Lease shall be held to include
::my other gender, and words in the singular number shall be held to include the plural when the sense requires.

28.
PARAGRAPH HEADINGS: The paragraph headings as to the contents of pmiicular paragraphs
herein, are inserted only for convenience and are in no way to be construed as part of such paragraph or as a
limitation on the scope ofthe particular paragraph to which they refer.
29.
NOTICES: It is agreed that all notices required or pennitted to be given hereunder, or for
purposes of billing process, correspondence, and any other legal purposes whatsoever, shall be deemed
sufficient if given by a communication in writing by United States mail, postage prepaid and celiified retum
receipt and addressed as follows:

!fto Landlord, at the following address:

CTR Management, LLC
865 Pancheri
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402-3344

Ph: 208-523-0612
Fax: 208-522-7742

!fto Tenant, at the following address:

Printcraft Press, Inc.
3834 S. Professional Way, Unit 3
Idaho Falls, ID 83402

Ph: 208-523-4122
Fax: 208-529-6529

30.

N/A

31.

GOVERNING LAW: The Tenns of this Agreement shall be construed in accordance with Idaho

law.

32.
DOCUMENTATION: The parties hereto agree to execute such additional documentation as may
be necessary or desirable to carry out the intent of this Agreement.
33.
CONTINGENCY REGARDING USE: This Lease is contingent upon there being no restrictions,
covenants, agreements, laws, ordinances, rules or regulations, which would prohibit Tenant from using the
Premises for the purposes described herein.
34.
EMINENT DOMAIN: If at any time during the Tenn of this Lease the Premises or any
part thereof shall be taken as a result of the exercise of the power of eminent domain or by an agreement in lieu
thereof, this Lease shall Tenninate as to the part so taken as of the date possession is taken by the condemning
authority. If all or any substantial portion of the Premises shall be taken, Landlord may Tenninate tlus Lease at
its option, by giving Tenant written notice of such Tennination within thirty (30) days of such taking. If any or a
portion of the Premises taken are so substantial that Tenant's use ofthe Premises is substantially impaired,
Tenant may Tenninate this Lease pursuant to this Article. Otherwise, this Lease shall remain in full force and
effect, except that the rent payable by Tenant hereunder shall be reduced in the proportion that the area of the
Premises so taken bears to the total Premises. Landlord shall be entitled to and Tenant hereby assigns to
Landlord the entire amount of any award in connection with such taking. Nothing in this Article shall give
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Landlord any interest in or preclude Tenant from seeking, on its ovm account, any award attributable to the
taking of personal property or trade fixtures belonging to Tenant, or for the interruption of Tenant's business.
35.
REPRESENTATION REGARDING AUTHORITY: The parties executing this Lease represent
and warrant that they are duly authorized to execute this Lease in their individual or representative capacity as
indicated.
36. ENTIRE AGREEMENT: This Lease Agreement constitutes the entire agreement and
understanding betvv-een the parties hereto and supersedes all prior discussions, understandings and agreements.
This Lease may not be altered or amended except by a subsequent written agreement executed by all of the
parties hereto.
37. ESTOPPEL CERTIFICATE: Tenant shall, at any time and from time to time upon not less than
ten (10) days prior written notice from lessor execute, acknowledge and deliver to Landlord a statement in
wliting (i) certifying that this Lease is unmodified and in full force and effect (or, if modified stating the nature
of such modification and certifying that this Lease as so modified, is in full force and effect) and the dates to
which the rental and other charges are paid in advance, if any, and (ii) acknowledging that there are not, to
Tenant's knowledge, any uncured defaults on the part of Landlord hereunder, or specifying such defaults if any
are claimed, any such statement may be relied upon by any prospective purchaser or encumbrancer of all or any
portion of the real property of which the Premises are a part. Tenant's failure to deliver such statement within
such time shall be conclusive upon Tenant (i) that this Lease is in full force and effect, without modification
except as may be represented by Landlord, (ii) that there are no uncured defaults in Landlord's performance, and
(iii) that not more than one month's rental has been paid in advance.
38. REVIEW OF DOCUMENTS: The parties hereto represent that they have read and understand the
terms of this Lease, and that they have sought legal counsel to the extent deemed necessary in order to protect
their respective interests.
39. KEYS & LOCKS: Tenant shall not change locks or install other locks on doors without the written
consent of Landlord who agrees not to umeasonably withhold such consent. Tenant, upon the tennination of the
tenancy, shall deliver to the Landlord all the keys to the offices, rooms and toilet rooms which have been
furnished to the Tenant.
40. AUCTION, FIRE OR BANKRUPTCY SALE: Tenant shall not conduct any auction nor pelmit
any fire or bankruptcy sale to be held on the Premises.
41. CARPETING DAMAGE AND CHAIRMATS: Tenant agrees to be responsible for the
replacement of carpeting in the Premises if same shall be damaged by burning, or stains resulting from spilling
anything on said carpet, reasonable wear and tear excepted. Tenant further agrees to use "chair mat" under all
chairs used with desks.
42.

N/A

43.

ACCEPTANCE: This Lease must be accepted by all parties on or before NA.

44.

Landlord Improvements: This Lease is made with the acknowledgment of the following: NA.

45.
ADDENDUM I EXHIBITS: This Lease is made with the acknowledgement ofthe following
attachment and made part of Lease: NA.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused these presents to be executed as of the
day and year first above written.
TENANT:
P11ntcrafi Press, Inc.

By:'~-L
Ti tl ;:

LANDLORD:
CTR Management, LLC

By:~

___

B- "> JJJ-,~--

/

Travis Waters

Lawry V. Wilde
Managing Member
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Michael D. Gaffuey, ISB No. 3558
Jeffrey D. Brunson, ISB No. 6996
BEARD ST. CLAIR GAFFNEY PA
2105 Coronado Street
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404-7495
Telephone: (208) 523-5171
Facsimile: (208) 529-9732
Email: gaffney@beardstclair.com
j eff@beardstclair.com
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Attorneys for the Plaintiff

DISTRICT COURT SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
BONNEVILLE COUNTY IDAHO
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, INC. an Idaho
corporation, TRAVIS WATERS, an
individual,
Case No.: CV-06-7097
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
AFFIDAVIT OF TRAVIS WATERS
vs.
SUNNYSIDE PARK UTILITIES, INC., an
Idaho corporation, SUNNYSIDE PARK
OWNERS ASSOCIA nON, INC., an
Idaho corporation, and SUNNYSIDE
INDUSTRIAL AND PROFESSIONAL
PARK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company, DOYLE BECK, an individual,
KIRK WOOLF, an individual,
Defendants/Counterclaimants.
STATE OF IDAHO

)
)ss.
)

COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE

I, Travis Waters, having first been sworn, depose and state:
1. I am over the age of eighteen, am competent to testifY, and do so from personal
kn owe
I dge.

~
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Affidavit of Travis Waters Page 1

2. I am president of Printcraft Press, Inc., plaintiff in the above action, and am
authorized to execute contracts on behalf of Printcraft Press, Inc.
3.

Attached to this affidavit as Exhibits A, Band C are true and conect copies of

lease agreements between CTR Management, LLC and Printcraft Press, Inc. dated
February 1,2006, February 1,2006 and February 1,2007.
4. Until February 2009, Printcraft Press, Inc. had oral lease agreements with CTR
Management, LLC, pursuant to the unsigned, written lease agreements attached as
Exhibits A, B, and C.
5. In February 2009, on behalf of Printcraft Press, Inc., I signed copies of written
lease documents memorializing the lease anangements Printcraft Press, Inc. has with
CTR Management, LLC. The intent of execution of the leases is to fonnalize and ratify,
in writing, the lease agreement in effect between CTR Management, LLC and Printcraft
Press, Inc. since February 1,2006, February 1,2006 and February 1,2007, respectively.
DATED: February 20,2009

~~-~ ---------Subscribed and sworn to before me on this 20 th day of February, 2009.
'.

Affidavit of Travis Waters Page 2

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certifY I am a licensed attorney in the state ofldaho and on February 20, 2009, I
served a true and correct copy of the AFFIDAVIT OF TRAVIS WATERS on the
following by the method of delivery designated below:
Mark Fuller
Fuller & Carr
PO Box 50935
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0935
Fax: (208) 524-7167
Bryan D. Smith
Smith, Driscoll & Associates
PO Box 50731
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0731
Fax: (208) 529-4166
Bonneville County Courthouse
605 N. Capital Avenue
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
Fax: (208) 529-1300

~d-delivered

0

Facsimile

o U.S. Mail ~nd-delivered

0

Facsimile

~.deliVered

0

Facsimile

o U.S. Mail

o U.S. Mail

ftMichae
Jeffrey . Brunson
Beard St. Clair Gaffuey PA
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL LEASE
"TRIPLE NET"
CTR Management, LLC.

EXHIBIT

(Standard Form)

A
"THIS LEASE" made and entered into this 1st day of February, 2006, by and between CTR
Management, LLC ("Landlord") an Idaho Limited liability corporation, and Printcraft Press, Inc. (collectively
"Tenant").
WITNESSETH:
In consideration of the covenants and promises contained herein and other good and valuable
consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, it is agreed by the parties hereto
as follows:

I.

PREMISES:

Landlord hereby Leases to Tenant and Tenant hereby Leases from Landlord all those certain
("Premises") hereinafter more fully described, together with the buildings and other improvements thereon, for
the Term and upon the rental herein set forth. The Premises consist more particularly of an area containing
approximately 2,500 square feet, conmlonly known as "Sunnyside Industrial, block 1, lot 5, 3834 S.
Professional Way, Unit 1, Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402", State ofIdaho.
Tenant its employees, invitees and customers, shall have the right to use the common and parking areas
jointly with any other tenants of the building.
II.

TERM:

The Term ("the Teml") of this Lease shall be ten (10) years, beginning on the 1st day of February, 2006
and ending on the 31 st· day of January, 2016. Tenant may renew this Lease under the same conditions hereto for
three additional five year Terms, by written notice of such election 60 days before the end of the then current
five year Lease Term.
III.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF LEASE:

1. RENT: The Tenant agrees to pay as rental to Landlord, the sum of one thousand two hundred
twenty five dollars and No/IOO ($1225.00) DOLLARS, per month for the first year of Term. Lease payments
shall escalate at a rate of 1% per year on the 15t day of March, 2007 (including extensions or renewals), and
subsequently on each year through the term.
(a)
LATE CHARGES: In the event Tenant fails to pay said rental (including any additional rental
due hereunder) on the due date or within three (3) days thereafter, a late charge two percent (2%) per day of the
delinquent rental payment shall be added to said rental and due to Landlord.
(b)
SECURITY DEPOSIT: Upon the execution ofthis Lease, Tenant has deposited with Landlord
the sum of $0.00 receipt of which is hereby acknowledged by Landlord, such deposit is given to secure the

faithful perfonnance by the Tenant of all of the Tenns, covenants and conditions of this Lease. The Tenant
agrees that if the Tenant shall fail to pay the rent or any other amount due hereunder, said deposit may, at the
option of the Landlord, be applied to any such due and unpaid. Tenant will also deposit with Landlord first
Inonth's rent, $1225.00, along with estimated initial C.AM. charges of$125.00, (total of$1350.00) at time of
Lease execution. C.AM. charges are defined in paragraph 3 below.
Nothing contained in this paragraph shall in any way diminish or be construed as waiving any of the
Landlord's other remedies as provided herein, or by law. If the security deposit is applied by Landlord for the
payment of over due rent or other sums due and payable to Landlord by Tenant hereunder, then Tenant shall, on
the written demand of Landlord, forthwith remit to Landlord a sufficient amount in cash to restore said security
deposit to its original amount; Tenant's failure to do so within fifteen days after receipt of such demand, shall
constitute a breach of this Lease. Should Tenant comply with all of the Tenns, covenants and conditions of this
Lease and promptly pay all ofthe rental herein provided for as it falls due, and all other sums payable by Tenant
to Landlord hereunder, said security deposit shall be returned in full to Tenant at the end of the Tenn, or upon
the earlier Tennination ofthis Lease pursuant to the provisions hereof. In the event that the Premises are sold
as a result of the exercise of any power of sale under any mortgage or deed of trust this Lease shall be
automatically amended to delete any reference to this paragraph, and Tenant shall be entitled to immediate
reimbursement of Tenant's security deposit from the party then holding said deposit. The security deposit is not
to be utilized as a "last month's rent".
2. AUTHORIZED USE: Tenant shall use the Premises for the following purpose, and for no other
purpose whatsoever, without the written consent of Landlord first: printing, production, acquisition, and
distribution of print and printing related products.
Tenant shall not commit or knowingly pennit any waste of the Premises or use the same for any
unlawful purpose. The Tenant will comply with all applicable federal, state and local laws, ordinances and
regulations relating to the Premises and its use and operation by the Tenant.
Tenant agrees not to keep, use or pennit to be kept or used on the Premises any flammable fluids,
explosives or any "hazardous substance," "solid waste," or "hazardous waste", as said Tenns are defined in 42
U.S.C. 9601(14), and 40 C.F.R. 261.1 et seq. without the prior written permission of Landlord. Landlord
acknowledges Tenant will have items such as WD-40, starting fluid, automotive paint and restoration or
detailing materials on the Premises.
3.
TAXES, INSURANCE AND COMMON AREA MAINTENANCE, "CAM FEE": The Tenant
shall pay its pro rata share of operating expenses of the land and building which contain the Premises. Such
items are commonly known as "Common Area Maintenance" expenses or C.AM. Charges are defined as
Property Taxes, Fire and other Hazard Insurance, and other such maintenance as required by the Tenns of this
Lease. The CAM charges are estimated at ($ 125.001M0nth) and are subject to increases for property taxes and
insurance at such time as they may arise. Payment is due on the first day of each month with the payment of the
base rent and each month thereafter. Landlord shall provide Tenant with an annual itemized accounting of the
C.A.M Charges, and shall refund any difference between what has been paid by Tenant and actual costs, and
Tenant shall be responsible to pay Landlord the difference ifthere is a deficiency between what has been paid
and the actual amount. Further detail of payment oftaxes, insurance, and building maintenance are further
defined in the body ofthis Lease.
4.
PAYMENT OF TAXES AND OTHER ASSESSMENTS: Tenant shall pay its proportionate share
when they are due of all property taxes, license fees and assessments levied or imposed against the Premises or
measured by the rent payable hereunder during the Tenn of this Lease or any extension thereof, by Federal,
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state, municipal or other governmental authority; provided, however, that no law or practice postponing the
payment of such taxes, assessments or charges until after the Termination of this Lease shall relieve Tenant of
the obligation to make such payments. Payment of such taxes shall be made by Tenant to Landlord not later
than thirty (30) days following the date on which Landlord provides Tenant with written evidence of such taxes
in the form of a copy of the tax retum or notice. If Tenant fails to pay any of such taxes, charges or other
impositions when due, Landlord may pay the same under the provisions of paragraph 19, hereinafter set forth.
Anything herein to the contrary notwithstanding, if Tenant deems excessive or illegal any such tax or
assessment, Tenant may defer payment thereof so long as the validity or the amount thereof is contested by
Tenant in good faith, in which case Tenant shall fumish to Landlord a bond, in form reasonably satisfactory to
Landlord, in an amount equal to the amount of taxes or assessments so contested, which bond shall guarantee
the payment thereof with interest and penalties thereon.
5.
CONDITION OF THE PREMISES: Tenant accepts the Premises in the condition they are in at
the time of possession to the Premises. Tenant agrees, if, during the Term ofthis Lease, Tenant shall change the
usual method of conducting Tenant's business on the Premises, or should Tenant install thereon or therein any
new facilities, Tenant will, at the sole cost and expense of Tenant, malce alterations or improvements in or to the
Premises which may be required by reason of any Federal or state law, or by any municipal ordinance, or
regulation applicable thereto. Landlord warrants that the building, on date of occupancy, meets all cUlTently
applicable Federal, state and municipal laws and ordinances.

6.
LANDLORD TO INSURE BUILDINGS: Landlord shall insure and keep insured the Premises
against the perils of fire, the "Extended Coverage's," vandalism and malicious mischief, and all risks to the
Premises, the cost of such insurance shall be a part of the C.AM. Charges. Tenant shall carry insurance against
the risk of business interruption and loss of income and loss of rents to Landlord resulting from fire or other
hazards. The later described policy must provide coverage for six months estimated income from the Premises.
Tenant shall have sole responsibility for insurance covering Tenants property on or in the Premises.
7.
REPAIR AND CARE, OF BUILDING AND PAYMENT OF UTILITIES BY TENANT:
Landlord agrees to keep the interior and exterior of the building and the improvements on the Premises outside
the building and grounds in good condition. The mowing of grass, care of shrubs, general landscaping, if any,
and then cleaning and painting of the interior and exterior of the Premises as the same mayor might be
necessary in order to maintain Premises in a clean, attractive and sanitary condition. Tenant shall keep the
driveways, parking lots and sidewalks, if any, reasonably free from snow and ice. Tenant acknowledges these
responsibilities
Landlord shall pay all property taxes and building insurance at such times as they arise. Tenant shall also
maintain the common areas in good order and repair and in a clean condition at all times. Without limiting the
generality of the foregoing, Landlord shall clean and paint interior and exterior of Premises as the same might
be necessary to maintain the Premises in clean, attractive and sanitary condition, all of which are included in
C.A.M. charges.
Tenant shall pay all charges, including but not limited to charges for water, heat, gas, electricity and
other public utilities used on the Premises, including all replacements of light bulbs, tubes, ballasts and starters
wi thin a reasonable time after they bum out.
8.
REPAIR OF BUILDfr.JG BY LANDLORD: Landlord agrees for the Tenn of this Lease, to
maintain the roof ofthe building in good condition and repair, and any latent defects in the exterior walls, floor
joists, and foundations, and to repair any defects in the plumbing, electrical, heating and air-conditioning
systems for one year after date of occupancy as well as any damage that might result from acts of Landlord or

Landlord's representatives. Landlord shall not, however, be obligated to repair any such damage until written
notice ofthe need of repair shall have been given to Landlord by Tenant and, after such notice is so given,
Landlord shall have a reasonable time to which to make such repairs.
9.
ALTERATIONS OF BUILDING AND INSTALLATION OF FIXTURES AND OTHER
APPURTENANCES: Tenant may, with written consent of Landlord, which consent shall not be unreasonably
withheld or delayed, but at Tenant's sole cost and expense in a good and workmanlike mamler, make such
alterations and repairs to the Premises as Tenant may require for the conduct of its business without, however,
materially altering the basic character of the building or improvements, or weakening any structure on the
Premises. Tenant shall have the right, with the written permission of Landlord, to erect, at Tenant's sole cost and
expense, such temporary partitions, including office partitions, as may be necessary to facilitate the handling of
Tenant's business and to install telephone and telephone equipment and wiring, and electrical fixtures,
additional lights and wiring and other trade appliances. Any alterations or improvements to the Premises,
including partitions, all electrical fixtures, lights and wiring shall, at the option of Landlord, become the
property of Landlord, at the expiration or sooner Termination of this Lease. Should Landlord request Tenant to
remove all or any part ofthe above mentioned items, Tenant shall do so prior to the expiration of this Lease and
repair the Premises as described below.
Temporary shelves, bins, and machinery installed by Tenant shall remain the property of Tenant and
ll1ay be removed by Tenant at any time; provided, however, that all covenants, including rent due hereunder to
Landlord shall have been complied with and paid. At the Termination ofthis Lease, or any extension thereof,
Tenant shall remove said shelves, bins and machinery and repair, in a good workmanlike manner, all damage
done to the Premises by such removal.
10.
ERECTION AND REMOVAL OF SIGNS: Tenant may, with Landlord consent, place suitable
signs on the Premises for the purpose of indicating the nature of the business calTied on by Tenant in Premises;
Such signs shall be in keeping with other signs in the district where the Premises are located; Signs shall be
removed prior to the expiration of this Lease and any damage to the Premises caused by installation or removal
of signs shall be repaired at the expenses of Ten ant. All work shall be completed in a good workmanlike
manner. Landlord agrees that Tenant may install 1 electric and 2 metallic signs on the premises.
11. GLASS: Tenant agrees to immediately replace all glass in the Premises ifbroken or damaged
during the Term of this Lease with glass ofthe same quality as that broken or damaged, unless such damage is
done by Landlord or Landlord's agents.
12. RIGHT OF ENTRY BY LANDLORD: Tenant, shall pelmit inspection of the Premises during
reasonable business hours by Landlord or Landlord's agents or representatives for the purpose of ascertaining
the condition of the Premises and in order that Landlord may make such repairs as may be required to be made
by Landlord under the Tenns of this Lease. Sixty (60) days prior to the expiration of this Lease, Landlord may
post suitable notice on the Premises that the same are "For Rent" and may show the Premises to prospective
tenants at reasonable times. Landlord may not, however, thereby urmecessarily interfere with the use of the
Premises by Tenant.
13.
ASSIGNMENT AND SUBLETTING: Neither this Lease nor any interest herein may be
assigned by Tenant voluntarily or involuntarily, by operation of law, and neither all nor any prui of the Premises
shall be sublet by Tenant without the written consent of Landlord. However, Landlord agrees not to withhold
its consent unreasonably for Tenant to sublet the Premises. In the event the Premises should be sublet, as herein
provided, at an increased rental, fifty (50%) percent of said increase shall be paid to Lruldlord by Tenant as
additional rental.
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14.
DAMAGE OR DESTRUCTION: Ifthe Premises or any part thereof shall be damaged or
destroyed by fire or other casualty, Landlord shall promptly repair all such damage and restore the Premises
without expense to Tenant, subject to delays due to adjustment of insurance claims, strikes and other causes
beyond Landlord's control. If such damage or destruction shall render the Premises untenable in whole or in
pali, the rent shall be abated wholly or propOliionately as the case may be until the damage shall be repaired and
the Premises restored. If the damage or destruction shall be so extensive as to require the substantial rebuilding,
i.e., expenditure of fifty (50%) percent or more of replacement cost of the building or buildings on the Premises,
Landlord or Tenant may elect to Terminate this Lease by written notice to the other given within thirty (30)
days after the occurrence of such damage or destruction. Landlord and Tenant hereby release each other from
responsibility for loss or damage OCCUlTing on or to the Premises or the Premises of which they are a pari or to
the contents of either thereof, caused by fire or other hazards ordinarily covered by fire and extended coverage
insurance policies and each waives all rights of recovery against the other for such loss or damage. Willful
misconduct lawfully attributable to either party, whether in whole or in pari a contributing cause ofthe causality
giving rise to the loss or damage, shall not be excused under the foregoing release and waiver.
15.
INJURIES AND PROPERTY DAMAGE: Tenant agrees to indemnify and hold harmless
Landlord of and from any and all claims of arlY kind or nature arising from Tenant's use of the Premises dUling
the Term hereof, and Tenant hereby waives all claims against Landlord for darnage to goods, wares,
ITlerchandise or for injury to persons in and upon the Premises from any cause whatsoever, except such as might
result from the intentional acts or negligence of Landlord or Lar1dlord's representatives or from failure of
Landlord to perform its obligation hereunder within a reasonable time after notice in writing by Tenant
requiring such performance by Landlord. Tenant shall at all times during the Tenn keep in effect in responsible
companies liability insurance in the names of and for the benefit of Tenant and shall name Landlord as an
additional insured with limits as follows:
Bodily Injury, $1,000,000.00 each occurrence; Propeliy Damage, $1,000,000.00; or in lieu thereof, a
combined single limit of$1,000,000.00.
Such insurance may, at Tenant's election, be carried under any general blarrket coverage of Tenant. A
renewal policy shall be procured not less than ten (10) days prior to the expiration of any policy. Each original
policy or a celiified copy thereof, or a satisfactory celiificate of the insurer evidencing insurance carried with
proof of payment of the premium shall be deposited with Landlord. Tenant shall have the right to settle arld
adjust all liability claims and all other claims against the insuring companies, but without SUbjecting Landlord to
any liability or obligation. Such insurance shall provide for ten (10) days written notice to Landlord prior to
cancellation.
16. SURRENDER OF PREMISES: Tenant agrees to surrender the Premises at the expiration, or
sooner Temlination, of the Term ofthis Lease, or any extension thereof, in the same condition as when
Premises were delivered to Tenant, or as altered, pursuant to the provisions of this Lease, ordinary wear, tear
and damage by the elements excepted, Tenant shall remove all of its personal property by the end ofthe Term.
Tenant agrees to pay a reasonable cleaning charge should it be necessary for Landlord to restore or cause to be
restored the Premises to the same condition as when Premises were delivered to Tenant.
17. HOLDOVER: Should the Landlord permit Tenant to holdover the Premises or any part thereof,
after the expiration ofllie Tenn oftrris Lease, then and unless otherwise agreed in writing, such holding over
shall constitute a tenancy from month-to-month only, and shall in no event be construed as a renewal of this
Lease and all provisions of this Lease not inconsistent with a tenancy from month-to-month shall remain in full
force and effect. During the month-to-month tenancy, Tenant agrees to give Landlord thirty (30) days prior
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written notice of its intent to vacate the Premises. Tenant agrees to vacate the Premises upon thirty (30) days
prior written notice from Landlord. The rental for the month-to-month tenancy shall be set by the Landlord
within ten (10) days after Landlord receives notice from Tenant of its intention to continue to occupy the
Premises.
18. QUIET ENJOYMENT: If and so long as Tenant pays the rents reserved by this Lease and
performs and observes all the covenants and provisions hereof, Tenant shall quietly enjoy the Premises, subject,
however, to the Terms of this Lease, and Landlord will warrant and defend Tenant in the enjoyment and
peaceful possession of the Premises throughout the Terms of this Lease.
19.
WAIVER OF COVENANTS: The failure of any party to enforce the provisions of this Lease
shall not constitute a waiver unless specifically stated in writing, signed by the paliy whose lights are deemed
waived, regardless of a party's knowledge of a breach hereunder.
20.
DEFAULT: If Tenant shall make default in the fulfillment of any ofthe covenants and
conditions hereof, except default in payment of rent, Landlord may, at its option, after fifteen (15) days plior
notice to Tenant, make performance for Tenant and for the purpose advance such amounts as may be necessary.
A.ny amounts so advanced, or any expense incurred, or sum of money paid by Landlord by reason of the failure
of Tenant to comply with any covenant agreement, obligation or provision of this Lease, or in defending any
action to which Landlord may be subjected by reason of any such failure for any reason of this Lease, shall be
deemed to be additional rent for the Premises alld shall be due and payable to Landlord on demand. The
acceptance by Landlord of any installment of fixed rent or of any additional rent due under this or any other
paragraph of this Lease, shall not be a waiver of any other rent then due nor of the right to demand the
perfOnnallCe of any other obligation of the Tenant under this Lease. Interest shall be paid to Landlord on all
sums advanced by Landlord at an annual interest rate of2% over the Wall Street Journal prime rate.
If Tenant shall make default in fulfillment of any of the covenants or conditions of this Lease (other than
the covenants for the payment of rent or other aITIounts) and any such default shall continue for a peliod of
fifteen (15) days after notice, then Landlord may, at its option, in addition any other remedies at law or in equity
terminate this Lease by giving Tenant written notice of such Tennination and, thereupon, tlus Lease shall expire
as fully and completely as ifthat day were the date definitely fixed for the expiration of the Tenn of this Lease
and Tenant shall quit and surrender the Premises.
21.
DEFAULT IN RENT, INSOLVENCY OF TENANT: If Tenant shall make any default in the
payment of the rent reserved hereunder, or any part thereof, or in making any other payment herein provided
for, alld any such default shall continue for a period of ten (10) days, after written notice to Tenant, or if the
Premises or any part thereof shall be abandoned or vacated or if Tenant shall be legally dismissed there from by
or under any authority other than Landlord, or if Tenant shall file a voluntary petition in bankmptcy or if Tenant
shall file any petition or institute any proceedings under any insolvency or Bankmptcy Act or any amendment
thereto hereafter made, seeking to effect its reorganization or a composition with its creditors, or if any
proceedings based on the insolvency of Tenant or relating to bankruptcy proceedings, a receiver or trustee shall
be appointed for Tenant or the Premises or if any proceedings shall be commenced for the reorganization of
Tenant or if the Leasehold estate created hereby shall be taken on execution or by any process oflaw or if
Tenallt shall admit in writing its inability to pay its obligations generally as they become due, then Landlord, in
addition to ally other rights or remedies it may have, shall have the immediate right of re-entry and may remove
all persons and property from the Premises. Such property may be removed and stored in a public warehouse or
elsewhere at the cost of and for the account of Tenant. Landlord may elect to re-enter, as herein provided, or
Landlord may take possession pursuant to this Lease and relet the Premises or any part thereof for such Term or
Tenlls (which may be for a Term extending beyond the Term oftlus Lease) and at such rental or rentals and
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upon such other Terms and conditions as Landlord in the exercise of Landlord's sale discretion may deem
advisable with the right to make alterations and repairs to Premises. Upon each subletting, Tenant shall be
immediately liable for and shall pay to Landlord, in addition to any indebtedness due hereunder, the costs and
expenses of such reletting including advertising costs, brokerages fees, any reasonable attorney's fees incuned
and the cost of such alternations and repairs incuned by Landlord, and the amount, if any, by which the rent
reserved in this Lease for the period of such relenting (up to but not beyond the Tern1 of this Lease) exceeds the
amount agreed to be paid as rent for the Premises for said period by such reletting. If Tenant has been credited
with any rent to be received by such reletting and such rents shall not be promptly paid to Landlord by the new
Tenant, such deficiency shall be calculated and paid monthly by Tenant. No such re-entry or taking possession
of the Premises by Landlord shall be construed as an election by Landlord to Tem1inate this Lease unless the
Termination thereof be decreed by a court of competent jurisdiction or stated specifically by the Landlord in
writing addressed to Tenant. Notwithstanding any such reletting without Termination, Landlord may at any time
thereafter elect to Tern1inate tlus Lease for such previous breach. Should Landlord at any time Tenninate this
Lease for any breach, in addition to any other remedy Landlord may have, Landlord may recover from Tenant
all damages Landlord may incur by reason of such breach, including the cost of recovering the Premises
including attorney's fees, court costs, and storage charges and including the wOlih at the time of such
Termination of the excess, if any, of the amount of rent and charges equivalent to rent reserved in this Lease for
the remainder of the stated Tenn over the then chargeable rent on the Premises for the remainder of the stated
Term, all of which amounts shall be immediately due and payable from Tenant to Landlord. In no event, shall
this Lease or any lights or privileges hereunder be an asset of Ten ant under any bankruptcy, insolvency or
reorganization proceedings.
22.
ENFORCEMENT: In the event it shall become necessary for either party to enforce the Terms of
this Lease by suit or otherwise, the prevailing party in such action shall be entitles to recover all costs incuned
in enforcement, including attorney's fees and whether or not suit is actually filed.

23.
FAILURE, TO PERFORM COVENANT: Any failure on the part of either party to this Lease to
perfonn any obligations hereunder, other than Tenant's obligation to pay rent, and any delay in doing any act
required hereby shall be excused if such failure or delay is caused by any stlike, lockout, governmental
restriction or any similar cause beyond the control of the party so failing to perform, to the extent and for the
period that such continues.

24.
RIGHTS OF SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS: The covenants and agreements contained in this
Lease will apply to, inure to the benefit of, and be binding upon the parties hereto, their heirs, distributees,
executors, administrators, legal representatives, assigns, and upon their respective successors in interest except
as expressly otherwise hereinabove provided.
25.
contained.

TIME: Time is ofthe essence of this Lease and every Term, covenant and condition herein

26.
LIENS: Under no circumstances may Tenant do any thing that may cause liens to be filed on any
building or Landlord's equipment. Provided, however, nothing herein contained shall prevent Tenant, in good
fai th and for good cause from contesting the claim or claims of any person, firm or corporation growing out of
Tenant's operation of the Premises or costs of improvements by Tenant on the Premises, and the postponement
of payment of such claim or claims, until such contest shall finally be decided shall not be a violation of this
Lease or any covenant thereof Should any such lien be filed and not released or discharged or action not
cOlnmenced to declare the same invalid within thirty (30) days after discovery ofthe same by Tenant, Landlord
may at Landlord's option (but without any obligation so to do) pay and discharge such lien and may likewise
pay and discharge any taxes, assessments or other charges against the Leased Premises which Tenant is

obligated hereunder to pay and which mayor might become a lien on the Premises. Tenant agrees to repay any
sum so paid by Landlord upon demand therefore, as provided for in paragraph 7 herein.
27.
CONSTRUCTION OF LEASE: Words of any gender used in this Lease shall be held to include
any other gender, and words in the singular number shall be held to include the plural when the sense requires.
PARAGRAPH HEADINGS: The paragraph headings as to the contents of particular paragraphs
28.
herein, are inserted only for convenience and are in no way to be construed as pali of such paragraph or as a
limitation on the scope of the particular paragraph to which they refer.
29.
NOTICES: It is agreed that all notices required or permitted to be given hereunder, or for
purposes of billing process, correspondence, and any other legal purposes whatsoever, shall be deemed
sufficient if given by a communication in writing by United States mail, postage prepaid and certified retum
receipt and addressed as follows:

If to Landlord, at the following address:

CTR Management, LLC
865 Pancheri
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402-3344

Ph: 208-523-0612
Fax: 208-522-7742

Ifto Tenant, at the following address:

Printcraft Press, Inc.
3834 S. Professional Way, Unit 1
Idaho Falls, ID 83402

Ph: 208-523-4122
Fax: 208-529-6529

30.

N/A

31.

GOVERNING LAW: The Terms of this Agreement shall be construed in accordal1ce with Idaho

law.
32.
DOCUMENTATION: The parties hereto agree to execute such additional documentation as may
be necessary or desirable to carry out the intent of this Agreement.

33.
CONTINGENCY REGARDING USE: This Lease is contingent upon there being no restrictions,
covenants, agreements, laws, ordinances, rules or regulations, which would prohibit Tenant from using the
Premises for the purposes described herein.
34.
EMINENT DOMAIN: If at any time during the Term of this Lease the Premises or any
part thereof shall be taken as a result of the exercise of the power of eminent domain or by an agreement in lieu
thereof, this Lease shall Tenninate as to the part so taken as of the date possession is taken by the condemning
authority. If all or any substantial portion of the Premises shall be taken, Landlord may Terminate this Lease at
its option, by giving Tenant written notice of such Termination within thirty (30) days of such taking. If al1y or a
portion of the Premises taken are so substantial that Tenant's use of the Premises is substantially impaired,
Tenant may Terminate this Lease pursuant to this Aliicle. Otherwise, this Lease shall remain in full force and
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27.
CONSTRUCTION OF LEASE: Words of any gender used in this Lease shall be held to include
any other gender, and words in the singular number shall be held to include the plural when the sense requires.
28.
PARAGRAPH HEADINGS: The paragraph headings as to the contents of particular paragraphs
herein, are inserted only for convenience and are in no way to be construed as part of such paragraph or as a
limitation on the scope of the particular paragraph to which they refer.
29.
NOTICES: It is agreed that all notices required or permitted to be given hereunder, or for
purposes of billing process, correspondence, and any other legal purposes whatsoever, shall be deemed
sufficient if given by a communication in writing by United States mail, postage prepaid and certified return
receipt and addressed as follows:

If to Landlord, at the following address:

CTR Management, LLC

Ph:
Fax:

208-523-0612
208-522-7742

Ph:

208-524-6404

Fax:

208-529-6529

865 Pancheri
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402-3344
If to Tenant, at the following address:

Printcraft Press
3834 S. Professional Way
Idaho Falls, ID 83402

30.

N/A

31.

GOVERNING LAW: The Terms of this Agreement shall be construed in accordance with Idaho

law.
32.
DOCUMENTATION: The parties hereto agree to execute such additional documentation as may
be necessary or desirable to carry out the intent of this Agreement.
33.
CONTINGENCY REGARDING USE: This Lease is contingent upon there being no restrictions,
covenants, agreements, laws, ordinances, rules or regulations, which would prohibit Tenant from using the
Premises for the purposes described herein.
34.
EMINENT DOMAIN: If at any time during the Term of this Lease the Premises or any
part thereof shall be taken as a result of the exercise of the power of eminent domain or by an agreement in lieu
thereof, this Lease shall Terminate as to the part so taken as of the date possession is taken by the condemning
authority. If all or any substantial portion of the Premises shall be taken, Landlord may Terminate this Lease at
its option, by giving Tenant written notice of such Termination within thirty (30) days of such taking. If any or a
portion of the Premises taken are so substantial that Tenant's use of the Premises is substantially impaired,
Tenant may Terminate this Lease pursuant to this Article. Otherwise, this Lease shall remain in full force and
effect, except that the rent payable by Tenant hereunder shall be reduced in the proportion that the area of the
Premises so taken bears to the total Premises. Landlord shall be entitled to and Tenant hereby assigns to

Landlord the entire amount of any award in connection with such taking. Nothing in this Article shall give
Landlord any interest in or preclude Tenant from seeking, on its own account, any award attributable to the
taking of personal property or trade fixtures belonging to Tenant, or for the interruption of Tenant's business.
35.
REPRESENTATION REGARDING AUTHORITY: The parties executing this Lease represent
and warrant that they are duly authorized to execute this Lease in their individual or representative capacity as
indicated.
36.
ENTIRE AGREEMENT: This Lease Agreement constitutes the entire agreement and
understanding between the parties hereto and supersedes all prior discussions, understandings and agreements.
This Lease may not be altered or amended except by a subsequent written agreement executed by all of the
parties hereto.
37.
ESTOPPEL CERTIFICATE: Tenant shall, at any time and from time to time upon not less than
ten (10) days prior written notice from lessor execute, acknowledge and deliver to Landlord a statement in
writing (i) certifying that this Lease is unmodified and in full force and effect (or, if modified stating the nature
of such modification and certifying that this Lease as so modified, is in full force and effect) and the dates to
which the rental and other charges are paid in advance, if any, and (ii) acknowledging that there are not, to
Tenant's knowledge, any uncured defaults on the part of Landlord hereunder, or specifying such defaults if any
are claimed, any such statement may be relied upon by any prospective purchaser or encumbrancer of all or any
portion of the real property of which the Premises are a part. Tenants failure to deliver such statement within
such time shall be conclusive upon Tenant (i) that this Lease is in full force and effect, without modification
except as may be represented by Landlord, (ii) that there are no uncured defaults in Landlord's performance, and
(iii) that not more than one month's rental has been paid in advance.
38. REVIEW OF DOCUMENTS: The parties hereto represent that they have read and understand the
terms of this Lease, and that they have sought legal counsel to the extent deemed necessary in order to protect
their respective interests.
39. KEYS & LOCKS: Tenant shall not change locks or install other locks on doors without the written
consent of Landlord who agrees not to unreasonably withhold such consent. Tenant, upon the tennination of the
tenancy, shall deliver to the Landlord all the keys to the offices, rooms and toilet rooms which have been
furnished to the Tenant.
40. AUCTION, FIRE OR BANKRUPTCY SALE: Tenant shall not conduct any auction nor permit
any fire or bankruptcy sale to be held on the Premises.
41.
CARPETING DAMAGE AND CHAIRMATS: Tenant agrees to be responsible for the
replacement of carpeting in the Premises if same shall be damaged by burning, or stains resulting from spilling
anything on said carpet, reasonable wear and tear excepted. Tenant further agrees to use "chair mat" under all
chairs used with desks.
42.

N/A

43.

ACCEPTANCE: This Lease must be accepted by all parties on or before November 1,2008.

44.

Landlord Improvements: This Lease is made with the acknowledgment of the following: None

45.

ADDENDUM I EXHIBITS: This Lease is made with the acknowledgement ofthe following
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attachment and made part of Lease:

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused these presents to be executed as of the
day and year first above written.
TENANT:
Printcraft Press, Inc

~-~

By:
c,~
Title: _0wRer-- a.-<.::>.:j~

LANDLORD:

::~
/
Lawry V. Wilde
Managing member

Travis Waters
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COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL LEASE
"TRIPLE NET"
eTR Management, LLC.
(Standard Form)

EXHIBIT

"THIS LEASE" made and entered into this 1st day of February, 2006, by and between CTR
Management, LLC ("Landlord") an Idaho Limited liability corporation, and Printcraft Press, Inc. (collectively
«Tenant").
WITNESSETH:
In consideration of the covenants and promises contained herein and other good and valuable
consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby aclmowledged, it is agreed by the parties hereto
as follows:
1.

PREMISES:

Landlord hereby Leases to Tenant and Tenant hereby Leases from Landlord all those certain
("Premises") hereinafter more fully described, together with the buildings and other improvements thereon, for
the Term and upon the rental herein set forth. The Premises consist more particularly of an area containing
approximately 15,000 square feet, commonly lmown as "SmIDyside Industrial, block 1, lot 5, 3834 S.
Professional Way, Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402", State ofIdaho.
Tenant its employees, invitees and customers, shall have the right to use the common and parking areas
jointly with any other tenants of the building.
II.

TERM:

The Term ("the Term") ofthis Lease shall be ten (10) years, begimung on the 1st day of February, 2006
and ending on the 31 st day of January, 2016. Tenant may renew this Lease under the same conditions hereto for
three additional five year Terms, by written notice of such election 60 days before the end of the then current
five year Lease Tenn.
III.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF LEASE:

1. RENT: The Tenant agrees to pay as rental to Landlord, the sum of fifty one hundred fifty dollars
and No/IOO ($5150.00) DOLLARS, per month for the first year of Term. Lease payments shall escalate at a
rate of 1% per year on the 1st day of March, 2007 (including extensions or renewals), and subsequently on each
year through the tenn.
(a)
LATE CHARGES: In the event Tenant fails to pay said rental (including any additional rental
due hereunder) on the due date or witllln three (3) days thereafter, a late charge two percent (2%) per day ofthe
delinquent rental payment shall be added to said rental and due to Landlord.
(b)
SECURITY DEPOSIT: Upon the execution oftllls Lease, Tenant has deposited with Landlord
the sum of $0.00 receipt ofwlllch is hereby aclmowledged by Landlord, such deposit is given to secure the
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faithful performance by the Tenant of all of the Terms, covenants and conditions of this Lease. The Tenant
agrees that if the Tenant shall fail to pay the rent or any other amount due hereunder, said deposit may, at the
option of the Landlord, be applied to any such due and unpaid. Tenant will also deposit with Landlord first
month's rent, $5150.00, along with estimated initial C.AM. charges of $750.00, (total of $5900.00) at time of
Lease execution. C.AM. charges are defined in paragraph 3 below.
Nothing contained in this paragraph shall in any way diminish or be construed as waiving any of the
Landlord's other remedies as provided herein, or by law. If the security deposit is applied by Landlord for the
payment of over due rent or other sums due and payable to Landlord by Tenant hereunder, then Tenant shall, on
the written demand of Landlord, forthwith remit to Landlord a sufficient amount in cash to restore said security
deposit to its original amount; Tenant's failure to do so within fifteen days after receipt of such demand, shall
constitute a breach of this Lease. Should Tenant comply with all of the Terms, covenants and conditions of this
Lease and promptly pay all of the rental herein provided for as it falls due, and all other sums payable by Tenant
to Landlord hereunder, said security deposit shall be returned in full to Tenant at the end of the Teml, or upon
the earlier Termination of this Lease pursuant to the provisions hereof. In the event that the Premises are sold
as a result of the exercise of any power of sale under any mortgage or deed of trust this Lease shall be
automatically amended to delete any reference to this paragraph, and Tenant shall be entitled to immediate
reimbursement of Tenant's security deposit from the paliy then holding said deposit. The security deposit is not
to be utilized as a "last month's rent".
2. AUTHORIZED USE: Tenallt shall use the Premises for the following purpose, and for no other
purpose whatsoever, without the written consent of Landlord first: printing, production, acquisition, and
distribution of print and printing related products.
Tenant shall not commit or knowingly permit any waste of the Premises or use the same for ally
unlawful purpose. The Tenant will comply with all applicable federal, state and local laws, ordinances and
regulations relating to the Premises and its use and operation by the Tenant.
Tenant agrees not to keep, use or permit to be kept or used on the Premises any flammable fluids,
explosives or any "hazardous substance," "solid waste," or "hazardous waste", as said TemlS are defined in 42
V.S.c. 9601(14), and 40 C.F.R. 261.1 et seq. without the prior written permission of Landlord. Landlord
acknowledges Tenant will have items such as WD-40, starting fluid, automotive paint and restoration or
detailing materials on the Premises.
3.
TAXES, INSURANCE AND COMMON AREA MAINTENANCE, "CAM FEE": The Tenant
shall pay its pro rata share of operating expenses of the land and building which contain the Premises. Such
items are commonly known as "Common Area Maintenance" expenses or C.AM. Charges are defined as
Property Taxes, Fire and other Hazard Insurance, alld other such maintenance as required by the Terms of this
Lease. The CAM charges are estimated at ($750.001M0nth) and are subject to increases for property taxes and
insurance at such time as they may arise. Payment is due on the first day of each month with the payment of the
base rent and each month thereafter. Landlord shall provide Tenant with an annual itemized accounting ofthe
C.A.M Charges, and shall refund any difference between what has been paid by Tenant and actual costs, and
Tenant shall be responsible to pay Landlord the difference if there is a deficiency between what has been paid
and the actual amount. Further detail of payment of taxes, insurance, and building maintenance are fmiher
defined in the body of this Lease.
4.
PAYMENT OF TAXES AND OTHER ASSESSMENTS: Tenant shall pay its proportionate share
when they are due of all property taxes, license fees and assessments levied or imposed against the Premises or
measured by the rent payable hereunder during the Term of this Lease or any extension thereof, by Federal,
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state, municipal or other governmental authority; provided, however, that no law or practice postponing the
payment of such taxes, assessments or charges until after the Termination of this Lease shall relieve Tenant of
the obligation to make such payments. Payment of such taxes shall be made by Tenant to Landlord not later
than thiliy (30) days following the date on which Landlord provides Tenant with written evidence of such taxes
in the fonn of a copy of the tax return or notice. If Tenant fails to pay any of such taxes, charges or other
impositions when due, Landlord may pay the same under the provisions of paragraph 19, hereinafter set forth.
Anything herein to the contrary notwithstanding, if Tenant deems excessive or illegal any such tax or
assessment, Tenant may defer payment thereof so long as the validity or the amount thereof is contested by
Tenant in good faith, in which case Tenant shall furnish to Landlord a bond, in form reasonably satisfactory to
Landlord, in an amount equal to the amount of taxes or assessments so contested, which bond shall guarantee
the payment thereof with interest and penalties thereon.
5.
CONDITION OF THE PREMISES: Tenant accepts the Premises in the condition they are in at
the time of possession to the Premises. Tenant agrees, if, during the Term ofthis Lease, Tenant shall change the
usual method of conducting Tenant's business on the Premises, or should Tenant install thereon or therein any
new facilities, Tenant will, at the sole cost and expense of Tenant, make alterations or improvements in or to the
Premises which may be required by reason of any Federal or state law, or by any municipal ordinance, or
regulation applicable thereto. Landlord warrants that the building, on date of occupancy, meets all currently
applicable Federal, state and municipal laws and ordinances.
6.
LANDLORD TO INSURE BUILDINGS: Landlord shall insure and keep insured the Premises
against the perils of fire, the "Extended Coverage's," vandalism and malicious mischief, and all risks to the
Premises, the cost of such insurance shall be a part of the C.A.M. Charges. Tenant shall carry insurance against
the risk of business interruption and loss of income and loss of rents to Landlord resulting from fire or other
hazards. The later described policy must provide coverage for six months estimated income from the Premises.
Tenant shall have sole responsibility for insurance covering Tenants property on or in the Premises.
7.
REP AlR AND CARE, OF BUILDING AND PAYMENT OF UTILITIES BY TENANT:
Landlord agrees to keep the interior and exterior of the building and the improvements on the Premises outside
the building and grounds in good condition. The mowing of grass, care of shrubs, general landscaping, if any,
and then cleaning and painting ofthe interior and exterior ofthe Premises as the same mayor might be
necessary in order to maintain Premises in a clean, attractive and sanitary condition. Tenant shall keep the
driveways, parking lots and sidewalks, if any, reasonably free from snow and ice. Tenant acknowledges these
responsibili ties
Landlord shall pay all property taxes and building insurance at such times as they arise. Tenant shall also
maintain the common areas in good order and repair and in a clean condition at all times. Without limiting the
generality of the foregoing, Landlord shall clean and paint interior and exterior of Premises as the same might
be necessary to maintain the Premises in clean, attractive and sanitary condition, all of which are included in
C.A.M. charges.
Tenant shall pay all charges, including but not limited to charges for water, heat, gas, electricity and
other public utilities used on the Premises, including all replacements of light bulbs, tubes, ballasts and starters
wi thin a reasonable time after they bum out.
8.
REPAlR OF BUILDING BY LANDLORD: Landlord agrees for the TelID of this Lease, to
maintain the roof of the building in good condition and repair, and any latent defects in the exteIior walls, floor
joists, and foundations, and to repair any defects in the plumbing, electrical, heating and air-conditioning
systems for one year after date of occupancy as well as any damage that might result from acts of Landlord or
'U··" tJ
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Landlord's representatives. Landlord shall not, however, be obligated to repair any such damage until written
notice ofthe need of repair shall have been given to Landlord by Tenant and, after such notice is so given,
Landlord shall have a reasonable time to which to make such repairs.
9.
ALTERATIONS OF BUILDING AND INSTALLATION OF FIXTURES AND OTHER
APPURTENANCES: Tenant may, with written consent of Landlord, which consent shall not be unreasonably
withheld or delayed, but at Tenant's sole cost and expense in a good and workmanlike manner, make such
alterations and repairs to the Premises as Tenant may require for the conduct of its business without, however,
TI1aterially alteling the basic character of the building or improvements, or weakening any structure on the
Premises. Tenant shall have the light, with the wlitten pelTIlission of Landlord, to erect, at Tenant's sole cost and
expense, such temporary partitions, including office partitions, as may be necessary to facilitate the handling of
Tenant's business and to install telephone and telephone equipment and wiring, and electlical fixtures,
additional lights and wiring and other trade appliances. Any alterations or improvements to the Premises,
including partitions, all electrical fixtures, lights and wiling shall, at the option' of Landlord, become the
property of Landlord, at the expiration or sooner Termination of this Lease. Should Landlord request Tenant to
remove all or any part ofthe above mentioned items, Tenant shall do so plior to the expiration of this Lease and
repair the Premises as described below.
Temporary shelves, bins, and machinery installed by Tenant shall remain the property of Tenant and
may be removed by Tenant at any time; provided, however, that all covenants, including rent due hereunder to
Landlord shall have been complied with and paid. At the Tennination of this Lease, or any extension thereof,
Tenant shall remove said shelves, bins and machinery and repair, in a good workmanlike manner, all damage
done to the Premises by such removal.
10.
ERECTION AND REMOVAL OF SIGNS: Tenant may, with Landlord consent, place suitable
signs on the Premises for the purpose of indicating the nature ofthe business calTied on by Tenant in Premises;
Such signs shall be in keeping with other signs in the district where the Premises are located; Signs shall be
removed plior to the expiration of this Lease and any damage to the Premises caused by installation or removal
of signs shall be repaired at the expenses of Ten ant. All work shall be completed in a good workmanlike
manner. Landlord agrees that Tenant may install 1 electric and 2 metallic signs on the premises.
11. GLASS: Tenant agrees to immediately replace all glass in the Premises if broken or damaged
during the Term ofthis Lease with glass of the same quality as that broken or damaged, unless such damage is
done by Landlord or Landlord's agents.

RIGHT OF ENTRY BY LANDLORD: Tenant, shall permit inspection of the Premises duling
reasonable business hours by Landlord or Landlord's agents or representatives for the purpose of ascertaining
the condition of the Premises and in order that Landlord may make such repairs as may be required to be made
by Landlord under the Terms ofthis Lease. Sixty (60) days prior to the expiration of this Lease, Landlord may
post suitable notice on the Premises that the same are "For Rent" and may show the Premises to prospective
tenants at reasonable times. Landlord may not, however, thereby unnecessalily interfere with the use of the
Premises by Tenant.
12.

13.
ASSIGNMENT AND SUBLETTING: Neither this Lease nor any interest herein may be
assigned by Tenant voluntarily or involuntarily, by operation oflaw, and neither all nor any part of the Premises
shall be sublet by Tenant without the written consent of Landlord. However, Landlord agrees not to withhold
its consent unreasonably for Tenant to sublet the Premises. In the event the Premises should be sublet, as herein
provided, at an increased rental, fifty (50%) percent of said increase shall be paid to Landlord by Tenant as
additional rental.
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14.
DAMAGE OR DESTRUCTION: If the Premises or any part thereof shall be damaged or
destroyed by fire or other casualty, Landlord shall promptly repair all such damage and restore the Premises
without expense to Tenant, subject to delays due to adjustment of insurance claims, strikes and other causes
beyond Landlord's control. If such damage or destruction shall render the Premises untenable in whole or in
pali, the rent shall be abated wholly or propoliionately as the case may be until the damage shall be repaired and
the Premises restored. If the damage or destruction shall be so extensive as to require the substantial rebuilding,
i.e., expenditure of fifty (50%) percent or more of replacement cost of the building or buildings on the Premises,
Landlord or Tenant may elect to Terminate this Lease by written notice to the other given within thiliy (30)
days after the occunence of such damage or destruction. Landlord and Tenant hereby release each other from
responsibility for loss or damage occurring on or to the Premises or the Premises of which they are a part or to
the contents of either thereof, caused by fire or other hazards ordinarily covered by fire and extended coverage
insurance policies and each waives all rights of recovery against the other for such loss or damage. Willful
Inisconduct lawfully attributable to either party, whether in whole or in part a contributing cause of the causality
giving rise to the loss or damage, shall not be excused under the foregoing release and waiver.
15.
INJURIES AND PROPERTY DAMAGE: Tenant agrees to indemnify and hold harmless
Landlord of and .fi:om any and all claims of any kind or nature mising from Tenant's use of the Premises during
the Term hereof, and Tenant hereby waives all claims against Lm1dlord for damage to goods, wares,
merchandise or for injury to persons in and upon the Premises from any cause whatsoever, except such as might
result from the intentional acts or negligence of Landlord or Landlord's representatives or from failure of
Landlord to perform its obligation hereunder within a reasonable time after notice in writing by Tenant
requiring such perfonnance by Landlord. Tenant shall at all times dUling the Tenn keep in effect in responsible
companies liability insurance in the nmnes of and for the benefit of Tenant and shall name Landlord as an
additional insured with limits as follows:

Bodily Injury, $1,000,000.00 each occunence; Propeliy Damage, $1,000,000.00; or in lieu thereof, a
combined single limit of $1 ,000,000.00.
Such insurance may, at Tenant's election, be carried under any general blanket coverage of Tenant. A
renewal policy shall be procured not less than ten (10) days prior to the expiration of any policy. Each original
policy or a celiified copy thereof, or a satisfactory certificate of the insurer evidencing insurance carried with
proof of payment of the premium shall be deposited with Landlord. Tenant shall have the right to settle and
adjust all liability claims and all other claims against the insuring companies, but without subjecting Landlord to
any liability or obligation. Such insurance shall provide for ten (10) days written notice to Landlord prior to
cancellation.
16. SURRENDER OF PREMISES: Tenant agrees to sunender the Premises at the expiration, or
sooner Termination, ofthe Term oftrus Lease, or any extension thereof, in the same condition as when
Premises were delivered to Tenant, or as altered, pursuant to the provisions of this Lease, ordinary wear, tem'
and damage by the elements excepted, Tenant shall remove all of its personal propeliy by the end of the Term.
Tenant agrees to pay a reasonable cleaning charge should it be necessary for Landlord to restore or cause to be
restored the Premises to the same condition as when Premises were delivered to Tenant.
17.
HOLDOVER: Should the Landlord permit Tenant to holdover the Premises or any part thereof,
after the expiration of the Term of this Lease, then and unless otherwise agreed in writing, such holding over
shall constitute a tenm1cy from month-to-month only, and shall in no event be construed as a renewal oftrus
Lease and all provisions of this Lease not inconsistent with a tenancy from month-to-month shall remain in full
force and effect. During the month-to-month tenancy, Tenant agrees to give Landlord thirty (30) days prior
~~ t:{ ~
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written notice of its intent to vacate the Premises. Tenant agrees to vacate the Premises upon thirty (30) days
plior written notice from Landlord. The rental for the month-to-month tenancy shall be set by the Landlord
within ten (10) days after Landlord receives notice from Tenant of its intention to continue to occupy the
Premises.
18. QUIET ENJOYMENT: If and so long as Tenant pays the rents reserved by this Lease and
perfonns and observes all the covenants and provisions hereof, Tenant shall quietly enjoy the Premises, subject,
however, to the Terms of this Lease, and Landlord will warrant and defend Tenant in the enjoyment and
peaceful possession of the Premises throughout the TelIDs of this Lease.
19.
WAIVER OF COVENANTS: The failure of any paliy to enforce the provisions of this Lease
shall not constitute a waiver unless specifically stated in writing, signed by the party whose rights are deemed
waived, regardless of a party's knowledge of a breach hereunder.
20.
DEFAULT: If Tenant shall make default in the fulfillment of any of the covenants and
conditions hereof, except default in payment of rent, Landlord may, at its option, after fifteen (15) days prior
notice to Tenant, make performance for Tenant and for the purpose advance such amounts as may be necessary.
Any amounts so advanced, or any expense incurred, or sum of money paid by Landlord by reason of the failure
of Tenant to comply with any covenant agreement, obligation or provision of this Lease, or in defending any
action to which Landlord may be subjected by reason of any such failure for any reason ofthis Lease, shall be
deemed to be additional rent for the Premises and shall be due and payable to Landlord on demand. The
acceptahce by Landlord of any installment of fixed rent or of any additional rent due under this or any other
paragmph of this Lease, shall not be a waiver of any other rent then due nor of the right to demand the
performance of any other obligation of the Tenant under this Lease. Interest shall be paid to Lal1dlord on all
sums advanced by Landlord at an annual interest rate of2% over the Wall Street Journal prime rate.
If Tenant shall make default in fulfillment of any of the covenants or conditions of this Lease (other than
the covenants for the payment of rent or other aI11ounts) and any such default shall continue for a period of
fifteen (15) days after notice, then Landlord may, at its option, in addition al1y other remedies at law or in equity
terminate this Lease by giving Tenant written notice of such Tern1ination and, thereupon, this Lease shall expire
as fully and completely as ifthat day were the date definitely fixed for the expiration of the Term of this Lease
and Tenal1t shall quit and surrender the Premises.

21.
DEFAULT IN RENT, INSOLVENCY OF TENANT: If Tenant shall make any default in the
payment of the rent reserved hereunder, or any part thereof, or in making any other payment herein provided
for, and al1y such default shall continue for a period often (10) days, after written notice to Tenant, or if the
Premises or any part thereof shall be abandoned or vacated or if Tenant shall be legally dismissed there from by
or under any authority other than Landlord, or if Tenant shall file a voluntary petition in bankruptcy or if Tenant
shall file allY petition or institute any proceedings under any insolvency or Bankruptcy Act or any amendment
thereto hereafter made, seeking to effect its reorganization or a composition with its creditors, or if any
proceedings based on the insolvency of Tenant or relating to bankruptcy proceedings, a receiver or trustee shall
be appointed for Tenant or the Premises or if any proceedings shall be commenced for the reorganization of
Tenant or if the Leasehold estate created hereby shall be taken on execution or by any process of law or if
Tenant shall admit in writing its inability to pay its obligations generally as they become due, then Landlord, in
addi tion to any other rights or remedies it may have, shall have the immediate right of re-entry al1d may remove
all persons and property from the Premises. Such property may be removed and stored in a public warehouse or
elsewhere at the cost of and for the account of Tenant. Landlord may elect to re-enter, as herein provided, or
Landlord may take possession pursuant to this Lease and relet the Premises or any part thereof for such Term or
Tenns (which may be for a Term extending beyond the Term of this Lease) and at such rental or rentals and

upon such other Tenns and conditions as Landlord in the exercise of Landlord's sale discretion may deem
advisable with the right to make alterations and repairs to Premises. Upon each subletting, Tenant shall be
immediately liable for and shall pay to Landlord, in addition to any indebtedness due hereunder, the costs and
expenses of such reletting including advertising costs, brokerages fees, any reasonable attorney's fees incurred
and the cost of such alternations and repairs incurred by Landlord, and the amount, if any, by which the rent
reserved in this Lease for the period of such relenting (up to but not beyond the Tenn of this Lease) exceeds the
amount agreed to be paid as rent for the Premises for said period by such reletting. If Tenant has been credited
with any rent to be received by such reletting and such rents shall not be promptly paid to Landlord by the new
Tenant, such deficiency shall be calculated and paid monthly by Tenant. No such re-entry or taking possession
of the Premises by Landlord shall be construed as an election by Landlord to Tenninate this Lease unless the
Tennination thereof be decreed by a cOUli of competent jurisdiction or stated specifically by the Landlord in
wIiting addressed to Tenant. Notwithstanding any such reletting without Telmination, Landlord may at any time
thereafter elect to Tenninate this Lease for such previous breach. Should Landlord at any time Tenninate this
Lease for any breach, in addition to any other remedy Landlord may have, Landlord may recover from Tenant
all damages Landlord may incur by reason of such breach, including the cost of recovering the Premises
including attorney's fees, court costs, and storage charges and including the worth at the time of such
Tennination of the excess, if any, of the amount of rent and charges equivalent to rent reserved in this Lease for
the remainder of the stated Tenn over the then chargeable rent on the Premises for the remainder of the stated
Tenn, all of which amounts shall be immediately due and payable ii-om Tenant to Landlord. In no event, shall
this Lease or any rights or privileges hereunder be an asset of Tenant under any bankruptcy, insolvency or
reorganization proceedings.
22.
ENFORCEMENT: In the event it shall become necessary for either party to enforce the Telms of
this Lease by suit or otherwise, the prevailing party in such action shall be entitles to recover all costs incurred
in enforcement, including attorney's fees and whether or not suit is actually filed.
23.
FAlLURE, TO PERFORM COVENANT: Any failure on the part of either party to this Lease to
perform any obligations hereunder, other than Tenant's obligation to pay rent, and any delay in doing any act
required hereby shall be excused if such failure or delay is caused by any strike, lockout, governmental
restriction or any similar cause beyond the control ofthe party so failing to perfonn, to the extent and for the
period that such continues.
24.
RIGHTS OF SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS: The covenants and agreements contained in this
Lease will apply to, inure to the benefit of, and be binding upon the parties hereto, their heirs, distributees,
executors, administrators, legal representatives, assigns, and upon their respective successors in interest except
as expressly otherwise hereinabove provided.
25.
contained.

TIME: Time is of the essence of this Lease and every Tenn, covenant and condition herein

26.
LIENS: Under no circumstances may Tenant do any thing that may cause liens to be filed on any
building or Landlord's equipment. Provided, however, nothing herein contained shall prevent Tenant, in good
faith and for good cause from contesting the claim or claims of any person, finn or corporation growing out of
Tenant's operation of the Premises or costs of improvements by Tenant on the Premises, and the postponement
of payment of such claim or claims, until such contest shall finally be decided shall not be a violation of this
Lease or any covenant thereof. Should any such lien be filed and not released or discharged or action not
commenced to declare the same invalid within thirty (30) days after discovery of the same by Tenant, Landlord
may at Landlord's option (but without any obligation so to do) pay and discharge such lien and may likewise
pay and discharge any taxes, assessments or other charges against the Leased Premises which Tenant is
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obligated hereunder to pay and which mayor might become a lien on the Premises. Tenant agrees to repay any
sum so paid by Landlord upon demand therefore, as provided for in paragraph 7 herein.
27.
CONSTRUCTION OF LEASE: Words of any gender used in this Lease shall be held to include
any other gender, and words in the singular number shall be held to include the plural when the sense requires.

28.
PARAGRAPH HEADINGS: The paragraph headings as to the contents of particular paragraphs
herein, are inserted only for convenience and are in no way to be construed as part of such paragraph or as a
limitation on the scope ofthe particulaT paragraph to which they refer.
29.
NOTICES: It is agreed that all notices required or pelmitted to be given hereunder, or for
purposes of billing process, conespondence, and any other legal plli-poses whatsoever, shall be deemed
sufficient if given by a communication in writing by United States mail, postage prepaid and celiified return
receipt and addressed as follows:

If to Landlord, at the following address:

CTR Management, LLC
865 Pancheri
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402-3344

Ph: 208-523-0612
Fax: 208-522-7742

If to Tenant, at the following address:

Printcraft Press, I.hc.
3834 S. Professional Way
Idaho Falls, ID 83402

Ph: 208-523-4122
Fax: 208-529-6529

30.

N/A

31.

GOVERNING LAW: The Tenns ofthis Agreement shall be construed in accordance with Idaho

law.
32.
DOCUMENTA TION: The parties hereto agree to execute such additional documentation as may
be necessary or desirable to cany out the intent of this Agreement.
33.
CONTINGENCY REGARDING USE: This Lease is contingent upon there being no restrictions,
covenants, agreements, laws, ordinances, rules or regulations, which would prohibit Tenant from using the
Premises for the purposes described herein.
34.
EMINENT DOMAIN: If at any time during the Tenn of this Lease the Premises or any
part thereof shall be taken as a result of the exercise ofthe power of eminent domain or by an agreement in lieu
thereof, this Lease shall Telminate as to the part so taken as of the date possession is taken by the condemning
authority. If all or any substantial portion ofthe Premises shall be taken, Landlord may Tenninate this Lease at
its option, by giving Tenant written notice of such Telmination within thirty (30) days of such taking. If any or a
portion of the Premises taken are so substantial that Tenant's use of the Premises is substantially impaired,
Tenant may Tenninate this Lease pursuant to this Article. Otherwise, this Lease shall remain in full force and
effect, except that the rent payable by Tenant hereunder shall be reduced in the proportion that the area of the
Premises so taken bears to the total Premises. Landlord shall be entitled to and Tenant hereby assigns to
Landlord the entire amount of any award in connection with such taking. Nothing in this Article shall give

Landlord any interest in or preclude Tenant from seeking, on its own account, any award attributable tc
taking of personal property or trade fixtures belonging to Tenant, or for the interruption of Tenant's bus
35.
REPRESENTATION REGARDING AUTHORITY: The parties executing this Lease rl
and warrant that they are duly authorized to execute this Lease in their individual or representative cape
indicated.
36. ENTIRE AGREEMENT: This Lease Agreement constitutes the entire agreement and
understanding between the parties hereto and supersedes all prior discussions, understandings and agree
This Lease may not be altered or amended except by a subsequent written agreement executed by all of
parties hereto.
37. ESTOPPEL CERTIFICATE: Tenant shall, at any time and from time to time upon not les
ten (10) days prior written notice from lessor execute, acknowledge and deliver to Landlord a statement
writing (i) certifying that this Lease is unmodified and in full force and effect (or, if modified stating the
of such modification and certifying that this Lease as so modified, is in full force and effect) and the dat
which the rental and other charges are paid in advance, if any, and (ii) acknowledging that there are not,
Tenant's knowledge, any uncured defaults on the paIi of Landlord heremider, or specifying such default
are claimed, any such statement may be relied upon by any prospective purchaser or encumbrancer of aJ
portion of the real property of which the Premises are a part. Tenant's failure to deliver such statement v
such time shall be conclusive upon Tenant (i) that this Lease is in full force and effect, without modifica
except as may be represented by Landlord, (ii) that there are no uncured defaults in Landlord's performa
(iii) that not more than one month's rental has been paid in advance.
38. REVIEW OF DOCUMENTS: The parties hereto represent that they have read and unders1
tenus of this Lease, and that they have sought legal counsel to the extent deemed necessary in order to p
their respective interests.
39. KEYS & LOCKS: Tenant shall not change locks or install other locks on doors without the
consent of Landlord who agrees not to unreasonably withhold such consent. Tenant, upon the terminatio
tenancy, shall deliver to the Landlord all the keys to the offices, rooms aIld toilet rooms which have beer
furnished to the Tenant.
40. AUCTION, FIRE OR BANKRUPTCY SALE: Tenant shall not conduct any auction nor pe
any fire or bankruptcy sale to be held on the Premises.
41. CARPETING DAMAGE AND CHAlRMATS: Tenant agrees to be responsible for the
replacement of carpeting in the Premises if sanle shall be damaged by burning, or stains resulting from sJ
anything on said carpet, reasonable wear and tear excepted. Tenant further agrees to use "chair mat" und,
chairs used with desks.
42.

N/A

43.

ACCEPTANCE: This Lease must be accepted by all paIiies on or before NA.

44.

Landlord Improvements: This Lease is made with the acknowledgment of the following: ]

45.
ADDENDUM I EXHIBITS: This Lease is made with the acknowledgement ofthe folIo",
attachment and made part of Lease: NA.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused these presents to be executed as of the
day and year first above written.
TENANT:
Printcraft Press, Inc.

LANDLORD:
CTR Management, LLC

BY:Z~-
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Travis Waters

Lawry V. Wilde
Managing Member
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COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL LEASE
"TRIPLE NET"
CTR Management, LLC.
(Standard Form)

EXHIBIT

"THIS LEASE" made and entered into this 1st day of February, 2007, by and between CTR
Management, LLC ("Landlord") an Idaho Limited liability corporation, and Printcraft Press, Inc. (collectively
'"Tenant") .
WITNESSETH:
In consideration ofthe covenants and promises contained herein and other good and valuable
consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, it is agreed by the parties hereto
as follows:
I.

PREMISES:

Landlord hereby Leases to Tenant and Tenant hereby Leases from Landlord all those certain
('"Premises") hereinafter more fully described, together with the buildings and other improvements thereon, for
the Term and upon the rental herein set forth. The Premises consist more particularly of an area containing
approximately 2,500 square feet, commonly known as "Sunnyside Industrial, block 1, lot 5,3834 S.
Professional Way, Unit 4, Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402", State ofldaho.
Tenant its employees, invitees and customers, shall have the right to use the common and parking areas
jointly with any other tenants of the building.
II.

TERM:

The Term ("the Term") of this Lease shall be nine (9) years, beginning on the 1st day of March, 2007
and ending on the 31 st day of January, 2016. Tenant may renew this Lease under the same conditions hereto for
three additional five year Terms, by written notice of such election 60 days before the end of the then current
five year Lease Term.
III.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF LEASE:

1. RENT: The Tenant agrees to pay as rental to Landlord, the sum of one thousand two hundred
twenty five dollars and Noll 00 ($1225.00) DOLLARS, per month for the first year of TenTI. Lease payments
st
shall escalate at a rate of 1% per year on the 1 day of March, 2008 (including extensions or renewals), and
subsequently on each year through the term.
(a)
LATE CHARGES: In the event Tenant fails to pay said rental (including any additional rental
due hereunder) on the due date or within three (3) days thereafter, a late charge two percent (2%) per day of the
delinquent rental payment shall be added to said rental and due to Landlord.
(b)
SECURITY DEPOSIT: Upon the execution of this Lease, Tenant has deposited with Landlord
the sum of $0.00 receipt of which is hereby acknowledged by Landlord, such deposit is given to secure the
.f "'"'1
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faithful perfonnance by the Tenant of all of the TelIDs, covenants and conditions of this Lease. The Tenant
agrees that if the Tenant shall fail to pay the rent or any other amount due hereunder, said deposit may, at the
option of the Landlord, be applied to any such due and unpaid. Tenant will also deposit with Landlord first
month's rent, $1225.00, along with estimated initial C.A.M. charges of$125.00, (total of$1350.00) at time of
Lease execution. C.A.M. charges are defined in paragraph 3 below.
Nothing contained in this paragraph shall in any way diminish or be construed as waiving any of the
Landlord's other remedies as provided herein, or by law. Ifthe security deposit is applied by Landlord for the
payment of over due rent or other sums due and payable to Landlord by Tenant hereunder, then Tenant shall, on
the written demand of Landlord, forthwith remit to Landlord a sufficient amount in cash to restore said security
deposit to its original amount; Tenant's failure to do so within fifteen days after receipt of such demand, shall
constitute a breach of this Lease. Should Tenant comply with all of the Tenns, covenants and conditions of this
Lease and promptly pay all of the rental herein provided for as it falls due, and all other sums payable by Tenant
to Landlord hereunder, said security deposit shall be returned in full to Tenant at the end of the Tenn, or upon
the earlier Tennination of this Lease pursuant to the provisions hereof. In the event that the Premises are sold
as a result of the exercise of any power of sale under any mortgage or deed of trust this Lease shall be
automatically amended to delete any reference to this paragraph, and Tenant shall be entitled to immediate
reimbursement of Tenant's security deposit from the party then holding said deposit. The secUlity deposit is not
to be utilized as a "last month's rent".
2. AUTHORIZED USE: Tenant shall use the Premises for the following purpose, and for no other
purpose whatsoever, without the written consent of Landlord first: plinting, production, acquisition, and
distribution of print and plinting related products.
Tenant shall not commit or knowingly pennit any waste of the Premises or use the same for any
lmlawful purpose. The Tenant will comply with all applicable federal, state and local laws, ordinances and
regulations relating to the Premises and its use and operation by the Tenant.
Tenant agrees not to keep, use or pennit to be kept or used on the Premises any flammable fluids,
explosives or any "hazardous substance," "solid waste," or "hazardous waste", as said Tenns are defined in 42
U.S.c. 9601(14), and 40 C.F.R. 261.1 et seq. without the prior written pennission of Landlord. Landlord
acknowledges Tenant will have items such as WD-40, starting fluid, automotive paint and restoration or
detailing materials on the Premises.
3 . TAXES, INSURANCE AND COMMON AREA MAINTENANCE, "CAM FEE": The Tenant
shall pay its pro rata share of operating expenses of the land and building which contain the Premises. Such
items are commonly known as "Common Area Maintenance" expenses or C.A.M. Charges are defined as
Property Taxes, Fire and other Hazard hlsurance, and other such maintenance as required by the Tenns ofthis
Lease. The CAM charges are estimated at ($ 125.001M0nth) and are subject to increases for property taxes and
insurance at such time as they may arise. Payment is due on the first day of each month with the payment of the
base rent and each month thereafter. Landlord shall provide Tenant with an annual itemized accounting of the
C.A.M Charges, and shall refund any difference between what has been paid by Tenant and actual costs, and
Tenant shall be responsible to pay Landlord the difference if there is a deficiency between what has been paid
and the actual amount. Further detail of payment of taxes, insurance, and building maintenance are further
defined in the body of this Lease.
4.
PAYMENT OF TAXES AND OTHER ASSESSMENTS: Tenant shall pay its proportionate share
when they are due of all property taxes, license fees and assessments levied or imposed against the Premises or
measured by the rent payable hereunder during the TelID of this Lease or any extension thereof, by Federal,

state, municipal or other governmental authority; provided, however, that no law or practice postponing the
payment of such taxes, assessments or charges until after the Termination of this Lease shall relieve Tenant of
the obligation to make such payments. Payment of such taxes shall be made by Tenant to Landlord not later
than thirty (30) days following the date on which Landlord provides Tenant with written evidence of such taxes
in the form of a copy of the tax return or notice. If Tenant fails to pay any of such taxes,charges or other
impositions when due, Landlord may pay the same under the provisions of paragTaph 19, hereinafter set forth.
Anything herein to the contrary notwithstanding, if Tenant deems excessive or illegal any such tax or
assessment, Tenant may defer payment thereof so long as the validity or the amount thereof is contested by
Tenant in good faith, in which case Tenant shall furnish to Landlord a bond, in form reasonably satisfactory to
Landlord, in an amount equal to the amount of taxes or assessments so contested, which bond shall guarantee
the payment thereof with interest and penalties thereon.
5.
CONDITION OF THE PREMISES: Tenant accepts the Premises in the condition they are in at
the time of possession to the Premises. Tenant agrees, if, during the Term ofthis Lease, Tenant shall change the
usual method of conducting Tenant's business on the Premises, or should Tenant install thereon or therein any
new facilities, Tenant will, at the sole cost and expense of Tenant, make alterations or improvements in or to the
Premises which may be required by reason of any Federal or state law, or by any municipal ordinance, or .
regulation applicable thereto. Landlord WaITants that the building, on date of occupancy, meets all currently
applicable Federal, state and municipal laws and ordinances.
6.
LANDLORD TO INSURE BUILDINGS: Landlord shall insure aIld keep insured the Premises
against the perils offire, the "Extended Coverage's," vaIldalism and malicious mischief, and all risks to the
Premises, the cost of such insurance shall be a part of the C.AM. Charges. Tenant shall carry insurance against
the risk of business interruption and loss of income and loss of rents to Landlord resulting from fire or other
hazards. The later described policy must provide coverage for six months estimated income from the Premises.
Tenant shall have sole responsibility for insurance covering Tenants property on or in the Premises.
7.
REP AIR AND CARE, OF BUILDING AND PAYMENT OF UTILITIES BY TENANT:
Landlord agrees to keep the interior and exterior of the building and the improvements on the Premises outside
the building and grounds in good condition. The mowing of grass, care of shrubs, general landscaping, if any,
and then cleaning and painting of the interior and exterior of the Premises as the same mayor might be
necessary in order to maintain Premises in a clean, attractive and sanitary condition. Tenant shall keep the
driveways, parking lots and sidewalks, if any, reasonably free from snow and ice. Tenant acknowledges these
responsibilities
Landlord shall pay all property taxes and building insurance at such times as they arise. TenaIlt shall also
maintain the common areas in good order and repair and in a clean condition at all times. Without limiting the
generality of the foregoing, Landlord shall clean and paint interior and exterior of Premises as the same might
be necessary to maintain the Premises in clean, attractive and sanitary condition, all of which are included in
C.A.M. charges.
Tenant shall pay all charges, including but not limited to charges for water, heat, gas, electricity and
other public utilities used on the Premises, including all replacements of light bulbs, tubes, ballasts and starters
within a reasonable time after they bum out.
8.
REPAIR OF BUILDING BY LANDLORD: Landlord agrees for the Term of this Lease, to
maintain the roof of the building in good condition and repair, and any latent defects in the exterior walls, floor
joists, and foundations, and to repair any defects in the plumbing, electrical, heating and air-conditioning
systems for one year after date of occupancy as well as any damage that might result from acts of Landlord or
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Landlord's representatives. Landlord shall not, however, be obligated to repair any such damage until written
notice of the need of repair shall have been given to Landlord by Tenant and, after such notice is so given,
Landlord shall have a reasonable time to which to make such repairs.
9.
ALTERATIONS OF BUILDING AND INSTALLATION OF FIXTURES AND OTHER
APPURTENANCES: Tenant may, with written consent of Landlord, which consent shall not be unreasonably
withheld or delayed, but at Tenant's sole cost and expense in a good and workmanlike manner, make such
alterations and repairs to the Premises as Tenant may require for the conduct of its business without, however,
materially altering the basic character of the building or improvements, or weakening any stmcture on the
Premises. Tenant shall have the right, with the written permission of Landlord, to erect, at Tenant's sole cost and
expense, such temporary partitions, including office partitions, as may be necessary to facilitate the handling of
Tenant's business and to install telephone and telephone equipment and wiring, and electrical fixtures,
additional lights and wiling and other trade appliances. Any alterations or improvements to the Premises,
including partitions, all electIical fixtures, lights and wiring shall, at the option of Landlord, become the
propeliy of Landlord, at the expiration or sooner Termination ofthis Lease. Should Landlord request Tenant to
remove all or any part of the above mentioned items, Tenant shall do so prior to the expiration of this Lease and
repair the Premises as described below.
Temporary shelves, bins, and machinery installed by Tenant shall remain the property of Tenant and
Inay be removed by Tenant at any time; provided, however, that all covenants, including rent due hereunder to
Landlord shall have been complied with and paid. At the Termination of this Lease, or any extension thereof,
Tenant shall remove said shelves, bins and machinery and repair, in a good workmanlike marmer, all damage
done to the Premises by such removal.
10.
ERECTION AND REMOVAL OF SIGNS: Tenant may, with Landlord consent, place suitable
signs on the Premises for the purpose of indicating the nature of the business carried on by Tenant in Premises;
Such signs shall be in keeping with other signs in the distlict where the Premises are located; Signs shall be
removed prior to the expiration of this Lease and any damage to the Premises caused by installation or removal
of signs shall be repaired at the expenses of Tenant. All work shall be completed in a good workmanlike
manner. Landlord agrees that Tenant may install 1 electric and 2 metallic signs on the premises.
11. GLASS: Tenant agrees to immediately replace all glass in the Premises ifbroken or darnaged
during the Telm of this Lease with glass of the same quality as that broken or damaged, unless such damage is
done by Landlord or Landlord's agents.
12. RIGHT OF ENTRY BY LANDLORD: Tenant, shall pelmit inspection of the Premises duling
reasonable business hours by Landlord or Landlord's agents or representatives for the purpose of ascertaining
the condition of the Premises and in order that Landlord may make such repairs as may be required to be made
by Landlord under the Terms of this Lease. Sixty (60) days prior to the expiration of this Lease, Landlord may
post suitable notice on the Premises that the same are "For Rent" and may show the Premises to prospective
tenants at reasonable times. Landlord may not, however, thereby unnecessarily interfere with the use of the
Premises by Tenant.
13.
ASSIGNMENT AND SUBLETTING: Neither this Lease nor any interest herein may be
assigned by Tenant voluntarily or involuntarily, by operation oflaw, and neither all nor any part of the Premises
shall be sublet by Tenant without the written consent of Landlord. However, Landlord agrees not to withhold
its consent unreasonably for Tenant to sublet the Premises. In the event the Premises should be sublet, as herein
provided, at an increased rental, fifty (50%) percent of said increase shall be paid to Landlord by Tenant as
addi tional rental.
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14.
DAMAGE OR DESTRUCTION: If the Premises or any part thereof shall be damaged or
destroyed by fire or other casualty, Landlord shall promptly repair all such damage and restore the Premises
without expense to Tenant, subject to delays due to adjustment of insurance claims, strikes and other causes
beyond Landlord's control. If such damage or destruction shall render the Premises untenable in whole or in
part, the rent shall be abated wholly or proportionately as the case may be until the damage shall be repaired and
the Premises restored. If the damage or destruction shall be so extensive as to require the substantial rebuilding,
i.e., expenditure of fifty (50%) percent or more of replacement cost of the building or buildings on the Premises,
Landlord or Tenant may elect to Terminate this Lease by written notice to the other given within thirty (30)
days after the occurrence of such damage or destruction. Landlord and Tenant hereby release each other from
responsibility for loss or damage occurring on or to the Premises or the Premises of which they are a pati or to
the contents of either thereof, caused by fire or other hazards ordinarily covered by fire and extended coverage
insurance policies and each waives all rights of recovery against the other for such loss or damage. Willful
misconduct lawfully attributable to either party, whether in whole or in pati a contributing cause of the causality
giving rise to the loss or damage, shall not be excused under the foregoing release and waiver.
15.
INJURIES AND PROPERTY DAMAGE: Tenant agrees to indemnify and hold hannless
Landlord of and from any and all claims of any kind or nature arising from Tenant's use of the Premises during
the TelTI1 hereof, and Tenant hereby waives all claims against Landlord for damage to goods, \vares,
merchandise or for injury to persons in and upon the Premises from any cause whatsoever, except such as might
result from the intentional acts or negligence of Landlord or Landlord's representatives or from failure of
Landlord to perform its obligation hereunder within a reasonable time after notice in writing by Tenant
requiring such performance by Landlord. Tenant shall at all times during the Term keep in effect in responsible
companies liability insurance in the names of and for the benefit of Tenant and shall name Landlord as an
additional insured with limits as follows:
Bodily Injury, $1,000,000.00 each occurrence; Property Damage, $1,000,000.00; or in lieu thereof, a
combined single limit of $1 ,000,000.00.
Such insurance may, at Tenant's election, be carried under any general blanket coverage of Tenant. A
renewal policy shall be procured not less than ten (10) days prior to the expiration of any policy. Each original
policy or a certified copy thereof, or a satisfactory certificate of the insurer evidencing insurance carried with
proof of payment of the premium shall be deposited with Landlord. Tenant shall have the right to settle and
adjust all liability claims and all other claims against the insuring companies, but without SUbjecting Landlord to
any liability or obligation. Such insurance shall provide for ten (10) days written notice to Landlord prior to
cancellation.
16. SURRENDER OF PREMISES: Tenant agrees to surrender the Premises at the expiration, or
sooner Termination, ofthe Term ofthis Lease, or any extension thereof, in the same condition as when
Premises were delivered to Tenant, or as altered, pursuant to the provisions of this Lease, ordinary wear, tear
and damage by the elements excepted, Tenant shall remove all of its personal property by the end of the Term.
Tenant agrees to pay a reasonable cleaning charge should it be necessary for Landlord to restore or cause to be
restored the Premises to the same condition as when Premises were delivered to Tenant.
17. HOLDOVER: Should the Landlord permit Tenant to holdover the Premises or any pati thereof,
after the expiration of the Term of this Lease, then and unless otherwise agreed in writing, such holding over
shall constitute a tenancy from month-to-month only, and shall in no event be construed as a renewal ofthis
Lease and all provisions of this Lease not inconsistent with a tenancy from month-to-month shall remain in full
force and effect. During the month-to-month tenancy, Tenant agrees to give Landlord thirty (30) days plior
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written notice of its intent to vacate the Premises. Tenant agrees to vacate the Premises upon thirty (30) days
prior written notice from Landlord. The rental for the month-to-month tenancy shall be set by the Landlord
within ten (l0) days after Landlord receives notice from Tenant of its intention to continue to occupy the
Premises.
18. QUIET ENJOYMENT: If and so long as Tenant pays the rents reserved by this Lease and
performs and observes all the covenants and provisions hereof, Tenant shall quietly enjoy the Premises, subject,
however, to the Terms of this Lease, and Landlord will warrant and defend Tenant in the enjoyment and
peaceful possession of the Premises throughout the Terms of this Lease.

19.
WANER OF COVENANTS: The failure of any party to enforce the provisions of this Lease
shall not constitute a waiver unless specifically stated in writing, signed by the party whose rights are deemed
waived, regardless of a party's knowledge of a breach hereunder.
20.
DEFAULT: If Tenant shall make default in the fulfillment of any of the covenants and
conditions hereof, except default in payment of rent, Landlord may, at its option, after fifteen (15) days prior
notice to Tenant, make performance for Tenant and for the purpose advance such amounts as may be necessary.
Any amounts so advanced, or any expense incurred, or sum of money paid by Landlord by reason of the failure
of Tenant to comply with any covenant agreement, obligation or provision of this Lease, or in defending any
action to which Landlord may be subj ected by reason of any such failure for any reason of this Lease, shall be
deemed to be additional rent for the Premises and shall be due and payable to Landlord on demand. The
acceptance by Landlord of any installment of fixed rent or of any additional rent due under this or any other
paragraph of this Lease, shall not be a waiver of any other rent then due nor ofthe right to demand the
performance of any other obligation of the Tenant under this Lease. Interest shall be paid to Landlord on all
sums advanced by Landlord at an annual interest rate of2% over the Wall Street Joumal prime rate.
If Tenant shall make default in fulfillment of any of the covenants or conditions of this Lease (other than
the covenants for the payment of rent or other amounts) and any such default shall continue for a period of
fifteen (15) days after notice, then Landlord may, at its option, in addition any other remedies at law or in equity
terminate this Lease by giving Tenant written notice of such Termination and, thereupon, this Lease shall expire
as fully and completely as if that day were the date definitely fixed for the expiration of the Term of this Lease
and Tenant shall quit and surrender the Premises.
21.
DEFAULT IN RENT, INSOLVENCY OF TENANT: If Tenant shall make any default in the
payment of the rent reserved hereunder, or any part thereof, or in making any other payment herein provided
for, and any such default shall continue for a period often (10) days, after written notice to Tenant, or if the
Premises or any part thereof shall be abandoned or vacated or if Tenant shall be legally dismissed there from by
or under any authority other than Landlord, or if Tenant shall file a voluntary petition in bankruptcy or if Tenant
shall file any petition or institute any proceedings under any insolvency or Bankmptcy Act or any amendment
thereto hereafter made, seeking to effect its reorganization or a composition with its creditors, or if any
proceedings based on the insolvency of Tenant or relating to bankruptcy proceedings, a receiver or trustee shall
be appointed for Tenant or the Premises or if any proceedings shall be commenced for the reorganization of
Tenant or if the Leasehold estate created hereby shall be taken on execution or by any process oflaw or if
Tenant shall admit in writing its inability to pay its obligations generally as they become due, then Landlord, in
addition to any other rights or remedies it may have, shall have the immediate right of re-entry and may remove
all persons and property from the Premises. Such property may be removed and stored in a public warehouse or
elsewhere at the cost of and for the account of Tenant. Landlord may elect to re-enter, as herein provided, or
Landlord may take possession pursuant to this Lease and relet the Premises or any part thereof for such Term or
Ten11S (which may be for a Term extending beyond the Term of this Lease) and at such rental or rentals and
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upon such other Terms and conditions as Landlord in the exercise of Landlord's sole discretion may deem
advisable with the right to make alterations and repairs to Premises. Upon each subletting, Tenant shall be
immediately liable for and shall pay to Landlord, in addition to any indebtedness due hereunder, the costs and
expenses of such reletting including advertising costs, brokerages fees, any reasonable attorney's fees incurred
and the cost of such alternations and repairs incurred by Landlord, and the amount, if any, by which the rent
reserved in this Lease for the period of such relenting (up to but not beyond the Term of this Lease) exceeds the
amount agreed to be paid as rent for the Premises for said period by such reletting. If Tenant has been credited
with any rent to be received by such reletting and such rents shall not be promptly paid to Landlord by the new
Tenant, such deficiency shall be calculated and paid monthly by Tenant. No such re-entry or taking possession
of the Premises by Landlord shall be construed as an election by Landlord to Tenninate this Lease unless the
Tennination thereofbe decreed by a court of competent jurisdiction or stated specifically by the Landlord in
writing addressed to Tenant. Notwithstanding any such reletting without Termination, Landlord may at any time
thereafter elect to Terminate this Lease for such previous breach. Should Landlord at any time Tel1l1inate this
Lease for any breach, in addition to any other remedy Landlord may have, Landlord may recover from Tenant
all damages Landlord may incur by reason of such breach, including the cost of recovering the Premises
including attorney's fees, court costs, and storage charges and including the worth at the time of such
Tennination of the excess, if any, of the amount of rent and charges equivalent to rent reserved in this Lease for
the remainder of the stated Term over the then chargeable rent on the Premises for the remainder of the stated
Tenn, all of which amounts shall be immediately due and payable from Tenant to Landlord. In no event, shall
this Lease or any rights or privileges hereunder be an asset of Tenant under any bankruptcy, insolvency or
reorganization proceedings.
22.
ENFORCEMENT: In the event it shall become necessary for either party to enforce the Terms of
this Lease by suit or otherwise, the prevailing party in such action shall be entitles to recover all costs incun"ed
in enforcement, including attorney's fees and whether or not suit is actually filed.
23.
FAILURE, TO PERFORM COVENANT: Any failure on the part of either party to this Lease to
perfOlID any obligations hereunder, other than Tenant's obligation to pay rent, and any delay in doing any act
required hereby shall be excused if such failure or delay is caused by any strike, lockout, governmental
restriction or any similar cause beyond the control of the party so failing to perform, to the extent and for the
period that such continues.
24.
RIGHTS OF SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS: The covenants and agreements contained in tlus
Lease will apply to, inure to the benefit of, and be binding upon the parties hereto, their heirs, distributees,
executors, administrators, legal representatives, assigns, and upon their respective successors in interest except
as expressly otherwise hereinabove provided.
25.
contained.

TIME: Time is ofthe essence of this Lease and every Term, covenant and condition herein

26.
LIENS: Under no circumstances may Tenant do any thing that may cause liens to be filed on any
building or Landlord's equipment. Provided, however, nothing herein contained shall prevent Tenant, in good
faith and for good cause from contesting the claim or claims of any person, finn or corporation growing out of
Tenant's operation of the Premises or costs of improvements by Tenant on the Premises, and the postponement
of payment of such claim or claims, until such contest shall finally be decided shall not be a violation of this
Lease or any covenant thereof. Should any such lien be filed and not released or discharged or action not
commenced to declare the same invalid within thirty (30) days after discovery of the same by Tenant, Landlord
may at Landlord's option (but without any obligation so to do) pay and discharge such lien and may likewise
pay and discharge any taxes, assessments or other charges against the Leased Premises which Tenant is
"'"C'H
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obligated hereunder to pay and which mayor might become a lien on the Premises. Tenant agrees to repay any
sum so paid by Landlord upon demand therefore, as provided for in paragraph 7 herein.
27.
CONSTRUCTION OF LEASE: Words of any gender used in this Lease shall be held to include
allY other gender, and words in the singular number shall be held to include the plural when the sense requires.

28.
PARAGRAPH HEADINGS: The paragraph headings as to the contents of pmiicular paragraphs
herein, are inselied only for convenience and are in no way to be construed as part of such paragraph or as a
limitation on the scope of the particular paragraph to which they refer.
29.
NOTICES: It is agreed that all notices required or pennitted to be given hereunder, or for
purposes of billing process, correspondence, and any other legal purposes whatsoever, shall be deemed
sufficient if given by a communication in writing by United States mail, postage prepaid and certified return
receipt and addressed as follows:

If to Landlord, at the following address:

CTR Management, LLC
865 Pancheli
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402-3344

Ph: 208-523-0612
Fax: 208-522-7742

If to Tenant, at the following address:

Printcraft Press, Inc.
3834 S. Professional Way, Unit 3
Idaho Falls, ID 83402

Ph: 208-523-4122
Fax: 208-529-6529

30.

N/A

31.

GOVERNING LAW: The TelIDs of this Agreement shall be construed in accordance with Idaho

law.

32.
DOCUMENTATION: The parties hereto agree to execute such additional documentation as may
be necessary or desirable to carry out the intent of this Agreement.
33.
CONTINGENCY REGARDING USE: This Lease is contingent upon there being no restrictions,
covenants, agreements, laws, ordinances, rules or regulations, which would prohibit Tenant from using the
Premises for the purposes described herein.
34.
EMINENT DOMAIN: If at any time during the Tenn of this Lease the Premises or any
part thereof shall be taken as a result of the exercise of the power of eminent domain or by an agreement in lieu
thereof, this Lease shall Tenninate as to the part so taken as ofthe date possession is taken by the condemning
authority. If all or any substantial portion of the Premises shall be taken, Landlord may Tenninate this Lease at
its option, by giving Tenant written notice of such Tennination within thirty (30) days of such taking. If any or a
portion of the Premises taken are so substantial that Tenant's use of the Premises is substantially impaired,
Tenant may Tenninate this Lease pursuant to this Article. Otherwise, this Lease shall remain in full force and
effect, except that the rent payable by Tenant hereunder shall be reduced in the proportion that the area of the
Premises so taken bears to the total Premises. Landlord shall be entitled to and Tenant hereby assigns to
Landlord the entire aITIount of any award in connection with such taking. Nothing in this Article shall give

Landlord any interest in or preclude Tenant from seeking, on its own account, any award attlibutable to the
taking of personal property or trade fixtures belonging to Tenant, or for the interruption of Tenant's business.
35.
REPRESENTATION REGARDING AUTHORITY: The parties executing this Lease represent
and warrant that they are duly authorized to execute this Lease in their individual or representative capacity as
indicated.
36. ENTIRE AGREEMENT: This Lease Agreement constitutes the entire agreement and
understanding between the parties hereto and supersedes all prior discussions, understandings and agreements.
This Lease may not be altered or amended except by a subsequent wlitten agreement executed by all of the
parties hereto.
'
37. ESTOPPEL CERTIFICATE: Tenant shall, at any time and from time to time upon not less than
ten (10) days prior written notice £i'om lessor execute, acknowledge and deliver to Landlord a statement in
writing (i) certifying that this Lease is mnnodified and in full force and effect (or, if modified stating the nature
of such modification and celiifying that this Lease as so modified, is in full force and effect) and the dates to
which the rental and other charges are paid in advance, if any, and (ii) acknowledging that there are not, to
Tenant's knowledge, any uncured defaults on the part of Landlord hereunder, or specifying such defaults if any
are claimed, any such statement may be relied upon by any prospective purchaser or encumbrancer of all or any
portion of the real property of which the Premises are a part. Tenant's failure to deliver such statement within
such time shall be conclusive upon Tenant (i) that this Lease is in full force and effect, without modification
except as may be represented by Landlord, (ii) that there are no uncured defaults in Landlord's performance, and
(iii) that not more than one month's rental has been paid in advance.
38. REVIEW OF DOCUMENTS: The parties hereto represent that they have read and understand the
terms of this Lease, and that they have sought legal counsel to the extent deemed necessary in order to protect
their respective interests.
39. KEYS & LOCKS: Tenant shall not change locks or install other locks on doors without the written
consent of Landlord who agrees not to unreasonably withhold such consent. Tenant, upon the tennination of the
tenancy, shall deliver to the Landlord all the keys to the offices, rooms and toilet rooms which have been
fumished to the Tenant.
40. AUCTION, FIRE OR BANKRUPTCY SALE: Tenant shall not conduct any auction nor pennit
any fire or bankruptcy sale to be held on the Premises.
41. CARPETING DAMAGE AND CHAIRMATS: Tenant agrees to'be responsible for the
replacement of carpeting in the Premises if same shall be damaged by buming, or stains resulting from spilling
anything on said carpet, reasonable wear and tear excepted. Tenant further agrees to use "chair mat" under all
chairs used with desks.
42.

N/A

43 .

ACCEPTANCE: This Lease must be accepted by all parties on or before NA.

44.

Landlord Improvements: This Lease is made with the acknowledgment of the following: NA.

45.
ADDENDUM I EXHIBITS: This Lease is made with the acknowledgement of the following
attachment and made part of Lease: NA.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused these presents to be executed as of the
day and year first above written.
TENANT:
Printcraft Press, Inc.

LANDLORD:
CTR Management, LLC

By:"Lc... __.

By:~

Titl;: .lC:2d1l::~=-_ _ __

/

Travis Waters

Lawry V. Wilde
Managing Member
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Michael D. Gaffney, ISB No. 3558
Jeffrey D. Brunson, ISB No. 6996
BEARD ST. CLAIR GAFFNEY PA
2105 Coronado Street
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404-7495
Telephone: (208) 523-5171
Facsimile: (208) 529-9732
Email: gaffney@beardstc1air.com
jeff@ beardstc1air. corn
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Attorneys for the Plaintiff

DISTRICT COURT SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
BONNEVILLE COUNTY IDAHO
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, INC. an Idaho
corporation, TRAVIS WATERS, an
individual,
Case No.: CV -06-7097
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant,
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
MOTION FOR JUDGMENT
NOTWITHSTANDING THE VERDICT
AND ALTERNATIVE MOTION FOR
NEW TRIAL
vs.
SUNNYSIDE PARK UTILITIES, INC., an
Idaho corporation, SUNNYSIDE PARK
OWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC., an
Idaho corporation, and SUNNYSIDE
INDUSTRIAL AND PROFESSIONAL
PARK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company, DOYLE BECK, an individual,
KIRK WOOLF, an individual,
Defendants/Counterc1aimants.
The plaintiff, Printcraft Press, Inc. (Printcraft), through counsel of record, Beard
St. Clair Gaffney PA, hereby submits the following Memorandum in Opposition to the

Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Judgment notwithstanding the Verdict and Alternative
5 - t)
Motion for New Trial Page 1
.c.:,- ,£17"
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defendants Motion for Judgment notwithstanding the Verdict and Alternative Motions for
New Trial.

INTRODUCTION
The defendants' motions seek to undo the jury's decision. The jury heard the
evidence and decided in Printcraft's favor. The jury's factual conclusions are based on
substantial evidence presented at trial. The defendants agreed with the Court's legal
instructions on the burden of proof, causation, and the measure of damages. The Court
should decline to usurp the jury's exclusive province as the fact finder.

ARGUMENT
I. The defendants' motion for judgment notwithstanding the verdict fails.

a. Legal Standard.
A jnov should not be granted if the jury's verdict has any basis in the facts of the
case. The Idaho Supreme Court notes that a jnov should only be granted when
reasonable minds could not have reached the verdict that the jury reached. Watson v.

Navistar In!'l Transp. Corp., 121 Idaho 643, 829 P.2d 656 (1992). The moving party
admits the truth of the adverse evidence and every inference that may be legitimately
drawn from it. See, e.g., Lanham v. Idaho Power Co., 130 Idaho 486, 496,943 P.2d 912,
922 (1997); Litchfield v. Nelson, 122 Idaho 416,835 P.2d 651 (Ct. App. 1992); Quick v.

Crane, 111 Idaho 759, 727 P.2d 1187 (1986). The trial Court does not re-weigh the
evidence on a motion for jnov; additionally, the court should not evaluate the credibility
of witnesses or compare of any of its own factual findings to those of the jury. Lanham,
130 Idaho at 496,943 P.2d at 922. The Court draws all inferences in favor of the nonmoving party. Id. Here, Printcraft is the non-moving party

b. The duty related to fraud has already been determined by the Court.
Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Judgment notwithstanding the Verdict and Alternative
Motion for New Trial Page 2
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The Court previously addressed and denied the Motion for JNOV on the issue of
duty. Therefore, Printcraft does not address the issue here.

c. The defendants did not present evidence of a settlement agreement in
September 2006.
The defendants unpersuasively argue that a settlement agreement existed as of
September 2006. Any supposed contract did not waive Printcraft's claims. Importantly,
the alleged contract contains no statements indicating that Printcraft intended to
compromise any legal claims it possessed against the defendants. The defendants
asserted the purported settlement agreement as an affirmative defense. I Despite asserting
this affirmative defense, the defendants never presented any coherent proof in support of
this defense. They now, in essence, want to belatedly argue that defense as a matter of
law. The case has been tried and despite the arguments made by the defendants, the jury
found that Printcraft proved its fraud claims. As discussed immediately below, since the
purported agreement is silent as to any settlement, release or waiver, the effect of the
various correspondence comprising this "release" by necessity would have been a jury
question. (See Mem. Dec. Order, April 23, 2008.) By failing to present this affirmative
defense at trial in a meaningful way, the defendants have waived any argument that the
September 2006 "agreement" resolved all claims.
The same rules and principles governing all other contracts apply to settlement
agreements. Wilson v. Bogert, 81 Idaho 535, 543, 347 P.2d 341,345 (1959). Juries
decide the terms of ambiguous contracts. See Farnsworth v. Dairymen's Creamery

I The defendants alleged accord and satisfaction as an affirmative defense, but not release or settlement.
Furthermore, the defendants' use of the affirmative defense at trial was really unclear. There was never a
jury instruction given regarding a settlement agreement and the Court's prior order found that the terms of
any alIeged contract arising from the subject letters was a jury question. The defendants waived reliance on
these affirmative defense since the jury was never asked to decide the existence of a settlement agreement,
the parameters of that agreement, and the consequences thereof.

Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Judgment notwithstanding the Verdict and Alternative
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Ass'n, 125 Idaho 866, 870, 876 P.2d 148, 152 (et. App. 1994). If a contract is
ambiguous then the parties' intent is an issue for the jury. [d. "If the language of the
contract is plain an unambiguous, the intention of the parties must be determined from
the contract itself." Mihalka v. Shepherd, 181 P.3d 473,477 (Idaho March 28,2008).
Settlement agreements only resolve claims that "the parties intended to settle thereby."

See Wilson, 81 Idaho at 543,347 P.2d at 345.
The defendants base their arguments solely on Exhibit AN, a September 26,2006
letter, while ignoring the substantial correspondence exchanged between the parties
which militates against the assertion that this single letter constitutes a settlement of all
claims. At best, the terms of Exhibit AN are ambiguous. 2 The exhibit contains no
statements addressing potential legal claims either party may have had against the other.
The document contains no language of release, waiver, or settlement. The document's
contents discuss disposal of waste. That is all. Travis Waters, Printcraft's president,
testified that at the time the September 2006 letter was sent, Printcraft was merely trying
to appease Doyle Beck as opposed to waiving any rights or claims the company may
have had. Importantly, Exhibit AQ, the December 12, 2006 letter where Printcraft
refuses to accept any of the ultimatums from the defendants, is evidence that no
settlement agreement had ever been reached by the parties. The point, however, is that
the defendants never presented a coherent case to the jury that Printcraft had effectively
released any claims. What the jury heard was testimony as to why Printer aft viewed the
options extended by the defendants as umealistic, unfeasible and ultimately as naked

2 Even taking into consideration the court's finding that it created an implied in fact contract as to waste
disposal.
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ultimatums. This testimony rejects the notion that the parties reached a settlement
agreement in September 2006.
A common legal principle that Idaho recognizes is that all waivers must be
knowing and voluntary. See Minidoka County v. Krieger, 88 Idaho 395, 411,399 P.2d
962,972 (1964). As noted above, Exhibit AN does not remotely suggest that the parties
negotiated a settlement in September 2006 as to any legal claims. The term "fraud" does
not appear in the letter's contents. Thus, the Court cannot construe the letter's terms to
include a knowing and voluntary waiver by either of the parties.
Since the defendants asserted the existence of the purported settlement agreement
as a bar to Printcraft's claims they had the commensurate burden of proof to establish that
defense as a matter of fact. The Court properly instructed the jury that the defendants had
to prove each element of any affirmative defense claimed. Thus, the jury had to decide
whether the defendants had proved the settlement agreement's existence and whether it
constituted a bar to Printcraft's claims offraud. The jury's verdict is positive proof that
the defendants failed to meet their burden of proof in this regard. Further, the defendants
agreed to a special verdict form that contained no interrogatories related to this
affirmative defense. The defendants, therefore, have waived any argument that the jury
should have found a settlement agreement resolving Printcraft's fraud claims. The
defendants simply never presented the defense to the jury in any meaningful way. Thus,
the defendants' arguments should be foreclosed.
In sum, the defendants never sought summary judgment on this issue. The
defendants' failure to seek summary judgment evinces the ambiguous nature of the
purported settlement agreement. Ambiguous contracts require juries to decide the
parties' respective intent. See Farnsworth, 125 Idaho at 870, 876 P.2d at 152. The
Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Judgment notwithstanding the Verdict and Alternative
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verdict shows that the defendants failed to establish both the existence and effect of the
alleged settlement agreement.
II. Sunnyside Park Utilities' motion for a new trial fails.
a. Legal Standard
A trial judge possesses discretion when ruling on a motion for a new trial. Quick
v. Crane, 111 Idaho 759, 766, 727 P.2d 1187,1194 (1986). However, the Court should
give full respect to the jury's findings. Id. at 768. Exercising its discretion "the trial
court may grant a new trial when it is satisfied the verdict is not supported by, or is
contrary to, the evidence, or is convinced the verdict is not in accord with the clear
weight of the evidence .... " Blaine v. Byers, 91 Idaho 665,671,429 P.2d 397,403
(1967). CI Karlson v. Harris, 140 Idaho 561, 97 P.3d 428 (2004).
The defendants carry the burden of demonstrating to the court that the verdict is
not supported by the clear weight of the evidence. See Slaathaug v. Allstate Ins. Co., 132
Idaho 705, 979 P.2d 107 (1999).
b.

The jury's damage award is supported by substantial and competent
evidence under Idaho R. Civil Pro. 59(a)(5).

The jury's award of damages is supported by substantial, and mostly unrebutted
evidence. Printcraft's evidence removed the existence of damages from the realm of
speculation and into the boundaries of reasonable certainty. The law does not impose
unrealistic expectations on parties alleging causes of action. Printcraft's damages
evidence was admitted generally without objection and virtually without challenge.
Conversely, the defendants' failed to meet their burden on the assertion that Printcraft
failed to mitigate its damages, presenting no coherent theory of mitigation, nor any
numerical or other quantified evidence to suggest mitigation alternatives.
Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Judgment notwithstanding the Verdict and Altemative
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An award of damages will be upheld "where there is sufficient evidence
supporting the award." Griffith v. Clear Lakes Trout Co., Inc., 200 P.3d 1162, 1167
(Idaho January 27,2009). Damages need only be proven with reasonable certainty. Id.
"Reasonable certainty requires neither absolute assurance nor mathematical exactitude;
rather, the evidence need only be sufficient to remove the existence of damages from the
realm of speculation." Id. The amount of damages is for the jury to decide. Dinneen v.
Finch, 100 Idaho 620,624,603 P.2d 575, 579 (1979). "Ultimately, however, it is for the

trier of fact to fix the amount after determining the credibility of the witnesses, resolving
conflicts in the evidence, and drawing reasonable inferences therefrom." Griffith, 200
P.3d at 1167. On a motion for jnov, the court can only set aside ajury award if the

damage award "shock[s] the conscience" of the trial judge. Quick v. Crane, 111 Idaho
759,769-70,727 P.2d 1187, 1197-98 (1986).
Initially, the defendants improperly try to impeach the jury verdict. Idaho Rule of
Evidence 606(b) absolutely prohibits substantive impeachment of a jury verdict.
The Idaho appellate courts have consistently upheld the sacrosanct nature of
deliberations and prohibited impeachment of jury verdicts: "A review of the intemal
deliberation process of the jury is prohibited unless affected by extraneous prejudicial
information or an outside influence." Andrews v. Idaho Forest Indus., 117 Idaho 195,
198, 786 P.2d 586,589 (CL App. 1990) (citing Lehmkuhl v. Bolland, 114 Idaho 503,510,
757 P.2d 1222, 1229 (Ct. App. 1988)). "The reasons for excluding evidence attempting
to impeach the verdict include insuring the freedom of deliberations, the stability and
finality of verdicts and the protection of jurors." Lehmkuhl, 114 Idaho at 509.
The defendants have not presented any evidence that any outside prejudicial force
influenced the jury's deliberative process. Thus, any suggestion that the verdict is
Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Judgment notwithstanding the Verdict and Alternative
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anything other than what it purports to be is improper and contrary to Idaho law. Here,
the defendants reference a conversation with one juror relating to how that juror
summarized the damages award. (See Def. Mot. JNOV, at 9, fn.2.) The juror's
comments, however, do not impeach of the verdict, but rather explain it, demonstrating a
completely reasonable rationale for the jury's award that vitiates any argument that the
award resulted from passion or prejudice.
Printcraft presented a simple damages case to the jury. The simplicity of the
damage case, however, should not be confused with unsupported, speculative, or
otherwise unverifiable claims. Travis Waters, the president of Printcraft Press, testified
as to the amounts Printcraft paid with regard to storage, hauling, and disposal of
Printcraft's sewage which Printcraft has been required to deal with from December 15,
2006 to the present. He also testified as to the weekly fee for disposal that will accrue
over the life of the lease absent an alternative solution. The amount billed to Printcraft for
disposal, which includes over $500 in charges by the City of Idaho Falls per load, is
completely reasonable under the circumstances. Waters testified that he had explored
alternative solutions, including connection to the City of Idaho Falls, and no other
reasonable options exist. Moreover, and ironically, the jury heard substantial evidence
that the defendant Doyle Beck went to great lengths to sabotage Printcraft's attempts to
mitigate its damages by seeking to interfere with Printcraft's relationship with the City of
Idaho Falls, both by publically opposing annexation and pressuring the City to require
that Printcraft be subjected to unprecedented testing procedures.
Waters also testified, with the appropriate foundation, that over ten years
Printcraft would be required to pay $1.08 million dollars in rent to CTR Management,
LLC. The value of the lease is a reasonable claim for damages insofar as the building,
Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Judgment notwithstanding the Verdict and Alternative
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without fundamental sewage service has no value. The defendants have argued that
Printcraft would have had to pay rent in any event; however, any alternative facility
would have the proper utility infrastlUcture. The current location is a burden to the
business, thus the jury was justified in concluding that no economic benefit is to be
derived from Printcraft's current location, the facility does not add value to the business
and, ultimately, is unmarketable as a sub-let. Hence, Waters testified that Printcraft "is
trapped" in the Printcraft building which is a layman's way of saying that alternative
locations are a commercial impossibility. Commercial impossibility is a classic rebuttal
to a failure to mitigate argument in commercial litigation.
Finally, Waters also testified about the cost of installing a lift station to facilitate
the disposal process and moving expenses for Printcraft that would not have been
incurred to its current location. Again, those are all reasonable and common sense claims
for damages.
Waters' testimony was based on his personal knowledge as president of the
company. He did not speculate as to the amounts he provided to the jury. All of the
numbers he provided were concrete, precise and verifiable. The defendants' attempts to
call various components of Printcraft' s damages into question simply devolved into
conspiratorial allusions to forged documents and other unproved slanders.
Thus, the jury award did not result from passion or prejudice. Printcraft presented
in excess of a million dollars in damages to the jury. The jury awarded $990,000 to
Printcraft despite Printcraft's admissible damages evidence exceeding that amount. Thus,
the damage award was not shocking or awarded under passion or prejudice?

It is also important to note that the defendants do not support their arguments with any evidence, e.g.,
affidavits from the jury, expert testimony or some other form of quantified rebuttal.

3
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The jury spent approximately twelve hours deliberating the case's merits. The
implication that the jury awarded the amount under a fit of rage or righteous indignation
against the defendants goes beyond the pall of reason. The defendants' arguments are
based solely on supposition and guess-work. Simply arguing that the jury must have
awarded damages based on passion or prejudice because the verdict was large is
insufficient. This is a commercial claim, which by its very nature involves significant
dollar amounts. 4 There must be some evidence that passion or prejudice was involved in
this case. The defendants have no such evidence.
Had this been a court trial, the court would have been completely justified in
awarding over a million dollars in damages because of Printcraft's evidence. The
damages resulting from the ten-year lease alone exceeded the jury's verdict by nearly a
hundred thousand dollars. The defendants cite no legal authority that substantial,
monetary damages are inherently based on passion or prejudice. Thus, the Court should
not have been shocked by the amount of damages awarded to Printcraft because the
weight of the evidence supported the amount. The Court should deny the SPU's motion
for a new trial on damages.
SPU also makes the argument that unless the Court would have awarded the
defendants no damages that the Court should grant a new trial on the defendants'
counterclaims. The defendants' argument lacks merit. The jury verdict clearly states that
the defendants did not prove the underlying elements for any of the counterclaims. For
example, the jury found that there was no trespass by Printcraft's agents. It would have
been error for the jury to award any damages to the defendants. The Court should not
award the defendants a new trial on the counterclaims.
4

A verdict of $990,000, in the grand scheme of commercial litigation, is not that large of a verdict.
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c.

The evidence presented establishing proximate cause supports the verdict
under Idaho R. Civ. Pro. 59(a)(6).

Printcraft presented substantial and competent evidence of causation supporting
its fraud claims. The jury found that Printcraft had proved causation by clear and
convincing evidence.
Rule 59(a)(6) allows for a new trial when there is insufficient evidence to justify
the verdict. IDAHO R. CIv. P. 59(a)(6). In order to grant a new trial under this rule, the
court must find that the verdict is against the clear weight of the evidence and that a new
trial would produce a different result. Heitz v. Carroll, 117 Idaho 373, 788 P.2d 188
(1990). Justice must be subserved when granting a new trial. See Quick v. Crane, 111
Idaho 759, 767, 727 P.2d 1187, 1195 (1986).
In this case, the court instructed the jury on the clear and convincing evidence
standard. The jury heard all of the evidence and considered it in context. The jury
concluded that Printcraft satisfied its burden on causation. Causation is a jury question.
Earl v. Cryovac, 115 Idaho 1087, 1090,772 P.2d 725, 728 (Ct. App. 1989). The court

instructed the jury on how to determine proximate cause. The court used the Idaho
pattern jury instruction. The sewage hauling expenses were proximately caused by the
fraud because the fraud was a substantial factor in bringing Printcraft into the
subdivision. Printcraft presented Waters' testimony that Printcraft would not have been
in the subdivision had the defendants sufficiently disclosed the septic system's
deficiencies. The special verdict form did not require the jury to break down the damage
award. The defendants cannot impeach the verdict by submitting juror affidavits;
therefore, the Court cannot simply make assumptions about the verdict's composition.

Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Judgment notwithstanding the Verdict and Alternative
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Printcraft presented clear and convincing evidence that it reasonably relied upon
the non-disclosures to move its business into the subdivision. Waters repeatedly testified
that had Printcraft been aware of the information contained in the septic permit, the April
15,2002 letter, the utility agreement, and the rules and regulations that Printcraft would
not have moved into the subdivision. This was part of the elegant simplicity of
Printcraft's case which the defendants never seemed to grasp. This evidence was never
refuted, nor even contested. Since there was no way to refute Waters' testimony, that
evidence constitutes clear and convincing evidence for the propositions contained in the
testimony. The weight of evidence supports the jury's finding of reasonably reliance by
Printcraft.
Printcraft had not committed to occupying the building for ten years until it
moved into the building in January 2006. The defendants seem to believe that Printcraft
could not have changed its mind once Waters decided to look for a new facility. Just
because you look for another location does not irrevocably bind you to move into a
location that you have inspected. Here, though CTR Development, LLC (CTRD) built
the building with Printcraft's occupancy in mind, the business was not committed to
moving into the building until CTR Management, LLC (CTRM) and Printcraft entered
into the lease. From the time construction began to the time Printcraft moved in, there
were meetings with the SIPP architectural committee. Beck testified that he knew that
Printcraft printed for its business. Woolf similarly testified. Competent evidence was
presented that the defendants failed to disclose that there was in fact a private septic
system rather than a sewer system as represented on its signage. Competent evidence
was presented that the defendants knew that a substantial, industrial building was being
constructed that would house the Printcraft business. Likewise, competent evidence was
Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Judgment notwithstanding the Verdict and Alternative
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presented that the defendants knew that there were parking spaces sufficient for up to
eighty people at the Printcraft building and allowed the building to be occupied by at
least thirty employees, knowing that the septic system was already at five times its design
capacity. The evidence is undisputed that the defendants developed the park as an
industrial park in a zoning designation for industrial use. Explicit in this designation is
that the infrastructure was capable of handing industrial waste. However the actual rules
for use of the septic system absolutely prohibited discharge of industrial waste. Thus, it
was reasonable for the jury to conclude that had the rules goveming the use of SPU' s
septic system been disclosed to Printcraft prior to relocation, that Printcraft would have
acted otherwise and sought an altemative location. Simply put, had the defendants
disclosed the information in between the time when construction began and Printcraft
ultimately moved in, Printcraft would never have been located in the subdivision and the
subsequent problems related to excessive volume or prohibited discharges would never
had occurred, at least to the extent that Printcraft was involved.
The Court also previously addressed the defendants' arguments regarding the
sewage hauling costs as damages resulting from the fraud. This issue was raised on
summary judgment and the court refrained from foreclosing the hauling, storage, and
disposal expenses. The court correctly perceived the issue of damages and whether those
damages flowed from the defendants' conduct as a jury question. The Court construed
this broadly because the goal of damages is to compensate a victim "for every wrong
which is the natural and proximate result of the fraud. The measure of damages which
should be adopted under the facts of the case is one which will effect such result." Watts
v. Krebs, 131 Idaho 616, 621, 962 P.2d 387, 392 (1998). That is precisely why the jury
decides the issue of damages. See Lombard v. Cory, 95 Idaho 868, 872, 522 P.2d 581
Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Judgment notwithstanding the Verdict and Alternative
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(1974) (noting that the "initial determination" of damages is for the jury); see also 1-1
Damages in Tort Actions § 1.04 (Matthew Bender 2008). The storage, hauling, and
disposal costs proximately flow from the fraud because Printcraft would not have
otherwise been in the subdivision. In Idaho, Printcraft does not have to prove that the
defendants' conduct was the sole cause of the harm. See IDJI.2d 2.30.2. The jury
instruction clearly expresses that there can be multiple causes of the harm but if the
defendants' conduct is a substantial factor then Printcraft could still recover.
Printcraft's lease damages and hauling expenses over the life of the lease were
proved with reasonable certainty and unrebutted. The lease damage calculation is really
quite simple. Printcraft knows how much it pays in rent per month. Printcraft also
knows how long its lease lasts. Multiply to two together and the result is how much
Printcraft would owe over the ten years. That amount, as admitted at trial, is $1.08
million. As with projected future disposal costs, this amount was not simply presented to
a reasonable certainty, but was amenable to a precise calculation. 5
Printcraft would not have moved into a subdivision with an inadequate septic
system had it not been defrauded. Printcraft knows how much it pays on a weekly basis
to haul its sewage. Printcraft also knows how long it is committed to being in the
building. Multiply those two figures together and the answer is the costs of hauling,
storing, and disposing of sewage to a reasonably certain sum. This is not rocket science.
It is a matter of fundamental mathematics. The specific numbers were all admitted into
evidence at trial. The damage calculation is not speculative but is reasonably certain.

As the Court is aware, Printcraft was prepared to present evidence discounting future damages, both as to
the lease and disposal costs. The defendants objected to that evidence. The defendants also objected to use
ofIDJI 9.13 relating to present value. These objections thus create a waiver prohibiting the defendants
from disputing undiscounted damages.
5
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Printcraft also never argued that it lost complete use of the building; however,
Printcraft did lose the commercial, reasonable use of building. Printcraft lost the value of
the building as a commercial asset because a fundamental requirement of any lease is that
the building has adequate sewer service. Printcraft simply will not be able to sub-let the
building to any other business and it is only in this situation because the defendants
intentionally concealed material information that they knew Printcraft lacked. Thus, the
jury's verdict is consistent with the weight of the evidence and a new trial should not be
granted.
III.Beck's and Woolf's motion for a new trial fails.
a. Beck's and Woolf's arguments re: sewage hauling fail.

The arguments presented supporting damages and causation above as to SPU
apply equally to Beck and Woolf's motion for a new trial. Printcraft addresses Beck and
Woolf's arguments here only to the extent that they present new or different rationale.
Printcraft's theory for causation simply follows the Court's jury instmction, IDJI
2.30.2. Causation does not have to be convoluted in any sense. Beck6 stresses that the
Court should impose its judgment in place of the jury's judgment regarding proximate
causation based upon a constricted perspective of legal causation. This case involves
straightforward evidence of damages that would not have been incurred had the contents
of the various documents been disclosed to Printcraft prior to its move-in date. This is
somewhat fundamental. If Printcraft has additional costs that would not have existed had
Beck disclosed the pertinent information, then those costs, quite obviously, should be
reimbursed by Beck. Thus, arguments such as the fact that "SPU took all of Printcraft' s
waste up until the time of disconnection," completely miss the point. The events upon
6

For convenience. any reference to Mr. Beck also includes a reference to Mr. Woolf.
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which Beck and Woolf focus, which occurred after Printcraft relocated to the industrial
park, are inelevant to an analysis of proximate cause under Printcraft' s theory of the case.
That is the essence of the proximate causation analysis presented to the jury by Printcraft
and repeatedly referenced by the Court in numerous pre-trial decisions and comments.
Proximate cause involves even more streamlined legal analysis because Idaho
only requires that a defendant's conduct be a substantial factor in the damages. Idaho
does not require "but for" causation. See IDJI.2d 2.30.2. So even if what Beck argues is
true, the record still contains evidence that supports the jury's proximate cause
conclusion. Beck's citation to the Restatement (Second) of Torts § 441 is inelevant
because Beck did not seek an instruction based on Restatement § 441 and thus has
waived any argument that relies upon Restatement § 441.
Beck incorrectly relies on Mica Mobile Sales & Leasing, Inc. v. Skyline Corp., 97
Idaho 408,546 P.2d 54 (1975), to suggest that the Court should undo the jury's
determination of damages awarded under a fraud theory. First, Mica Mobile Sales &
Leasing is a negligence case that was decided on summary judgment. Id. at 409, 546

P.2d at 55. Second, Restatement § 441 addresses a superseding cause as to a negligence
theory and not a fraud theory of damages. Beck cites no legal authority that applies
Restatement § 441 or its corollaries in the context of a cause of action for fraud.
Next, Beck never addresses the contents of Restatement §§ 442 through 453,
which more directly and completely discusses the application of the superseding cause
theory.7 Beck conveniently fails to address the substance of Restatement § 546 which

7 Beck's superseding cause analysis is really circular reasoning analysis: Printcraft's conduct is not a
superseding or intervening cause of its own damages. Rather, as has been emphasized repeatedly,
Printcraft's subsequent "illegal" or otherwise alleged improper conduct resulted from the fact that it had not
been made aware a priori that its conduct would be improper given the undisclosed septic system
limitations and prohibitions.
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provides, "the maker of a fraudulent misrepresentation is subject to liability for pecuniary
loss suffered by one who justifiably relies upon the truth of the matter misrepresented, if
his reliance is a substantial factor in determining the course of conduct that results in the
loss." Restatement (Second) Torts § 546 (1977) (emphasis added). Comment b to section

546 provides that the misrepresentation does not have to be even the predominant or
decisive factor. Id. cmt. b.
Thus, Beck's argument that there is a superseding cause of the harm is not merely
logically inconsistent, it is also unsupported in the law or by the facts. The jury made the
determination that $990,OOo.UO compensates Printcraft for all of the losses associated
with the fraud. The verdict does not get any more specific; it does not have to be more
specific. It is sufficient that the clear weight of the evidence supports the verdict.
All of the defendants remain fixated on the disconnection issue; however, the
disconnection issue never lay at the heart of Printcraft's claims and it never constituted an
absolute defense to the defendants' fraud that predated the disconnection. The
defendants blatantly ignore the fact that Printcraft never would have incurred any of the
costs associated with it being located in the subdivision had the defendants disclosed the
material information to Printcraft. The pretextual disconnection was never really relevant
to the fraud claims.
b. The recovery of rent and moving expenses are supported by the clear
weight of the evidence. 8
Beck's arguments are flawed because of the testimony that establishes that
Printcraft would not have moved into the subdivision without the fraudulent
nondisclosures. Beck argues that Printcraft would have incurred these costs anyway had
Printcraft objects to this portion of Beck's briefing on the basis that Beck did not raise this issue in his
directed verdict motion.

8
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the disclosures been made but Beck's argument is unsupported in the record. First, the
costs Printcraft seeks to recover are the rental costs and moving costs into SIPP. No one
knows what costs would have otherwise been incurred had Beck disclosed the subject
information. 9 Courts and trials deal with reality as opposed to the hypothetical world of
what could have happened.
Here, there was testimony that Printcraft looked for other locations. Printcraft
wanted to consolidate the various elements of its business; however, nothing forced
Printcraft into moving under one roof. The only thing that induced Printcraft into
actually consolidating its business enterprises were the fraudulent misrepresentations of
the defendants. Again, the evidence supports the finding that had Print craft known about
the septic system's limitations it never would have consolidated its business in SIPP.
c.

Beck's motion for directed verdict fails.

At the close of his brief, Beck requests the Court enter a directed verdict as to
damages. However, applying the appropriate legal standard to Beck's requested relief
does not sustain entry of directed verdict. This is because the record does contain
evidence of Printcraft's damages. The record contains several hours of testimony by
Waters about the costs associated with being induced into the industrial park by the
defendants. Waters testified about the storage, hauling, and disposal costs. Waters
testified about the moving expenses. Waters testified about the rent payments over the
life of the ten-year lease. All of these amounts were articulated by Waters during trial.
The jury could easily base its damage determination on that testimony and it apparently

It is conceivable that given the lack of readily available locations, Printcraft would have remained where it
was.

9
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did so. Beck has no evidence corroborating the "line items" he identifies in his
. f'mg. 10
bne

CONCLUSION
As a result of the foregoing, the defendants' motion for jnov and a new trial
should be denied .

. Gaffney
. Brunson
Of Beard St. Clair Gaffney PA
Attorneys for Printcraft Press, Inc.

10 The line items challenged in Beck's briefing are associated with moving into the building as claimed
during Water's testimony. For example, the $11,000 figure for power was associated with moving into the
building because Waters testified that Printcraft required three-phase power, something unique for
Printcraft to occupy the building. The three-phase power cost was associated only with Printcraft being the
tenant. Waters explained that Utah Power established a base monthly electric rate designed to recapture the
discounted connection fee. Waters then explained that the base electric rate was directly paid by Printcraft,
in effect requiring Printcraft to pay for electricity whether it was used or not. SPU failed to fully explore
this claim in Printcraft's deposition. Likewise, the moving expense for a printing press was also properly
claimed by Printcraft at trial. Despite the fact that SPU's counsel tried to cast suspicion on the expense,
Printcraft provided direct evidence that the expense was incurred and paid. There is no basis for the court
to excise these amounts from the verdict. Further, there is no evidence suggesting that these amounts
were included in the verdict. After all, the rent cost over the life of the lease exceeded the actual jury
verdict. Beck simply speculates that the amounts were included in the verdict amount.
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Michael D. Gaffney, ISB No. 3558
Jeffrey D. Brunson, ISB No. 6996
BEARD ST. CLAIR GAFFNEY PA
2105 Coronado Street
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404-7495
Telephone: (208) 523-5171
Facsimile: (208) 529-9732
Email: gaffney@beardstclair.com
jeff@beardstclair.com
Attorneys for the Plaintiff

DISTRICT COURT SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

BONNEVILLE COUNTY IDAHO
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, INC. an Idaho
corporation, TRAVIS WATERS, an
individual,
Case No.: CV-06-7097
PlaintiffiCounterdefendant,
AFFIDAVIT OF TRAVIS WATERS
vs.
SUNNYSIDE PARK UTILITIES, INC., an
Idaho corporation, SUNNYSIDE PARK
OWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC., an
Idaho corporation, and SUNNYSIDE
INDUSTRIAL AND PROFESSIONAL
PARK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company, DOYLE BECK, an individual,
KIRK WOOLF, an individual,
Defendants/Counterclaimants.
STATE OF WASHINTON
COUNTY OF CLARK

)
)ss.
)

I, Travis Waters, having first been sworn, depose and state:
1. I am over the age of eighteen, am competent to testify, and do so from personal
knowledge.
A ffidavit of Travis W Mel'S Pap-e 1

10/09/2009

12: 57

5£132855

RES IDENCE INN

I <1111 president ofPrintcran Prct-:::l, Inc., thc plaintiffnnd Cm.lI1llTdefcndlll1! in this
action.

3. I have reviewed I.he contents and attachments 10 thc Affidavit of Doyle Beck dated
SCrlcmhcr 29.1009.

4. Prior to my review of Mr. Beck's affidAvit I had never seen ~H1Y ofthe documents

nlt11chcd as exhibit:::; 10 Mr. Beck's afIid,wil. The documents have never heen in Prinlcmrt
PJ'(.)SI'., Inc."s possession until I received them fr{)111 Mr. Beck as nttaclllTIClllS In his
alTidavil.

DATEO: Octoherr 2009

-

........ ..

Travis Wnlcrs

--~.----

Subscribed and sworn be/em.: me nn this

,f'

·.....,PutJIlc
, .... of .ahlngton
'. .AYJA"~ MBURLEY
~.""""'I hpl,.. fill 11, 2012

.,

• .:.,

~ day ofOClohcr 2009,

",.,,'

..

' ,'

AnIdavit ofTI'ilVi" Wa((;rs Page 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certifY I am a licensed attorney in the State ofIdaho and on October 9,2009, I
served a true and con-ect copy of the Aftldavit of Travis Waters on the following by the
method of delivery designated below:
Mark Fuller
Fuller & CanPO Box 50935
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0935
Fax: (208) 524-7167

o

U.S. Mail

~and-delivered

OF'
aCSnTIl'1 e

Bryan Smith
McGrath & Smith
PO Box 50731
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0731
Fax: (208) 529-4166

o

U.S. Mail

~and-delivered

OF'
aCSlml'1 e

Bonneville County Courthouse
605 N. Capital Avenue
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
Fax: (208) 529-1300

o

U.S. Mail

~and-delivered

OF'
aCSlml'1 e

Mic ae D. Gaffney
JeffI'
. Brunson
Of Beard St. Clair Gaffney PA
Attorneys for the Plaintiff

Affidavit of Travis Waters Page 3

Michael D, Gaffney, ISB No. 3558
Jeffrey D. Brunson, ISB No. 6996
BEARD ST. CLAIR GAFFNEY PA
2105 Coronado Street
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404-7495
Telephone: (208) 523-5171
Facsimile: (208) 529-9732
Email: gaffney@beardstcIaiLcom
j e ff@beardstclair.com
Attorneys for the Plaintiff

DISTRICT COURT SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
BONNEVaLECOUNTYIDAHO
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, INC. an Idaho
corporation, TRAVIS WATERS, an
individual,
Case No.: CV-06-7097
PlaintifllCountcrdefendant,
AFFIDA VIT OF LUKE BOYLE (J&LB
PROPERTIES, INC.)
vs.
SUNNYSIDE PARK UTILITIES, INC., an
Idaho corporation, SUNNYSIDE PARK
OWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC., an
Idaho corporation, and SUNNYSIDE
INDUSTRIAL AND PROFESSIONAL
PARK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company, DOYLE BECK, an individual,
KIRK WOOLF, an individual,
Defendants/Counterc Iaimants.
STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE

)
) ss.
)

I, Luke Boyle, having first been sworn, depose and state:
1. I am over the age of eighteen, am competent to testify, and do so from personal
knowledge.
Affidavit of Luke Boyle (J&LB Properties, Inc,) Page 1
~J r\
I

.1

U .'.

5148<1

2. 1 am an officer in the company known as J&LB Properties, Inc.
3.

r have reviewed Exhibit A and it is a true and correct copy of the Pipeline

Crossing Agreement between J&LB Properties, Inc. and Union Pacific Railroad
Company dated April I, 2009.
'f'

DATED: Ocober j[, 2009

~l\

Subscribed and sworn beD re me on this L

day of October 2009.

Notary Public for the
C ofldaho
Residing at: 1:~\o I~ t;~fII"4
Commission expires: j~) ~ ~))v

1

(SEAL)

Affidavit of Luke Boyle (J&LB Properties, Inc.) Page 2

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify 1 am a licensed attorney in the State of Idaho and on October '1,2009, I
served a true and correct copy of the Affidavit of Luke Boyle (J&LB Properties, Inc.) on
the following by the method of delivery designated below:
Mark Fuller
Fuller & Carr
PO Box 50935
Idaho Falls, 1D 83405-0935
Fax: (208) 524-7167

o

U.S. Mail

cr:'

. Hand-delivered

~.

Bryan Smith
McGrath & Smith
PO Box 50731
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0731
Fax: (208) 529-4166

o

U.S. Mail

Hand-delivered

Bonneville County Courthouse
605 N. Capital Avenue
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
Fax: (208) 529-1300

o

U.S. Mail

~
. Hand-delivered

o

Facsimile

0.'

FaCSlml
. '1 e

Facsimile

Mi 1ae1 D. Gaffney
Jet'. ! D. Bmnson
Of Beard St. Clair Gaffney P A
Attorneys for the Plaintiff

Affidavit of Luke Boyle (J&LB Properties, Inc.) Page 3

AUDIT ;. 5()C;g I
Folder No. 02516-20

Pipeline Crossing 080808
Fonn Approved, AVP-Law

PIPELINE CROSSING
AGREEMENT
Mile Post 182.2, Montana SubdivisionlBranch
Location: Idaho Falls, Bonneville County, Idaho
TillS AGREEMENT ("Agreement") is made and entered into as of April 01, 2009, ("Effective
Date") by and between UNION PACIF1C RAILROAD COMPANY, a Delaware corporation,
("Licensor") and J&LB PROPERTIES, INC., an Idaho corporation to be addressed at PO Box 50444,
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 ("Licensee").
IT IS MUTUALL Y AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES HERETO AS FOLLOWS:
Article 1.

LICENSOR GRANTS RIGHT.

In consideration of the license fee to be paid by the Licensee and in further consideration of the
covenants and agreements herein contained to be by the Licensee kept, observed and performed, the
Licensor hereby grants to the Licensee the right to construct and thereafter, during the term hereof, to
maintain and operate
one 4.45 inch pipeline for transporting and conveying sewage only
across Licensor's track(s) and property (the "Pipeline") in the location shown and in conformity with the
dimensions and specifications indicated on the print dated February 04, 2009 and marked Exhibit A,
attached hereto and hereby made a part hereof. Under no circumstances shall Licensee modify the use of
the Pipeline for a purpose other than transporting and conveying sewage, and the Pipeline shall not be
used to convey any other substance, any fiber optic cable, or for any other use, whether such use is
currently technologically possible, or whether such use may come into existence during the life of this
Agreement.
Article 2.

LICENSE FEE.

Upon execution of this Agreement, the Licensee shall pay to the Licensor a one-time License Fee
of One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00).
Article 3.

CONSTRUCTION, MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION.

The grant of right herein made to the Licensee is subject to each and all of the terms, provisions,
conditions, limitations and covenants set forth herein and in Exhibit B, attached hereto and hereby made
a part hereof.
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Article 4.

DEFINITION OF LICENSEE.

For purposes of this Agreement, all references in this Agreement to the Licensee shall include the
Licensee's contractors, subcontractors, officers, agents and employees, and others acting under its or their
authority. If a contractor is hired by the Licensee for any work performed on the Pipeline (including
initial construction and subsequent relocation or maintenance and repair work), then the Licensee shall
provide a copy of this Agreement to its contractor and require its contractor to comply with all the terms
and provisions hereof relating to the work to be performed. Any contractor or subcontractor shall be
deemed an agent of Licensee for the purpose of this Agreement, and Licensee shall require such
contractor or subcontractor to release, defend and indenmify Licensor to the same extent and under the
same terms and conditions as Licensee is required to release, defend and indenmify Licensor herein.
Article 5.

INSURANCE.

A. Before commencement of the term of this Agreement and prior to any Pipeline
construction, the Licensee or Licensee's contractor shall obtain the required Railroad Protective
Liability insurance, at its sole expense, as specified in Section E on Exhibit C attached hereto and
hereby made a part hereof. The Licensee, at its sole expense, shall also provide to the Licensor the other
insurance binders, certificates and endorsements described in Exhibit C, and also require that its
contractor or subcontractor maintain the insurance coverages as set forth in Exhibit C, naming Licensor
as and additional insured.

B. Not more frequently than once every two years, Licensor may reasonably modify the required
insurance coverage to reflect then-current risk management practices in the railroad industry and
underwriting practices in the insurance industry.
C. All insurance correspondence, binders, certificates and endorsements shall be directed to;

Union Pacific Railroad Company
Real Estate Department Folder No. 02516-20
1400 Douglas Street STOP 1690
Omaha, NE 68179-1690
D. Failure to provide evidence as required by this section shall entitle, but not require, Licensor
to termmate this License immediately. Acceptance of a certificate that does not comply with this Article
shall not operate as a waiver of Licensee's obligations hereunder.
E. If the Licensee is a public entity subject to any applicable statutory tort laws, the limits of
insurance described in Exhibit C shall be the limits the Licensee then has in effect or which is required
by applicable current or subsequent law, whichever is greater, a portion of which may be self-insured with
the consent and approval of Licensor.
F. The fact that insurance (including without limitation, self-insurance) is obtained by Licensee
or its contractor/subcontractor shall not be deemed to release or diminish the liability of Licensee
including, without limitation, liability under the indenmity provisions of this License. Damages
recoverable by Licensor shall not be limited by the amount of the required insurance coverage.
Article 6.

TERM.

This Agreement shall take effect as of the Effective Date first herein written and shaH continue in
full force and effect until terminated as herein provided.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be executed as of
the date first herein written.
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
By:

J&LB PROPERTIES, INC.,
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EXHIBITB
Section 1.

LIMITATION AND SUBORDINATION OF RIGHTS GRANTED.

A. The foregoing grant of right is subject and subordinate to the prior and continuing right and
obligation of the Licensor to use and maintain its entire property including the right and power of
the Licensor to construct, maintain, repair, renew, use, operate, change, modifY or relocate
railroad tracks, signal, communication, fiber optics, or other wirehnes, pipelines and other
facilities upon, along or across any or all parts of its property, all or any of which may be freely
done at any time or times by the Licensor without liability to the Licensee or to any other party
for compensation or damages.

B. The foregoing grant is also subject to all outstanding superior rights (including those in favor of
licensees and lessees of the Licensor's property, and others) and the right of the Licensor to renew
and extend the same, and is made without covenant of title or for quiet enjoyment.
Section 2.

CONSTRUCTION, MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION.

A. The Pipeline shall be designed, constructed, operated, maintained, repaired, renewed, modified
and/or reconstructed by the Licensee in strict conformity with (i) Licensor's current standards and
specifications ("UP Specifications"), except for variances approved in advance in writing by the
Licensor's Assistant Vice President Engineering - Design, or his authorized representative; (ii)
such other additional safety standards as the Licensor, in its sole discretion, elects to require,
including, without limitation, American Railway Engineering and Maintenance-of-Way
Association ("AREMA") standards and guidelines (collectively, "UP Additional Requirements"),
and (iii) all applicable laws, rules and regulations CLaws"). If there is any conflict between the
requirements of any Law and the UP Specifications or the UP Additional Requirements, the most
restrictive will apply.
B. All work performed on property of the Licensor in connection with the design, construction,
maintenance, repair, renewal, modification or reconstruction of the Pipeline shall be done to the
satisfaction of the Licensor.
C. Prior to the commencement of any work in connection with the design, construction,
maintenance, repair, renewal, modification, relocation, reconstruction or removal of the Pipeline
where it passes underneath the roadbed and track or tracks of the Licensor, the Licensee shall
submit to the Licensor plans setting out the method and manner of handling the work, including
the shoring and cribbing, if any, required to protect the Licensor's operations, and shall not
proceed with the work until such plans have been approved by the Licensor's Assistant Vice
President Engineering Design, or his authorized representative, and then the work shall be done to
the satisfaction of the Licensor's Assistant Vice President Engineering Design or his authorized
representative. The Licensor shall have the right, if it so elects, to provide such support as it may
deem necessary for the safety of its track or tracks during the time of construction, maintenance,
repair, renewal, modification, relocation, reconstruction or removal of the Pipeline, and, in the

event the Licensor provides such support, the Licensee shall pay to the Licensor, within fifteen
(15) days after bills shall have been rendered therefore, all expenses incurred by the Licensor in
connection therewith, which expenses shall include all assignable costs.
D. The Licensee shall keep and maintain the soil over the Pipeline thoroughly compacted and the

grade even with the adjacent surface of the ground.
E. In the prosecution of any work covered by this Agreement, Licensee shall secure any and all

necessary permits and shall comply with all applicable federal, state and local laws, regulations
and enactments affecting the work including, without limitation, all applicable Federal Railroad
Administration regulations.
Section 3.

NOTICE OF COMMENCEMENT OF WORK I LICENSOR REPRESENTATIVE
I SUPERVISION I FLAGGING I SAFETY.

A. If an emergency should arise requiring immediate attention, the Licensee shall provide as much

notice as practicable to Licensor before commencing any work. In all other situations, the
Licensee shall notify the Licensor at least ten (10) days (or such other time as the Licensor may
allow) in advance of the commencement of any work upon property of the Licensor in connection
with the construction, maintenance, repair, renewal, modification, reconstruction, relocation or
removal of the Pipeline. All such work shall be prosecuted diligently to completion. The
Licensee will coordinate its initial, and any subsequent work with the following employee of
Licensor or his or her duly authorized representative (hereinafter "Licensor Representative" or
"Railroad Representative"):
David Kula MTM
Union Pacific Railroad Company
1144 Centre Avenue
Idaho Falls ID 83402
Pho ne: 208-236-5403

Mr. Doug Richard - MSM
Union Pacific Raifroad Company
1313 1St Street NOrth

Nampa, ID 83687
(208) 465-8292

B. Licensee, at its own expense, shall adequately police and supervise all work to be performed. The
responsibility of Licensee for safe conduct and adequate policing and supervision of work shall
not be lessened or otherwise affected by Licensor's approval of plans and specifications involving
the work, or by Licensor's collaboration in performance of any work, or by the presence at the
work site of a Licensor Representative, or by compliance by Licensee with any requests or
recommendations made by the Licensor Rcpresentative.
C. At the request of Licensor, Licensee shall remove from Licensor's property any employee who
fails to confonn to the instructions of the Licensor Representative in connection with the work on
Licensor's property. Licensee shall indemnity Licensor against any claims arising from the
removal of any such employee from Licensor's property.
D. Licensee shall notify the Licensor Representative at least ten (10) working days in advance of

proposed perfonnance of any work in which any person or equipment will be within twenty-five
(25) feet of any track, or wilI be near enough to any track that any equipment extension (such as,
but not limited to, a crane boom) will reach to within twenty-five (25) feet of any track. No work
of any kind shall be perfonned, and no person, equipment, machinery, tool(s), rnaterial(s),
vehicle(s), or thing(s) shall be located, operated, placed, or stored within twenty-five (25) feet of
any of Licensor's track(s) at any time, for any reason, unless and until a railroad flagman is

provided to watch for trains. Upon receipt of such ten (l0) day notice, the Licensor
Representative will determine and inform Licensor whether a flagman need be present and
whether any special protective or safety measures need to be implemented. If flagging or other
special protective or safety measures are performed by Licensor, Licensor will bill Licensee for
such expenses incurred by Licensor, unless Licensor and a federal, state or local governmental
entity have agreed that Licensor is to bill such expenses to the federal, state or local governmental
entity. If Licensor will be sending the bills to Licensee, Licensee shall pay such bills within thirty
(30) days of receipt of billing. If Licensor performs any flagging, or other special protective or
safety measures are performed by Licensor, Licensee agrees that Licensee is not relieved of any
of responsibilities or liabilities set forth in this Agreement.
E. The rate of pay per hour for each flagman will be the prevailing hourly rate in effect for an eighthour day for the class of flagmen used during regularly assigned hours and overtime in
accordance with Labor Agreements and Schedules in effect at the time the work is performed. In
addition to the cost of such labor, a composite charge for vacation, holiday, health and welfare,
supplemental sickness, Railroad Retirement and unemployment compensation, supplemental
pension, Employees Liability and Property Damage and Administration will be included,
computed on actual payroll. The composite charge will be the prevailing composite charge in
effect at the time the work is performed. One and one-half times the current hourly rate is paid
for overtime, Saturdays and Sundays, and two and one-half times current hourly rate for holidays.
Wage rates are subject to change, at any time, by law or by agreement between Licensor and its
employees, and may be retroactive as a result of negotiations or a ruling of an authorized
governmental agency. Additional charges on labor are also subject to change. If the wage rate or
additional charges are changed, Licensee (or the governmental entity, as applicable) shall pay on
the basis of the new rates and charges.

F. Reimbursement to Licensor will be required covering the full eight-hour day during which any
flagman is furnished, unless the flagman can be assigned to other railroad work during a portion
of such day, in which event reimbursemcnt will not be required for the portion of the day during
which the flagman is engaged in other railroad work. Reimbursement will also be required for
any day not actually worked by the flagman following the flagman's assignment to work on the
project for which Licensor is required to pay the flagman and which could not reasonably be
avoided by Licensor by assignment of such flagman to other work, even though Licensee may not
be working during such time. Wben it becomes necessary for Licensor to bulletin and assign an
employee to a flagging position in compliance with union collective bargaining agreements,
Licensee must provide Licensor a minimum of five (5) days notice prior to the cessation of the
need for a flagman. If five (5) days notice of cessation is not given, Licensee will still be required
to pay flagging charges for the five (5) day notice period required by union agreement to be given
to the employee, even though flagging is not required for that period. An additional ten (10) days
notice must then be given to Licensor if flagging services are needed again after such five day
cessation notice has been given to Licensor.
G. Safety of personnel, property, rail operations and the public is of paramount importance in the
prosecution of the work performed by Licensee or its contractor. Licensee shall be responsible
for initiating, maintaining and supervising all safcty, operations and programs in connection with
the work. Licensee and its contractor shall at a minimum comply with Licensor's safety standards
listed in Exhibit D, hereto attached, to ensure uniformity with the safety standards followed by
Licensor's own forces. As a part of Licensee's safety responsibilities, Licensee shall notify
Licensor if It determines that any of Licensor's safety standards are contrary to good safety
practices. Licensee and its contractor shall furnish copies of Exhibit D to each of its employees
before they enter the job site.

H. Without limitation of the provisions of paragraph G above, Licensee shall keep the job site free
from safety and health hazards and ensure that their employees are competent and adequately
trained in all safety and health aspects of the job.

1.

Licensee shall have proper first aid supplies available on the job site so that prompt first aid
services may be provided to any person injured on the job site. Prompt notification shall be given
to Licensor of any U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration reportable injuries.
Licensee shall have a non-delegable duty to control its employees while they are on the job site
or any other property of Licensor, and to be certain they do not use, be under the influence of, or
have in their possession any alcoholic beverage, drug or other substance that may inhibit the safe
performance of any work

J.

If and when requested by Licensor, Licensee shall deliver to Licensor a copy of its safety plan for
conducting the work (the "Safety Plan"). Licensor shall have the right, but not the obligation, to
require Licensee to correct any deficiencies in the Safety Plan. The terms of this Agreement shall
control ifthere are any inconsistencies between this Agreement and the Safety Plan.

Section 4.

LICENSEE TO BEAR ENTIRE EXPENSE.

The Licensee shaH bear the entire cost and expense incurred in connection with the design,
construction, maintenance, repair and renewal and any and all modification, revision, relocation, removal
or reconstruction of the Pipeline, including any and all expense which may be incurred by the Licensor in
connection therewith for supervision, inspection, flagging, or otherwise.

Section 5.

REINFORCEMENT, RELOCATION OR REMOVAL OF PIPELINE.

A. The license herein granted is subject to the needs and requirements of the Licensor in the safe and
efficient operation of its railroad and in the improvement and use of its property. The Licensee
shall, at the sole expense of the Licensee, reinforce or otherwise modify the Pipeline, or move an
or any portion of the Pipeline to such new location, or remove the Pipeline from the Licensor's
property, as the Licensor may designate, whenever, in the fUrtherance of its needs and
requirements, the Licensor, at its sole election, finds such action necessary or desirable.
B. All the terms, conditions and stipulations herein expressed with reference to the Pipeline on
property of the Licensor in the location hereinbefore described shall, so far as the Pipeline
remains on the property, apply to the Pipeline as modified, changed or relocated within the
contemplation of this section.

Section 6.

NO INTERFERENCE WITH LICENSOR'S OPERATION.

A. The Pipeline and all parts thereof within and outside of the limits of the property of the Licensor
shall be designed, constructed and, at all times, maintained, repaired, renewed and operated i.n
such manner as to cause no interference whatsoever with the constant, continuous and
uninterrupted use of the tracks, property and facilities of the Licensor and nothing shall be done
or suffered to be done by the Licensee at any time that would in any manner impair the safety
thereof.

B. Explosives or other highly flammable substances shall not be stored on Licensor's property
without the prior written approval of Licensor.

C. No additional vehicular crossings (including temporary haul roads) or pedestrian crossings over

Licensor's trackage shall be installed or used by Licensor or its contractors without the prior
\vritten pennission of Licensor.
D. When not in use, any machinery and materials of Licensor or Its contractors shall be kept at least
fifty (50) feet from the centerline of Licensor's nearest track.
E. Operations of Licensor and work perfonned by Licensor's personnel may cause delays in the
work to be performed by Licensee. Licensee accepts this risk and agrees that Licensor shall have
no liability to Licensee or any other person or entity for any such delays. Licensee shall
coordinate its activities with those of Licensor and third parties so as to avoid interference with
railroad operations. The safe operation of Licensor's train movements and other activities by
Licensor take precedence over any work to be performed by Licensee.

Section 7.

PROTECTION OF FIBER OPTIC CABLE SYSTEMS.

A. Fiber optic cable systems may be buried on the Licensor's property. Protection of the fiber optic

cable systems IS of extreme importance since any break could disrupt service to users resulting in
business interruption and loss of revenue and profits. Licensee shall telephone the Licensor
during normal business hours (7:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. Central Time, Monday through Friday,
except for holidays) at 1-800-336-9193 (also a 24-hour, 7-day number for emergency calls) to
determine if fiber optic cable is buried anywhere on the Licensor's premises to be used by the
Licensee. If it is, Licensee will telephone the telecommunications company(ies) involved,
arrange for a cable locator, make arrangements for relocation or other protection of the fiber optic
cable, all at Licensee's expense, and will commence no work on the Licensor's property until all
such protection or relocation has been accomplished. Licensee shall indemnify and hold the
Licensor hannless from and against all costs, liability and expense whatsoever (including, without
limitation, attorneys' fees, court costs and expenses) arising out of or caused in any way by
Licensee's failure to comply with the provisions of this paragraph.

B. IN ADDITION TO OTHER INDEMNITY PROVISIONS IN TIDS AGREEMENT, THE
LICENSEE SHALL, AND SHALL CAUSE ITS CONTRACTOR TO, RELEASE,
INDEMNIFY, DEFEND AND HOLD THE LICENSOR HARMLESS FROM AND
AGAINST ALL COSTS, LIABILITY AND EXPENSE WHATSOEVER (INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, ATTORNEYS' FEES, COURT COSTS AND EXPENSES)
CAUSED BY THE NEGLIGENCE OF THE LICENSEE, ITS CONTRACTOR, AGENTS
AND/OR EMPLOYEES, RESULTING IN (1) ANY DAMAGE TO OR DESTRUCTION
OF ANY TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM ON LICENSOR'S PROPERTY, AND/OR
(2) ANY INJURY TO OR DEATH OF ANY PERSON EMPLOYED BY OR ON BEHALF
OF ANY TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, AND/OR ITS CONTRACTOR,
AGENTS AND/OR EMPLOYEES, ON LICENSOR'S PROPERTY, EXCEPT IF SUCH
COSTS, LIABILITY OR EXPENSES ARE CAUSED SOLELY BY THE DIRECT
ACTIVE NEGLIGENCE OF THE LICENSOR. LICENSEE FURTHER AGREES THAT
IT SHALL NOT ITA VE OR SEEK RECOURSE AGAINST LICENSOR FOR ANY
CLAIM OR CAUSE OF ACTION FOR ALLEGED LOSS OF PROFITS OR REVENUE
OR LOSS OF SERVICE OR OTHER CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGE TO A
TELECOMMUNICATION COMPANY USING LICENSOR'S PROPERTY OR A
CUSTOMER OR USER OF SERVICES OF THE FmER OPTIC CABLE ON
LICENSOR'S PROPERTY.

Section 8. CLAIMS AND LIENS FOR LABOR AND MATERIAL; TAXES.
A

The Licensee shall fully pay for all materials joined or affixed to and labor perfonned upon
property of the LIcensor in connection with the construction, maintenance, repair, renewal,
modification or reconstruction of the Pipeline, and shall not permit or suffer any mechanic's or
materialman's lien of any kind or nature to be enforced against the property for any work done or
materials furnished thereon at the instance or request or on behalf of the Licensee. The LIcensee
shall indemnifY and hold harmless the LIcensor against and from any and all liens, claims,
demands, costs and expenses of whatsoever nature in any way connected with or growing out of
such work done, labor perfomled, or materials furnished.

B. The Licensee shaH promptly payor discharge all taxes, charges and assessments levied upon, in
respect to, or on account of the Pipeline, to prevent the same from becoming a charge or lien upon
property of the Licensor, and so that the taxes, charges and assessments levied upon or in respect
to such property shall not be increased because of the location, construction or maintenance of the
Pipeline or any improvement, appiiance or fixture connected therewith placed upon such
property, or on account of the Licensee's interest therein. Where such tax, charge or assessment
may not be separately made or assessed to the Licensee but shall be included in the assessment of
the property of the Licensor, then the Licensee shall pay to the Licensor an equitable proportion
of such taxes determined by the value of the Licensee's property upon property of the Licensor as
compared with the entire value of such property.

Section 9. RESTORATION OF LICENSOR'S PROPERTY.
In the event the Licensor authorizes the LIcensee in any manner moves or disturbs any of the
property of the Licensor in connection with the construction, maintenance, repair, renewal, modification,
reconstruction, relocation or removal of the Pipeline, then in that event the Licensee shaIl, as soon as
possible and at Licensee's sale expense, restore such property to the same condition as the same were
before such property was moved or disturbed, and the Licensee shall indemnify and hold harmless the
Licensor, its officers, agents and employees, against and fTom any and all liability, loss, damages, claims,
demands, costs and expenses of whatsoever nature, including court costs and attorneys' fees, which may
result from injury to or death of persons whomsoever, or damage to or loss or destruction of property
whatsoever, when such injury, death, damage, loss or destruction grows out of or arises from the moving
or disturbance of any other property of the Licensor.

Section 10. INDEMNITY.
A. As used in this Section, "Licensor" includes other railroad companies using the Licensor's
property at or near the location of the Licensee's installation and their officers, agents, and
employees; "Loss" includes loss, damage, claims, demands, actions, causes of action, penalties,
costs, and expenses of whatsoever nature, including court costs and attorneys' fees, which may
result from: (a) injury to or death of persons whomsoever (ineluding the Licensor's officers,
agen ts, and employees, the Licensee's officers, agents, and employees, as well as any other
person); and/or (b) damage to or loss or destruction of property whatsoever (including Licensee's
property, damage to the roadbed, tracks, equipment, or other property of the Licensor, or property
in its care or custody).

B. AS A MAJOR INDUCEMENT AND IN
PERMISSION HEREIN GRANTED, TO
LA W, THE LICENSEE SHALL, AND
RELEASE, INDEMNIFY, DEFEND AND

CONSIDERATION OF THE LICENSE AND
THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY
SHALL CAUSE ITS CONTRACTOR TO,
HOLD HARMLESS THE LICENSOR FROM

ANY LOSS WHICH IS DUE TO OR ARISES FROM:
1. THE PROSECUTION OF ANY WORK CONTEMPLATED BY TIllS AGREEMENT
INCLUDING THE INSTALLATION, CONSTRUCTION, MAINTENANCE, REPAIR,
RENEWAL, MODIFICATION, RECONSTRUCTION, RELOCATION, OR REMOVAL
OF THE PIPELINE OR ANY PART THEREOF;
2. ANY RIGHfS OR INTERESTS GRANTED PURSUANT TO THIS LICENSE;
3. THE PRESENCE, OPERATION, OR USE OF THE PIPELINE OR CONTENTS
ESCAPING THEREFROM;
4. THE ENVIRONMENTAL STATUS OF THE PROPERTY CAUSED BY OR
CONTRIBUTED TO BY LICENSEE;
5. ANY ACT OR OMISSION OF LICENSEE OR LICENSEE'S OFFICERS, AGENTS,
INVITEES, EMPLOYEES, OR CONTRACTORS OR ANYONE DIRECTLY OR
INDIRECTLY EMPLOYED BY ANY OF THEM, OR ANYONE THEY CONTROL OR
EXERCISE CONTROL OVER; OR
6. LICENSEE'S BREACH OF TillS AGREEMENT,
EXCEPT WHERE THE LOSS IS CAUSED BY THE SOLE DIRECT NEGLIGENCE OF THE
LICENSOR, AS DETERMINED IN A FINAL JUDGMENT BY A COURT OF COMPETENT
JURISDICTION, IT BEING THE INTENTION OF THE PARTIES THAT THE ABOVE
INDEMNITY WILL OTHERWISE APPLY TO LOSSES CAUSED BY OR ARISING FROM, IN
WHOLE OR IN PART, LICENSOR'S NEGLIGENCE.
C. Upon written notice from Licensor, Licensee agrees to assume the defense of any lawsuit of
proceeding brought against any indemnitee by any entity, relating to any matter covered by this
License for which Licensee has an obligation to assume liability for and/or save and hold
harmless any indemnitee. Licensee shall pay all costs incident to such defense, including, but not
limited to, reasonable attorney's fees, investigators' fees, litigation and appeal expenses,
settlement payments and amounts paid in satisfaction of judgments.

Section 11. REMOVAL OF PIPELINE UPON TERMINATION OF AGREEMENT.
Prior to the tenrunation of this Agreement howsoever, the Licensee shall, at Licensee's sole
expense, remove the Pipeline from those portions of the property not occupied by the roadbed and track
or tracks of the Licensor and shall restore, to the satisfaction of the Licensor, such portions of such
property to as good a condition as they were in at the time of the construction of the Pipeline. If the
Licensee fails to do the foregoing, the Licensor may, but is not obligated, to perform such work of
removal and restoration at the cost and expense of the Lieensee. In the event of the removal by the
Licensor of the property of the Licensee and of the restoration of the roadbed and property as herein
provided, the Licensor shall in no manner be liable to the Licensee for any damage sustained by the
Licensee for or on account thereof, and such removal and restoration shall in no manner prejudice or
impair any right of action for damages, or otherwise, that the Licensor may have against the Licensee.
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Section 12. WAIVER OF BREACH.
The waiver by the Licensor of the breach of any condition, covenant or agreement herein
contained to be kept, observed and performed by the Licensee shall in no way impair the right of the
Licensor to avail itself of any remedy for any subsequent breach thereof.

Section 13. TERMINATION.
A. If the Licensee does not use the right herein granted or the Pipeline for one (1) year, or if the
Licensee continues in default in the performance of any covenant or agreement herein contained
for a period of thirty (30) days after written notice from the Licensor to the Licensee specifying
such default, the Licensor may, at its option, forthwith immediately terminate this Agreement by
written notice.

B. In addition to the provisions of subparagraph (a) above, this Agreement may be terminated by
written notice given by either party hereto to the other on any date in such notice stated, not less,
however, than thirty (30) days subsequent to the date upon which such notice shall be given.
C. Notice of default and notice of termination may be served personally upon the Licensee or by

mailing to the last known address of the Licensee. Termination of this Agreement for any reason
shall not affect any of the rights or obligations of the parties hereto which may have accrued, or
liabilities, accrued or otherwise, which may have arisen prior thereto.

Section 14. AGREEMENT NOT TO BE ASSIGNED.
The Licensee shall not assign this Agreement, in whole or in part, or any rights herein granted,
without the written consent of the Licensor, and it is agreed that any transfer or assignment or attempted
transfer or assignment of this Agreement or any of the rights herein granted, whether voluntary, by
operation of law, or otherwise, without such consent in writing, shall be absolutely void and, at the option
of the Licensor, shall terminate this Agreement.

Section 15. SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS.
Subject to the provisions of Section 14 hereof, this Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to
the benefit of the parties hereto, their heirs, executors, administrators, successors and assigns.

Pipeline Crossing 07/20/08
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EXHIBITC
Union Pacific Railroad Company
Insurance Exhibit

PART 1: GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS AND REqUIREMENTS:
Prior to execution of this License, Licensee shall furnish Railroad with a certificate(s) of insurance,
executed by a duly authorized representative of each insurer, shoWing compliance with all insurance
required by this license.
All certificates of insurance and correspondence shall be addressed and sent to:
Union Pacific Railroad Company
Real Estate Department - Folder No.: 02516-20
1400 Douglas St., STOP 1690
Omaha, NE 68179-1690
All insurance policies must be written by a reputable insurance company acceptable to Railroad or with
a current Best's Insurance Guide Rating of A- and Class VII or better, and authorized to do business in the
state(s) in which the work is to be performed.
All policies required by this License shall provide coverage for punitive damages unless (a) insurance
coverage may not lawfully be obtained for any punitive damages that may arise under this License, or
(d) all punitive damages are prohibited by all states;n which this license will be performed.
The fact that insurance is obtained by licensee will not be deemed to release or diminish the liability of
Licensee, including, without limitation, liability under the indemnity provisions of this License. Damages
recoverable by Railroad from licensee or any third party will not be limited by the amount of the
required insurance coverage.
PART 2: SPECIFIC INSURANCE LIMITS AND REQUIREMENTS
Licensee shall, at its sole cost and expense, procure and maintain during the life of this License (except
as otherWise provided in this License) the following insurance coverage:
A.
Commercial General liability Insurance written on ISO Occurrence form CG 00 0112 04 (or a
substitute form providing equivalent coverage) with limits of not less than:
• $2,000,000 Each Occurrence
•
$4,000,000 Aggregate
This policy must also contain the following endorsements (which must be stated on the
certificate of insurance):
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•

Additional Insured Endorsement ISO Form CG 20 26 (or a substitute form providing equivalent
coverage).
The coverage provided to Railroad as additional insured shall, to the extent provided under ISO
Additional Insured Endorsement Form CG 20 26, provide coverage for Railroad's negligence
whether sole or partial, active or passive, and shall not be limited by Licensee's liability under
the indemnity provisions of this License.

•

Contractual Liability - Railroads ISO Form 2417 1001 (or a substitute form providing equivalent
coverage) showing "Union Pacific Railroad Company Property" covered by this License as the
"Designated Job Site".

B.
Business Automobile liability Insurance written on ISO Form CA 00 011001 (or a substitute
form providing equivalent coverage) with a limit of:
•
$2,000,000 each accident.

•
•
•
C.

•

This policy must contain the following endorsements (which must be stated on the Certificate of
Insurance):
Designated Insured ISO Form CA 20 480299 (or a substitute form providing equivalent
coverage).
Coverage for Certain Operations in Connection with Railroads ISO Form CA 20 70 1001
showing ((Union Pacific Railroad Property" covered by this License as the "Designated Job Site".
Motor Carriers Act Endorsement OMB Form MCS-90 (if required by raw).
Workers Compensation Insurance. Coverage must include but not be limited to:
Licensee's statutory liability under the workers' compensation laws of the staters) affected by
this License. Employers' Liability (Part B) with limits of at least $500,000 each accident,
$500,000 disease policy limit $500,000 each employee.

•

If Licensee is self-insured, evidence of state approval and excess workers compensation
coverage must be provided.

•

Licensee shall waive all rights of recovery, and its insurers also waive all rights of subrogation of
damages against Railroad and its agents, officers, directors and employees for damages covered
by the workers compensation and employers liability obtained by Licensee required in this
License. This waiver must be stated on the certificate of insurance.

Umbrella or excess liability Insurance. If Licensee utilizes umbrella or excess policies to meet
D.
limit requirements, these policies must "follow form" and afford no less coverage than the primary
policy. If utifized, Licensee shall waive all rights of recovery, and its insurers also waive all rights of
subrogation of damages against Railroad and its agents, officers, directors and employees for damages
covered by Umbrella or Excess Liability obtained by Licensee required in this License. This waiver must
be stated on the certificate of insurance.

E.
Railroad Protective liability Insurance. At all times during construction, installation, repair or
removal of a pipeline or wire line licensee or its Contractor must obtain and maintain Railroad
Protective liability insurance written on ISO occurrence form CG 00 35 1204 {or a substitute form

providing equivalent coverage) on behalf of Railroad as named insured, with a limit of not less than
$2,000,000 per occurrence and an aggregate of $6,000,000. A binder stating the policy is in place must
be submitted to Railroad before the work may be commenced and until the original policy is forwarded
to Railroad.

-
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EXHIBIT D

MINIMUM SAFETY REQUIREMENTS

The tenn "employees" as used herein refer to all employees of Licensee or its contractors, subcontractors,
or agents, as well as any subcontractor or agent of any Contractor.

I.

Clothing
A.

All employees will be suitably dressed to perfonn their duties safely and in a manner that
will not interfere with their vision, hearing, or free use of their hands or feet.
Specifically, employees must wear:
(i)
(ii)

(iii)

II.

Waist-length shirts with sleeves.
Trousers that cover the entire leg. If flare-legged trousers are worn, the trouser
bottoms must be tied to prevent catching.
Footwear that covers their ankles and has a defined heel. Employees working on
bridges are required to wear safety-toed footwear that conforms to the American
National Standards Institute (ANSI) and FRA footwear requirements.

B.

Employees shall not wear boots (other than work boots), sandals, canvas-type shoes, or
other shoes that have thin soles or heels that are higher than nonnal.

C.

Employees must not wear loose or ragged clothing, neckties, finger rings, or other loose
jewelry while operating or working on machinery.

Personal Protective Equipment
Employees shall wear personal protective equipment as specified by Railroad rules, regulations,
or recommended or requested by the Railroad Representative.
(i)
(ii)

Ctii)

Hard hat that meets the American National Standard (ANSI) Z89.1 - latest revision.
Hard hats should be affixed with Contractor's company logo or name.
Eye protection that meets American National Standard (ANSI) for occupational and
educational eye and face protection, Z87.1 - latest revision. Additional eye protection
must be provided to meet specific job situations such as welding, grinding, etc.
Hearing protection, which affords enough attenuation to give protection from noise levels
that will be occurring on the job site. Hearing protection, in the fonn of plugs or muffs,
must be worn when employees are within:
•
•
•

100 feet of a locomotive or roadway/work equipment
15 feet of power operated tools
150 feet of jet blowers or pile drivers

•

150 feet of retarders in use (when within 10 feet, employees must wear dual ear
protection - plugs and muffs)
Other types of personal protective equipment, such as respirators, fall protection
equipment, and face shields, must be worn as recommended or requested by the Railroad
Representative.

(iv)

III.

On Track Safety

Contractor is responsible for compliance with the Federal Railroad Administration's Roadway
Worker Protection regulations - 49CFR214, Subpart C and Railroad's On-Track Safety rules.
Under 49CFR2l4, Subpart C, railroad contractors are responsible for the training of their
employees on such regulations. In addition to the instructions contained in Roadway Worker
Protection regulations, all employees must:
(i)

(ii)
(iii)

IV.

Maintain a minimum distance of at least twenty-five (25) feet to any track unless the
Railroad Representative is present to authorize movements.
Wear an orange, reflectorized work wear approved by the Railroad Representati ve.
Participate in a job briefing that will specify the type of On-Track Safety for the type of
work being performed. Contractor must take special note of limits of track authority,
which tracks mayor may not be fouled, and clearing the track. Contractor will also
receive special instructions relating to the work zone around machines and minimum
distances between machines while working or traveling.

Equipment
A.

It is the responsibility of Contractor to ensure that all equipment is in a safe condition to
operate. If, in the opinion of the Railroad Representative, any of Contractor's equipment
is unsafe for use, Contractor shall remove such equipment from Railroad's property. In
addition, Contractor must ensure that the operators of all equipment are properly trained
and competent in the safe operation of the equipment. In addition, operators must be:

•
•
•

Familiar and comply with Railroad's rules on lockoutltagout of equipment.
Trained in and comply with the applicable operating rules if operating any hy-rail
equipment on-track.
Trained in and comply with the applicable air brake rules if operating any
equipment that moves rail cars or any other rail bound equipment.

B.

All self-propelled equipment must be equipped with a first-aid kit, fire extinguisher, and
audible back-up warning device.

C.

Unless otherwise authorized by the Railroad Representative, all equipment must be
parked a minimum of twenty-five (25) feet from any track. Before leaving any
equipment unattended, the operator must stop the engine and properly secure the
equipment against movement.

D.

Cranes must be equipped with three orange COnes that will be used to mark the working
area of the crane and the minimum clearances to overhead powerJines.

V.

General Safety Requirements
A.

Contractor shall ensure that all waste
applicable federal and state regulations.

B.

Contractor shall ensure that all employees participate in and comply with a job briefing
conducted by the Railroad Representative, if applicable. During this briefing, the
Railroad Representative will specify safe work procedures, (including On-Track Safety)
and the potential hazards ofthejob. If any employee has any questions or concerns about
the work, the employee must voice them during the job briefing. Additional job briefings
will be conducted during the work as conditions, work procedures, or persormel change.

C.

All track work performed by Contractor meets the minimum safety requirements
established by the Federal Railroad Administration's Track Safety Standards 49CFR213.

D.

All employees comply with the following safety procedures when working around any
railroad track:
(i)
(ii)

(iii)

(Iv)
(v)
(vi)

E.

IS

properly disposed of in accordance with

Always be on the alert for moving equipment. Employees must always expect
movement on any track, at any time, in either direction.
Do not step or walk on the top of the rail, frog, switches, guard rails, or other
track components.
In passing around the ends of standing cars, engines, roadway machines or work
equipment, leave at least 20 feet between yourself and the end of the equipment.
Do not go between pieces of equipment of the opening is less than one car length
(50 feet).
Avoid walking or standing on a track unless so authorized by the employee in
charge.
Before stepping over or crossing tracks, look in both directions first.
Do not sit on, lie under, or cross between cars except as required in the
performance of your duties and only when track and equipment have been
protected against movement.

All employees must comply with all federal and state regulations concerning workplace
safety.

Michael D. Gaffney, ISB No. 3558
Jeffrey D. Brunson, ISB No. 6996
BEARD ST. CLAIR GAFFNEY PA
2105 Coronado Street
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404-7495
Telephone: (208) 523-5171
Facsimile: (208) 529-9732
Email: gaffney@beardstclair.com
jeff@beardstclair.com
Attorneys for the Plaintiff

DISTRICT COURT SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
BONNEVILLE COUNTY IDAHO
PRlNTCRAFT PRESS, INC. an Idaho
corporation, TRAVIS WATERS, an
individual,
Case No.: CV-06-7097
PlaintiffiCounterdefendant,
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL
vs.
SUNNYSIDE PARK UTILITIES, INC., an
Idaho corporation, SUNNYSIDE PARK
OWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC., an
Idaho corporation, and SUNNYSIDE
INDUSTRIAL AND PROFESSIONAL
PARK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company, DOYLE BECK, an individual,
KIRK WOOLF, an individual,
Defendants/Counterclaimants.
STATE OF IDAHO
County of Bonneville

)
) ss.
)

I, John M. Avondet, having been duly sworn, depose and state as follows:
1.

I am over the age of 18 and am competent to testify and the information

contained in this affidavit is made upontl]1Y, ~ knowledge.
-

f

.... .)
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Affidavit of Counsel
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2.

I am an attorney with the law firm Beard St. Clair Gaffney PA, and

counsel for the above named plaintiff.
3.

Attached as Exhibit A is a true copy of the Amended Subpoena Duces

Tecum - Steven Serr.
DATED: October 9,2009.

Subscribed and sworn before me on this 9th day of October, 2009.

R

,., r\
f t •. ,"
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify I am a licensed attorney in the State ofldaho and on October 9,2009, I
served a true and correct copy of the Affidavit of Counsel on the following by the method
of delivery designated below:
Mark Fuller
Fuller & Carr
PO Box 50935
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0935
Fax: (208) 524-7167

o

U.S. Mail

Bryan Smith
McGrath & Smith
PO Box 50731
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0731
Fax: (208) 529-4166

o

U.S. Mail

Bonneville County COUlihouse
605 N. Capital Avenue
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
Fax: (208) 529-1300

o

~nd-delivered

OF'
'aCSlml'I e

~and-delivered

OF'
aCSlml'I e

/~

U.S, Mail

[A

Hand-delivered

OF'
'aCSll111'I e

~.
Micl{aeh D. Gaffney
JeffreyTI. Brunson
Of Beard St. Clair Gaffney P A
Attorneys for the Plaintiff

Affidavit of Counsel
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MARK R. FULLER (ISB No. 2698)
DANIEL R. BECK (ISB No. 7237)
FULLER & CARR
410 MEMORIAL DRIVE, SUITE 201
P • O. Box 50935
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405-0935
TELEPHONE: (208) 524-5400
ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT SUNNYSIDE INDUSTRIAL
SUNNYSIDE PARK UTILITIES, INC.

AND

PROFESSIONAL PARK,

LLC,

AND

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR
THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE
PRINTCRAFT
PRESS,
Idaho corporation,

INC.,

Plaintiff,
v.

an)
)

Case No. CV-06-7097

)
).AMENDED SUBPOENA DUCES TECOM)
S'l'EVEN SUR
)

SUNNYSIDE
PARK
UTILITIES,)
INC.,
an Idaho corporation, )
SUNNYSIDE
PARK
OWNERS )
ASSOCIATION,
INC.,
an Idaho)
corporation,
SUNNYSIDE )
INDUSTRIAL
AND
PROFESSIONAL)
PARK, LLC, an Idaho limited)
liability corporation,
DOYLE)
BECK, an individual, and KIRK)
WOOLF, an individual.
)
)

Defendants.

)
)
)

SUNNYSIDE
PARK
UTILITIES,)
INC., an Idaho corporation.
)
)

Counterclaimant,

v.

)
)
)

PRINTCRAFT PRESS, INC., an
)
Idaho corporation, and TRAVIS )
)
WATERS, an individual.
)

Counter-defendants.

)

EXHIBIT
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STEVEN SERR
City of Idaho Falls, County of Bonneville, State of Idaho
WE COMHAND YOU I
being laid aside,

that all and singular business and excuses

you appear and attend before a court reporter,

on the 15th day of January,
offices of
201,

then

pending

E'uller
and

in

&

Carr,

there

the

to

District

2009 at 1:00 p.m.

located at

o'clock,

410 Memorial

testify

in

the

above

Court,

on

the

part

at the

Drive,

Suite

stated cause
of

the

now

defendant,

Sunnyside Pa.r:k utilities, Inc., and for the failure to attend, you
may

be

deemed

guilty

of

contempt

of

Court,

and

you

may

also

forfeit to the party aggrieved the sum of One Hundred Dollars and
all damages 1",hich may be sustained by your failure to attend.
The deponent

is

following documents,
possession

of

his

requested to bring to
if any,

attorney,

said deposition the

which are in his possession or the
agents,

officers

or

directors

as

follows:
DOCUMENTS REQUESTED

1.

A complete copy of the Bonneville County file for the
Sunnyside Industrial and Professional Park subdivision.

2.

A complete copy of the Bonneville County file

for Lot

5, Block 1 of the Sunnyside Industrial and Professional
Park subdivision.
3.

A complete copy of any Bonneville County file

for

or

related to Printcraft Press, Inc.
4.

A

copy

deponent

of

any

and

Development,

correspondence

Printcraft

exchanged

Press,

CTR

Waters Land and Cattle,
. i4 (.

q.

i...-'

5::

between

the

Management,

CTR

Travis Waters,
0

,J..d

or

P
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FROM
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2008
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any other agent of the above listed entities.
5.

A copy of any correspondence between the deponent and
District
Public

Seven
Health

Industrial

Health

Department

Department

and

related

Professional

Park

or

Eastern

to

the

Idaho

Sunnyside

subdivision

or

Print craft Press since 1996.
6.

A copy of any correspondence between the deponent and
the

Idaho Department

to

the

Sunnyside

of Environmental Quality related

Industrial

and

Professional

subdivision or Print craft Press since 1996.

DATED this

day of

~~
_ _ _ _,

200L.

FULLER & CARR

Mark R. Fuller
Attorney for Defendant
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Michael D. Gaffney, ISB No. 3558
Jetlrey D. Brunson, ISB No. 6996
BEARD ST. CLAIR GAFFNEY PA
2105 Coronado Street
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404-7495
Telephone: (208) 523-5171
Facsimile: (208) 529-9732
Email: gaffney@beardstclair.com
jet1@beardstclair.com
Attorneys for the Plaintiff

DISTRICT COURT SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
BONNEVILLE COUNTY IDAHO
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, INC. an Idaho
corporation, TRAVIS WATERS, an
individual,
Case No.: CV-06-7097
Plaintitf/Counterdefendant,

vs.
SUNNYSIDE PARK UTILITIES, INC., an
Idaho corporation, SUNNYSIDE PARK
OWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC., an
Idaho corporation, and SUNNYSIDE
INDUSTRIAL AND PROFESSIONAL
PARK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company, DOYLE BECK, an individual,
KIRK WOOLF, an individual,

MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
RENEWED MOTION FOR RELIEF
FROM JUDGMENT PURSUANT TO
IRCP 60(b) AND AL TERNA TIVE
MOTION TO REOPEN DISCOVERY
PURSUANT TO IRCP 30(£)(4)(B)

Defendants/Counterclaimants.

The plaintiff, Printcraft Press, Inc. (Printcraft), through counsel of record, Beard
St. Clair Gaffney PA, respectfully submits the following Memorandum in Opposition to
the defendants' Renewed Motion for Relieffrqm Judgment,)ile~pursuant to Rule 60(b)
~,
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of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, and the defendants' Alternative Motion to Reopen
Memorandum in Opposition to Renewed Motion for Relief from Judgment Pursuant to IRep
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Discovery, filed pursuant to Rule 30(f)(4)(B) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. This
memorandum is supported by the existing record, the at1idavit of Travis Waters, and the
affidavit of Luke Boyle, filed concurrently.

INTRODUCTION
The defendants' Rule 60(b) motion should be denied for the same reasons
articulated in Printcraft's memorandum in opposition to the detendants' initial motion for
relief from judgment, which is fully incorporated in this memorandum by reference, and
for the following additional reasons: First, any newly discovered evidence relating to
Printcraft's present connection to the Idaho Falls sewer system did not exist at the time of
the trial or, if it did, its discovery buy the defendants would not have atfected the
outcome of the trial. Second, the defendants' allegations of discovery misconduct are
without merit. Third, there is no unique or compelling circumstance justifYing relief
from this Court's judgment. The defendants' Rule 30(f)( 4)(B) motion should be denied
because this rule provides no independent basis for the taking of post-trial depositions.
Finally, the Court should impose sanctions against the defendants for bringing these
baseless motions, the sole purpose of which is to harass Printcraft, to increase litigation
costs as a tactic of economic intimidation and to circumvent the appellate process.

LEGAL STANDARD
"A party may seek relief from a final judgment based on mistake, surprise or
excusable neglect; newly discovered evidence; fraud; misrepresentation or misconduct; a
void or satisfied judgment; or any other reason justifYing relief from judgment.

IDAHO

R.

CIv. P. 60(b); see also Palmer v. Spain, 138 Idaho 798, 802 (Idaho 2003). In order to
obtain relief from judgment, the _mov~}gp.~rty must specifY-<: t¥:e Argunds upon which it is
(""k.

5J.Jt:;:...

entitled to relief from judgment. /d. Although the district court has broad discretion in
Memorandum in Opposition to Renewed Motion for Relief from Judgment Pursuant to [RCP
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deciding a Rule 60(b) motion, the motion may be granted only upon a showing of unique
and compelling circumstances. A1iller v. Haller, 129 Idaho 345,348,924 P.2d 607, 610
(1996)( emphasis added).
A motion under Rule 60(b)(6) must show "any other reason justifying relief from
the operation of the judgment." Id. 60(b)(6). Courts have infrequently granted Rule
60(b)(6) motions. Berg v. Kendall, ISC Docket No. 34763/35154, fn. 7, (July 9, 2009).
The rule requires a showing of "good cause" before a district court should grant a Rule
60(b) motion. Lowe v. Lym, 103 Idaho 259, 646 P.2d 1030 (Ct. App. 1982).
A Rule 60(b) motion should not be used a substitute for a timely appeal. Dustin v.
Beckstrand, 103 Idaho 780, 654 P.2d 368 (1982). An appeal also limits the district
court's discretion to grant a Rule 60(b) motion. See Fobian v. Storage Tech. Corp, 164
F.3d 887, 890-91 (4th Cir. 1999). When a Rule 60(b) motion is frivolous, "a district
court can promptly deny it without disturbing appellate jurisdiction over the underlying
judgment." See id. "Swift denial of a Rule 60(b) motion permits an appeal from that
denial to be consolidated with the underlying appeal." Id. "Such a procedure preserves
judicial resources and eliminates unnecessary expense and delay, and therefore is surely
in 'aid of the appeal.'" ld.
III
III
III
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ARGUMENT
I.

There is no newly discovered evidence justifying relief under Rule 59(a)(4)l
or Rule 60(b).
The defendants claim newly discovered evidence entitles them to a new trial on

the calculation of damages. Their assertion fails, however, because the only now-existing
evidence that could have conceivably had a bearing on the outcome of the trial did not
exist at the time of the trial and therefore cannot be considered by this Court in ruling on
the defendants' motion.

a. Evidence of Printcraft's post-trial connection did not exist at the time of trial.
The defendants identify as "newly discovered evidence" the fact that Printcraft is
now connected to the City ofIdabo Falls wastewater treatment plant. 2 This evidence
simply cannot serve as a basis for relief under either Rule 59 or Rule 60 because it was

not in existence at the time q{trial. "Newly discovered evidence must be il?formation in
existence at the time of trial but not discoverable with due diligence." ObendOlfv. Terra
Hug Spray Co., 145 Idaho 892, 902, 188 P.3d 834, 845 (2008); Savage v. Lateral Ditch
Users Ass 'n v. Pulley, 125 Idaho 237, 245, 869 P.2d 554,562 (1993).
Printcraft connected to the wastewater treatment system of Idaho Falls well after
the completion of trial and after this Court entered its judgment upon verdict in July of
2009, four months after trial. Printcraft's post-trial connection to the wastewater
treatment system was not the result of carefully timed implementation of an approved
agreement that had become fInal before or during trial as the defendants imply. No such

I

2

As explained in Printcraffs memorandum in opposition to the defendants' first motion for relief from
judgment, a Rule 59 motion for new trial is untimely and cannot be granted by this COUIi.
"Printcraft has also now connected to the City of Idaho F'f!ls,~a.stewater treatment plant. despite claiming
at trial, that such a connection was not a reasonabl( ;fio~.'~@tfs.' Renewed Motion for Relief from
Judgment at 6. See also id. at 7.
" ~ ~.., ~
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agreement existed at the time of trial. 3 Rather, Printcraft's post-trial connection resulted
from J&LB' s (not Printcraft' s) successful post-trial negotiation of an easement with
Union Pacific Railroad Company (UPRC). Thus, regardless of the bearing Printcraft's
connection to the City of Idaho Falls could have had on the jury's determination, the fact
that connection occurred after trial prevents this Court from considering it as "newly
discovered evidence" for the purposes stated in the defendants' motion.

b. Evidence of other entities' efforts to establish city sewer access for
Printcraft's leased building would not have changed the result at trial.
The defendants also identify as purported newly discovered evidence 1) a rightof-way encroachment application and pennit for utilities; and a 2) a Mountain River
Engineering plan and profile for Printcraft Press, Inc. san. sewer force main connection,4
City ofIdaho Falls, Idaho. See Dds.' Renewed Motion for Relief from Judgment at 5.
As an initial observation, other entities are responsible for the creation of these
documents, and Printcraft never possessed these documents at any time prior to trial. 5 In
fact, Printcraft had never seen these documents until it received the affidavit of Doy Ie
Beck. Aff. Travis Waters,; 4. More importantly, discovery of these two items of
evidence by the defendants likely would not have affected the result at trial and therefore
do not justify the Court's granting the defendants' motion.

3

At the time of trial, Printcraft's connection to the wastewater treatment system ofIdaho Falls was
contingent upon UPRC's granting an easement to the owner of the building occupied by Printcraft. No
one knew, at the time of trial, if or when that could have been accomplished.

4

This document, on its face, contains the requirement that before a contractor started working on the plans
that the contractor had to "veritY approvals from the Union Pacific Railroad, City of Idaho Falls, and
State ofidaho, Idaho Department of Transportation prior to construction." Just because the city had
approved the connection plans does not mean that the State or the UPRC had approved the project. The
State's and UPRC's approval were just as essentialt'plt~~ompletion of the yr~ec;!s the city's, if not
more so.
f '" J
1. J :. J

...5

5

The fact that Printcratt never possessed these documents until receiving the affidavit of Doyle Beck
shows that the defendants' allegations of discovery misconduct are meritless. See Section II below.

Memorandum in Opposition to Renewed Motion for Relief from Judgment Pursuant to [RCP
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To obtain a new trial, under Rule 59(a), on the ground of newly discovered
evidence it must be shown that: "( 1) the evidence is such as will probably change the
result if a new trial is granted; (2) it has been discovered since the trial; (3) it could not
have been discovered before the trial by the exercise of due diligence; (4) it is material to
the issues; and (5) it is not merely cumulative or impeaching." Roberts v. Bonneville

County, 125 Idaho 588, 592, 873 P.2d, 842, 846 (l994)(emphasis added). The
defendants argue that if they had discovered evidence of the sewer connection plan in
time for trial, there would have been a "vastly different result at trial." Defs.' Renewed
Motion for Relief from Judgment at 7. Hyperbole and speculation aside, this argument
incorrectly assumes that lack of city approval was the only barrier standing in the way of
Printcraft's successfully connecting to the city sewer. In fact, the bar to successful pretrial connection was not lack of approval from the city ofIdaho Falls at all. Instead, the
bar to successful connection was the UPRC's refusal to grant an easement to the owner of
the building occupied by Printcraft. 6 See Aff. Luke Boyle Ex. A. Because lack of city
approval was never the basis for Travis Waters' testimony that connection to the City was
not a reasonable option, presentation of evidence of city approval would not have
affected the jury's analysis, especially when the defendants chose not to asseli a
mitigation defense. 7 Thus, under the first prong of Roberts, post-trial discovery of the
City's approval does not justifY granting the defendants' motion.

6

7

The plan and profile for Printcraft's sewer connection appears to have been approved by the City of Idaho
Falls at the time of trial. However, approval of the entire plan was very clearly subject to Union Pacific
Railroad's granting an easement to J&LB Properties. The ~ant of this easement did not take place until
after the conclusion of trial.
, .. l)
<:: ". F" n r;
• '-' .
--.J.1. J ~ __,
Two things are important to highlight in this respect. First, no certified transcript of Travis Waters'
testimony has been presented to the Court, thus the references to his testimony are merely based upon the
defendants' collective memory. Second, the arguments produced by the defendants related to the
infeasibility of Printcraft connecting to the city all focus on permits and the like. None of the arguments
address the economic feasibility of Printcraft ultimately connecting to the city. As noted in Printcraft's

Memorandum in Opposition to Renewed Motion for Relief from Judgment Pursuant to [RCP
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The same analysis applies to the right-of-way encroachment application. It was
well known leading up to and during trial that Printcraft was exploring the option of
connecting to the wastewater treatment system of Idaho Falls. The fact that a third party
(K&M Service Company) filed this application could not have affected the jury's
ultimate detennination because the defendants chose not to pursue a defense to which
evidence of this application would be relevant. 8 This "newly discovered evidence" is
cumulative and only confinn a fact already clearly established in the record: that efforts
were being made to obtain wastewater treatment service for the building leased by
Printcraft. Such evidence would not have "directly refut[ ed] the underpinnings of the
theory which prevailed." Obendorj; 145 Idaho at 903, 188 P.3d at 845.
The defendants cannot credibly argue that their decision to not present a damages
defense would have been altered by the disclosure of these documents. The defendants
overemphasize the documents' importance because of their miscalculation to not present
a damages defense. The defendants could have presented David Smith's calculations,
even if they were estimates, in an effort to show mitigation. The defendants could have
used David Smith to refute Printcraft's hauling, storage, and disposal damages costs. The
defendants had a damages defense given to them on a silver platter by David Smith;
however, the defendants overconfidence in their ability to win on liability created a
response to the first motion for relief, the defense never seriously explored this issue with Waters when it
had the chance at trial.
8

Without going back and dredging through the myriad documents produced by the plaintiff and third
parties in discovery, Printcraft is certain that one of the entities deposed prior to trial had in fact disclosed
a dig line printout similar to the one attached to Mr. Beck's affidavit, but with a different date.
Another important point is that the defendants subpoenaed Steve Serr. The defendants' duces tecum
request asked Serr to bring any and all files related to Printcraft Press with him to the deposition. He did
so and the files contained numerous plans in various iterations; however. when Plaintiffs counsel
requested that they be attached to the deposition as exhibits, he indicated that he had been instructed
before the deposition by counsel that he was to retain those documents. See Aff. Counsel Ex. A.
Because the documents, which were inspected by both parties at the deposition, were not germaine to the
issues, Plaintiffs counsel did not press the mattpr f'lK}:ben-the contents of those retained documents is
still unclear.
• U •
Q
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myopic view of the defendants' true risk in this case. To reiterate a point made in earlier
briefing, and at the risk of offending opposing counsel's sensibilities, Printcraft should
not be punished because the defendants did not properly defend this case.
c. Obendorf does not support the defendants' argument.

The defendants appear to rely on Obendorffor the proposition that the Court can
analyze "the effect the entire chain of events would have had on the trial." Defs.'
Renewed Motion for Relief from Judgment at 7. The defendants appear to be arguing
that the Court should consider the "newly discovered evidence" oftlle City's approval of
the sewer connection and somehow use that evidence as a basis for considering the last
link in the proverbial "chain of events," i.e. Printcraft's ultimate successful post-trial
connection. 9 The argument appears designed to show why the damages calculated by the
jury would have been less if they had known of Printcraft' s connection to the city.
This argument is flawed in at least two respects. First, as explained above, the Court
cannot consider evidence of Print craft's connection to the city's system because such
evidence did not exist at trial. See Savage, 125 Idaho at 245,869 P.2d at 562; see also
Doe v. State qlJdaho, 145 Idaho 650, 652,182 P.3d 707,709 (2008).

Second, Obendorf simply does not support the defendants' argument. In
ObendOlj; the respondents (Obendorf) were asparagus growers. The appellants (Terra

Hug) a pesticide contractor whose negligence destroyed the Obendorfs asparagus crops.
Obendorf was awarded damages in excess of $2 million based on the assumption that he
would be unable to sell his asparagus for the usual price. TelTa Hug filed a Rule 59
t"1 (,
c '-'
9

8

"Evidence that Printcraft had received final approval from the City of Idaho Falls and evidence that
Printcraft is connected to the City of Idaho Falls wastewater treatment facilities would have produced a
vastly different result at trial, specifically because it would have made Printcraft's evidence of future
hauling damages and future rent ofa building with no sewer service irrelevant and inadmissible."
Dds.' Renewed Motion for Relief from Judgment at 7 (emphasis in original).
~i..
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motion for a new trial on the basis of newly discovered evidence relating to damages.
The ne\\-ly discovered evidence was that General Mills, the primary customer ofthe
asparagus canning facility (Seneca) to which the Obendorf sold its asparagus crop,
entered a contract to purchase asparagus from another asparagus canning facility (Viru)
and decided to stop buying from Seneca. General Mills made this decision two days
before the conclusion of the ten-day trial between the Obendorfand Terra Hug. Three
days after trial, General Mills notified Seneca that General Mills would no longer buy
asparagus from Seneca. Seneca closed its canning facility the same day.
In its timely motion for a new trial, Terra Hug argued that the newly discovered
evidence of General Mi Us' decision to stop buying from Seneca, which directly led to
closure of Seneca's facility, justified granting a new trial on the damages. Obendorf
argued that the court could not consider the newly discovered evidence of the closure of
Seneca's facility because the closing occurred three days after the trial. The court
recognized there were two events relevant to the question posed by Terra Hug's motion:
1) the General Mills decision to stop buying asparagus from Seneca, which occurred
before the conclusion of the trial, and 2) the closure of the Seneca facility, which

occurred afier the conclusion of the trial. The court concluded that the "material event"
was the General Mills decision to stop buying from Seneca because it "set in motion a
chain of events that significantly affected [Obendorfs] ability to sell their asparagus and
thus, related to the award of damages." Obendorf, 145 Idaho at 903,188 P.3d at 845.
Thus, it appears the post-trial evidence of the Seneca facility closure may have factored
into the court's decision, but only because it was causally linked to the "material event"
of General Mills' decision to stop buying from Seneca, which occurred two days before
the conclusion of the trial. This is not tl1f'

~~JH{lf
I

'-"

,~
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Here, the alleged material event occUlTed after trial. There is no question that the
"material event" in this case was the pipeline crossing agreement between UPRC and
J&LB Properties. Since the Pipeline Crossing Agreement was entered into after trial, it
cannot be considered new evidence. Also, the city's approval of Printcraft's sewer
connection is not causally linked to UPRC's decision to enter the pipeline agreement.
UPRC's decision to enter the pipeline agreement was based on monetary consideration,
not city approval. See Aff. Luke Boyle Ex. A. Because there is no causal linkage, the
Court cannot rely on Obendor.f; as the defendants urge, to justifY considering Printcraft's
connection to the Idaho Falls wastewater treatment system part of a "chain of events"
relating to Printcraft's damages. The law simply does not allow this Court to consider
Printcraft's connection to the wastewater treatment system of the City ofIdaho Falls as
"newly discovered evidence."IO
II.

The defendants' discovery misconduct allegations are meritless.

The defendants' brief devotes an incredible eighteen pages to describing the
alleged discovery misconduct of Printcraft. See Defs.' Renewed Motion for Relief from
Judgment at 8-25. After sifting through the litany Of\VTongs alleged by the defendants
and pages of deposition citations, it appears the defendants argue that Printcraft did not
disclose three documents before trial and that disclosure of such evidence would have
produced a ditTerent outcome. The defendants' arguments all fail because they have not
shown that Printcraft possessed or was aware of any of the supposedly improperly
withheld documents or evidence. Their arguments rely on mere speCUlation as to
Printcrat1's knowledge of activities undertaken by third parties.

10

"[F]acts which occur subsequent to trial are not considered newly discovered evijen,.ce." .Doe v. State,
145 Idaho 650, 652, 182 P.3d 707, 709 (2008)
v
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Pages 11-17 of the defendants' brief appear to lay groundwork for an argument
that Printcraft withheld evidence about its efforts to acquire a sewer easement to enable
connection to its building. Then, as if they just found the smoking gun, the defendants
proudly report that Printcraft never disclosed the right of way encroachment
application II, attached as Exhibit A to the affidavit of Doyle Beck, and the plan and
profile for Printcraft Press, Inc. san. sewer force main connection, attached as Exhibit B
to the affidavit of Doyle Beck. This accusation assumes that Printcraft possessed or was
aware of these documents at some point prior to or during trial. In fact, Printcraft was
unaware these documents existed prior to receiving the affidavit of Doyle Beck. Aff.
Travis Waters ~ 4. Printcraft was obviously under no obligation to supplement its
discovery responses with evidence, information, or documents it did not know existed. It
is important to note that although Printcraft clearly had an interest in the successful
acquisition of a sewer easement, it was the owner of the building Printcraft leases, J&LB,
who secured the easement. This explanation makes it understandable why Printcraft
made no disclosure of items 1-5 listed on page 20 of the defendants' brief. Because the
plaintiffs cannot identify evidence improperly withheld whatsoever by Printcraft, their
discovery misconduct arguments fail, and their Rule 60(b)(3) motion must be denied. 12

11

This document indicates an entity known as KIM Service Company made the application. Neither
Printcraft's name. nor the name of Printcraft's president, employees, nor agents appears on the
application.

12

Even if the defendants were able to prove that Printcraft withheld any of the documents identified in their
brief (Printcraft strongly denies withholding any properly discoverable evidence from the defendants),
such proof would not be grounds for relief under Rule 60(b )(3). As discussed above, none of the
documents the plaintiffs complain were withheld from them. P,VetI"iifthfy had been disclosed, would have
affected the outcome of the trial. See Section l(b) above.
( .0: L
S ~ ~J r 1
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III.

The defendants are not entitled to relief under Rule 60(b)(6).
The defendants' resort to the same arguments they made in their tIrst Rule 60(b)

motion to seek relief under Rule 60(b)( 6). In response to these repeated arguments,
Printcral1 rests on its response to the defendants' tIrst motion for relief from judgment.

IV.

The defendants' have not articulated an adequate basis for reopening
discovery.
The Court should not reopen discovery to permit the defendants to pursue theories

that cannot support their motion for relief from judgment. Although Rule 30(£)(4)(B) of
the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure recognizes that depositions may be used in post-trial
motions, the rule provides no independent basis for allowing post-trial depositions to be
taken. See IDAHO R. CIv. P. 30(£)(4)(B). Moreover, the defendants have not miiculated a

compelling reason why this Court should permit additional depositions to be taken.
Instead, the defendants ask this COUli to authorize a substantial increase in litigation
expenses for Printcral1 (who is already having to defend an appeal) so they can test their
flimsy theories that Printcraft has wrongfully withheld evidence from them. As shown in
this memorandum and the at1idavit of Travis Waters, Printcraft has not withheld any
evidence from the defendants, and the defendants have not identitIed infoffilation they
could plausibly discover through post -trial depositions that would justify granting their
Rule 60(b) motion. It would be an abuse of this Court's discretion to reopen discovery,
so the defendants' motion should be denied.

V.

The Court cannot grant the defendants the requested relief.
The defendants seek relief from the judgment pursuant to Rule 60(b). The

defendants do not presently have a Rule 59 m\lJi2n..for a new trial before the COUli nor
i:.(..;
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have the defendants properly requested a remittitur under Rule 59.1. Despite the fact that
the defendants have not followed the proper procedure for seeking a new trial, the
defendants ask for one in their briefing. Defs.' Renewed Motion for Relief from
Judgment at 25. This is improper rdiefunder Rule 60(b). The COUli can only relieve the
defendants from their obligations under the judgment. See

IDAHO

R. C1v. P. 60(b). The

Court cannot grant a remittitur under Rule 60(b) because Rule 59.1 governs the procedure
for a remittitur. The COUli cannot grant a new trial because new trials are governed by
Rule 59(a). The Court simply cannot grant the relief that the defendants have requested.

CONCLUSION
Based on the foregoing, the defendants' Rule 60(b) motion and Rule 30(1)(4)(B)
motion should both be denied.
DATE: October 9, 2009.

i'Mich eUD.

finey

Tt~ftrey D. Brunson

Of Beard St. Clair Gaffney PA
Attorneys for Printcraft Press, Inc.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
[ certifY I am a licensed attorney in the state ofIdaho and on October 9,2009, I
served a true and correct copy of the Memorandum in Opposition to Renewed Motion for
Relief from Judgment Pursuant to IRCP 60(b) and Alternative Motion to Reopen
Discovery Pursuant to IRCP 39(£)( 4)(B) on the following by the method of delivery
designated below:
Mark Fuller
Fuller & Carr
PO Box 50935
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0935
Fax: (208) 524-7167

o

U.S. Mail

~-Iand-delivered

OF'
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Bryan Smith
McGrath & Smith
PO Box 50731
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0731
Fax: (208) 529-4166

o

U.S. Mail

~Iand-delivered

OF'
aCSlml'1 e

Bonneville County Courthouse
605 N. Capital Avenue
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
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Michael D. Gaffney. ISB No. 3558
Jeffrey D. Brunson, ISH No. 6996
BEARD ST. CLAIR GAFFNEY PA
21 05 Coronado Street
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404-7495
Telephone: (208) 523-5171
Facsimile: (208) 529-9732
Email: garrney@beardstclair.col11
jetl@beardstclair.col1l
Attorneys lor the Plaintiff

DISTRICT COURT SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
BONNEVILLE COUNTY IDAHO
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, INC. an Idaho
c0111oration, TRAVIS WATERS, an
individual,
Case No.: CV -06-7097
PlaintiffiCounterdet~ndant,

MEMORANDUM TN OPPOSITION TO
MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM
JUDGMENT PURSUANT TO IRCP 60(b)
vs.

SUNNYSIDE PARK UTILITIES. INC.. an
Idaho corporation, SUNNYSIDE PARK
OWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC., an
Idaho cOIl1oration, and SUNNYSIDE
INDUSTRIAL AND PROFESSIONAL
PARK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company, DOYLE BECK. an individual,
KIRK WOOLF, an individual.
De f~ndants/Counterclaimal1ts.

The plaintiff, Printcraft Press. Inc. (Prlntcra1't), through counsel of record. Beard
St. Clair Gatfney PA, respectfully submits the following Memorandum in Opposition to
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the defendants' i'v'lotion for Relieffrom Judgment, filed pursuant to Rule 60(b) of the
Idaho Rules or Civil Procedure.

INTRODUCTION
The defendants' motion should be denied for several reasons. First, the motion is
inappropriate and is in actuality a disguised Rule 59 motion. Second, the judgment is not
prospective and therefore relief under Rule 60(b )(5) is inappropriate. Third, the
judgment on the verdict, consistent with the special verdict appropriately does not
delineate the damages award as suggested by the defendants. Fourth, the relief sought
cannot be awarded by the Court, nor should it award any reliefto the defendants because
the continued operation of the judgment is not inequitable. Fifth, the defendants had the
opportunity at trial to raise these arguments as a mitigation defense and failed to do so.

LEGAL STANDARD
A motion for a new trial mllst be filed within 14 days of entry of judgment.

IDAHO R. CJv. P. 59(b) (2009). A party moves for a new trial pursllant to Rule 59 and not
Rule GO. lei. 59(a). Furthermore, a motion to alter or amend ajudgment must be filed
within 14 days of entry of judgment. ld. 59( e).
A motion for relief from a final judgment, order, or proceeding pursuant to Rule

60(b)(5) must shmv that "the judgment has been satisfied, released, or discharged, or a
prior judgment upon which it is based has been reversed or otherwise vacated, or it is

110

longer equitable that the judgment should have prospective application." ld. 60(b)(5). A
motion under Rule 60(b)( 6) must show "any other reason justifying relief from the
operation of the judgment." Jd.60(b)(6). Courts have infrequently granted Rule 60(b)(6)
motions. Berg v. Kendall, ISC Docket No. 34763/35154, fn. 7, (July 9, 2(09).
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The rule requires a showing of "good cause" before a district cOUli should grant a
Rule 60(b) motion. L01\'e v. Lym, 103 Idaho 259, 646 P.2d 1030 (Ct. App. 1982). /\ Rule
60(b) Illotion should not be used a substitute for a timely appeal. Dustil1 v. BeckYtrand,
103 Idaho 780, 654 P.2d 368 (1982). The discretion granted to district courts to grant a
Rule 60(b) motion is limited to unique or compelling circumstances. Miller v. Haller.
1291d3110 345, 349, 924 P.2d 607, 611 (1996). An appeal also limits the district court's
discretion to grant a Rule 60(b) motion. See Fobian v. Storage Tech. Corp, 164 F.3d
887, 890-91 (4th Cil'. 1999).

ARGUMENT
I.

The defendants' motion is a disguised Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 59
motion and seeks inappropriate relief.

Since the relief requested by the defendants' current motion is relief provided in
Rule 59, it is relatively obvious that the current motion is simply an artifice to seek Rule
59 relief. Even though the motion is characterized as a motion under Rule 60(b), the
explicit relief sought by the defendants is a new trial on damages and an implicit request
for a remittitur. Thus, the defendants' motion is inappropriate and untimely filed.
A Rule 59 motion is also jurisdictionally barred at this point since the court's
earlier ruling on the defendants' post trial Rule 59 motion has been appealed. New trial
motions and remittiturs are governed by Rule 59. IDAHO R. Clv. P. 59. The defendants
cannot substitute a Rule 60(b) motion for a motion to alter or amend a judgment or any
motion under Rule 59. Hoopes

1'.

lJagley, 117 Idaho 109 L 793 P.2d 1263 (et. App.

1990).The defendants have requested that the Court unilaterally reduce the amount of a
verdict, i.c., issue a remittitur, and order a new trial to ascertain damages. This is
inappropriate request for relief under a Rule 60(b) motion.
Memorandulll in Opposition to Motion for
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The defendants are not entitled to relief under Rule 60(b)(5).

The only portion of Rule 60(b)(5) that might apply to this case is the linal section
which provides for relief when "it is no longer equitable that the judgment should have
prospective application."

IDAHO

R. CIv. P. 60(b)(5). A party must show both that the

judgment is prospective in nature and that it is no longer equitable to enforce the
judgment. McBride

1'.

}vfcBride, 112 fdaho 959, 962, 739 P.2d 258, 261 (1987). The

judgment in this case has no prospective application and vacating the judgment would be
an abuse of this court's discretion.
The defendants have inconectiy characterized a money judgment as having
"prospective application." This issue has been extensively discussed in the federal
circuits and the courts have uniformly held that money judgments are not prospective as
required for reliefunder Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 60(b)(5), \vhich is virtually
identical to Idaho R. Civ. P. 60(b)(5). "The mere possibility that ajudgment has some
future effect does not mean that it is 'prospective' hecause 'virtually every court order
causes at least some reverberations in the future and has ... some prospective efTect."
Kalamazoo River Study GrollI' 1'. Rock'well /nl '[ Cmp. 355 FJd 574, 587 (6th Cir. 2004.)
"The essential inquiry into the prospective nature of a judgment revolves around 'whether
it is executory or illvolres the supervisio/l o/changiflg conduct or cOllditions.·· 1£1.
(emphasis added). "Injunctions (permanent or temporary), some declaratory judgments.
and particularly consent decrees are prospective judgments susceptible to a Rule 60(b)(5)
challenge."' /d. (citing 12 .lames Wm. Moore, Moore's Federal Practice

~§

60.47[1 H2].

"Money judgments. however, do not generally have prospective application because they
are final in the sense of involving a set monetary outlay." /d.; see a/so S{okors 8.1'1. v.
Morrisol1. 147 F.3d 759, 762 (8th Cif. 1998) (citing i\;!cDo/1oldv. Olirer. 642 F.2d 169.
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171 (5th Cir. 1981), stating that a "judgment for money damages ... , ofTers a /Jresent

reme(Zv./iJl· a pasf-wrong as contrasted with any judgment that has an on-going or
prospective effect such as an injunction.) Furthermore, money judgments fully
adjudicate the rights between the parties as of the date of the judgment. See McBride,
112 Idaho at 962, 739 P.2d at 261. lVloney judgments are the types ofjudgl11ents that are
effective immediately and are therefore not prospective Judgments within the meaning of
Rule 60(b)(5). See Curl v. Curl, lIS Idaho 997,1002,772 P.2d 204, 209 (1989).
This is a case where the judgment itself constitutes a present remedy for the
defendants past wrongs, i.e., fraud. The judgment compensates Printcraft for those
wrongs regardless of when damages may be incun'ed. The judgment adjudicates the
rights of the parties against each other and provides resolution to the issues, It is not
prospective and its effect is immediate. I
The judgment here contains no provisions goveming the future conduct of the
defendants beyond being obligated to pay the judgment? The judgment does not contain
an il\jUl1ction or consent decree, the types of orders that would require additional judicial
supervision of conduct. The judgment is final and adjudicates all of the parties' rights.
Because the judgment is not prospective, the COUli should not grant relief under Rule
I A good analogy for these types of cases is in the lost wage context. I f an individual is wrongfu I1y
terminated and then successrully sues for lost future wages, his or her judgment is designed to compensate
for the lost wages. Even if that individual subsequently finds work and never actually loses the wages, the
former employer cannot go back into court and get the money back. That is the whole purpose of a
mitigation defense.

;\nolher example would be in the personal injury context when a person receives a judgment for medical
damages for the estimated cost ofa future surgery. (flhat surgery is later unnecessary or costs less than the
expected amount, the judgment debtor does not get the money back. This is because the judgment is a full
and final adjudication of all pending disputes between the parties.
In this case, Prinlcraft supplemented its expert disclosure to discount any damage claims to present value.
Additionally, Printcrafl submitted 1011 9.13 which instructs the jury on present value of fUlure loss.
Despite the facl that such evidence would have inured 10 the benefit ofille defendants, they inexplicably
objected to introduction of that evidence and presentation of the instruction on present value thereby
implicitly stipulating that the resultant damages award represented Ihe present cash value of any such
award.
2
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60(b)(5). Rudd v. Rudd, 105 Idaho 112,666 P.2d 639 (1983). The defendants have not
made this showing and the motion should be denied.

III.

The judgment is consistent with the verdict.
The jury found that the defendants committed fraud against Printcraft. The jury

mvard does not delineate damages nor would it have been appropriate to do so under the
special verdict presented to the jury. The defendants stipulated to the special verdict
form und did not seek a verdict fonn that delineated damages. Given the nature of the
jury verdict form it is impossible to determine the precise basis upon which the jUly
arrived at the damages award, contrary to the defendants assertions. See Rockefeller v.
(Jrab01V,

139 Idaho 538,543,82 P,3d 450, 455 (2003). The jury answered yes to each

question asking whether they had committed fraud against Printcraft. The jUly was not
asked to state how the ultimate damage award was calculated: instead the jury simply
awarded compensation for the defendants' torts. The $990,000.00 was found to be
adequate compensation for the fraudulent conduct and has been previously upheld. The
deiendants assume that there is $700,000.00 in future damages woven into the damages
award: however, that is speculation.
There are

110

juror aflidavits, nor can there be, because such affidavits would be

improper. [DAHO R. EVID. 606(b) (2008). "A review of the internal deliberation process
of" the jury is prohibited unless alTected by extraneous prejudicial infonnation or an
outside influence." Andrews

1'.

Idaho Forest Indus., 117 Idaho 195, 198, 786 P.2d 586,

589 (Ct. App. 1990) (citing Lehmkuhl v. Bolland, 114 Idaho 503, 510, 757 P.2d 1222.
1229 (Ct. App. 1988»). "The reasons for excluding evidence attempting to impeach the
verdict include insuring the freedom of deliberations, {he stability andfinalilY o/verdicts
and the protection of jurors:' Lehmkuhl, 114 Idaho at 509 (emphasis added). Therefore,
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the jury verdict should be upheld because there is no evidence supporting the defendants'
assertions. The defendants conjecture does not satisfy the unique and compelling
showing required, thus, their motion pursuant to Rule 60(b)(5) should be denied.

IV.

The defendants are not entitled to relief under Rule 60(b)(6).
There is no basis for vacating the judgment under Rule 60(b)(6). The defendants

have not shown unique or compelling circumstances justifying vacating the judgment
under the Rule. The defendants cmmot, and have not, shown that the award encompasses
any future damages. The defendants have not shown that the a\yard constitutes a doublerecovery or does not reflect Printcraft' s actual damages in any way. Thus, the
defendants' motion should be denied.
The S(okors SA. case from the Eighth Circuit does not apply. The S{okors 5'.A.
case was essentially a case where the judgment had been partially satisfied by a
foreclosure sale and the judgment should have been offset by the amount recouped by the
creditor. That is all that the case involved. Here, there has been no satisfaction, partial or
otherwise, of any pOltion of the defendants' judgment debt. Thus, 5'(okors SA does not
apply in this case. It offers no guidance to the Court as to the application of Rule
60(b)(6).3 III f~ICt. .')'(okors SA. refers to Rule 60(b)(6) almost as an arter-thought and
with no analysis as to how or \vhy the district couli below would apply Rule 60(b)(6).
The defendants basically argue that the enforcement of the judgment is un Cair or
inequitable because of changed circumstances. The changed circumstances analysis,
however, is captured under Rule 60(b)(5), vvhich requires that the change in
circumstances atTect the operation of a prospective judgment. See Merrick v. Pearce, 97

, On the other hand, Stokors SA. does provide reasonably applicable analysis as to Rule 60(b)(5) and finds
that a money judgment is not prospective.
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Gordon, 118 Idaho 804, 800 P.2d 1018

(1990). Since, however, the judgment is not prospective, this argument is \\'ithout merit.

V.

The defendants failed to pursue clearly uyailable mitigation evidence on
connection costs to the City of Idaho Falls.
The defendants had the opportunity at trial to present variolls theories of

Printcralrs failure to mitigate at trial. The defendants could have presented evidence and
argued, but chose not to do so, that Printcraft could have mitigated its damages by
connecting to the City of Idaho Falls. The defendants could have come up with some
amounts for connecting to the city and the defendants could have presented those
amounts to the jury. The defendants' tactical mistakes should not penalize Printcratt.

III fact, there was available evidence at the time of trial for the defendants to
present related to their mitigation defense, yet they not only failed to present it, they
actively resisted any attempts by Printcraft to present it. Printcraft disclosed detailed
expert testimony from David Smith, CPA, both in report form and at deposition,
regarding connection costs to the City of Idaho Falls as an alternative damage theory.
The defendants had this information weI! in advance of trial and filed detailed motions in
limine to exclude this evidence. The defendants had David Smith's calculations of how
much it would have cost to connect to the City of Idaho falls readily available and could
have easily subpoenaed him.
The defendants also three times examined Dave Smith,4 the wastewater treatment
administrator for the City of Idaho Falls, and frol11 whom they solicited the aHidavit in

I Not to be confused with Printcratl"s expert valuation witness. He was twice deposed by the defendants
ilnd cillied as a trial witness,
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support of tbis motion, and not once asked him about the status or viability of PrintcraCt
connecting to the city.)
The defendants could have pursued the theory of connecting to the City ofldaho
Falls during trial as a mitigation defense; however, the defendants chose not to do so.
The defendants have only themselves to blame for not pursuing the legal defenses
available to them. Rule 60(b)(6) is not designed to allow reconsideration of new legal
theories. See First Bank & Trust ({/Jdaho v. Parker Bros, Inc., 112 Idaho 30,32,730
P.2d 950, 952 (1986). The argument that Printcraft's damages were not going to be
incurred because or the altemative of connecting to the City of Idaho Falls is simply a
ditTerent legal theOlY why Printcratl: should not have recovered against the defendants or
should have recovered in a different amount. 6 Failure to fully and properly defend a
lawsuit on liability and damages is not a basis to later claim the verdict is unfair.
TherefiJre. a Rule 60(b)(6) motion is inappropriate and the Court should not grant the
requested relief to the defendants.
The bottom line is that the defendants have not demonstrated to the Court that the
judgment awards damages not yet incurred. The verdict constitutes a present remedy for
the past wrongs committed by the defendants, i.e., fraud. The motion should be denied
by the COllIt.

CONCLUSION
As a result orthe foregoing, the Court should deny the defendants' motion.

, Moreover J & LB Properties, tile owner of the huilding. effected any connection to the City of Idaho
Falls.

(, By this statement Printcraft does no! concede that the judgment represents anyth ing other than fll II
compensation for the defendants' past wrong of comrn itting fraud.
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Michael D. Gaffney, ISB No. 3558
Jeffrey D. Brunson. ISB No. 6996
BEARD ST. CLAIR GAFFNEY PA
2105 Coronado Street
Idaho Falls. Idaho 83404-7495
Telephone: (208) 523-5171
Facsimile: (208) 529-9732
Email: gafTney@beardstclair.com
jeff@beardstclair.com
Attorneys for the PlaintifT

DISTRICT COURT SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
BONNEVILLE COUNTY IDAHO
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, INC. an Idaho
corporation, TRA V1S WATERS. an
individual,
Case No.: CV -06-7097
Plaintii1JCounterdefendant,
MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVIT OF
DAVID SMITH
vs.
SUNNYSIDE PARK UTILITIES. INC.. an
Idaho corporation. SUNNYSIDE PARK
OWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC., an
Idaho corporation, and SUNNYSIDE
INDUSTRIAL AND PROFESSIONAL
PARK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company, DOYLE BECK. an individual,
KIRK WOOLF, an individual,
Defendants/Counterclaimants.
The

plaintin~

Printcratl Press, Inc. (Printcraft), through counselor record, Beard

St. Clair GalIney PA, hereby move this court for an order striking the affidavit of David
Smith. The basis for this motion is as follows:
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1. The affidavit lacks foundation. The affidavit does
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explain how Mr. Smith

purportedly knows the information related to sewer seryice. Just because he administers
the city's sewer treatment l'acilities does not mean that he has personal knowledge related
to allY connection for the Printcraft building. The affidavit does not contain specific
enough facts that constitute foundation for the statements made in the affidavit. Smith
particularly lacks foundation for paragraph 4.
2. David Smith lacks the qualifications necessruy to testify regarding the matters in
the affidavit. There is no explanation of the responsibilities for an "administrator" or
what areas of the facility he administers. There is no infomlation related to how or when
Mr. Smith possessed the infonnation he sets forth in the affidavit.
Smith pUIlJorts to speak on behalf of the City of Idaho Falls in paragraph 5.
However, there is no foundation provided in the allidavit for his authority to speak on
behalfofthe city itself. There is no evidence that he has authority to make binding

)
/
/
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE

PRINTCRAFT PRESS, INC., an
Idaho corporation,

)
)

)

Plaintiff,
vs.

)
)
)

MINUTE ENTRY
Case No.
CV-06-7097

)

SUNNYSIDE UTILITIES, INC., an )
)
Idaho corporation,
Defendant.

)
)

-------------------------------)
On the 16th day of October, 2009, Defendant's motion for
relief from judgment came before the Honorable Joel E. Tingey,
District Judge, in open court at Idaho Falls, Idaho.
Mr. Jack Fuller, Court Reporter, and Mrs. Marlene Southwick,
Deputy Court Clerk, were present.
Mr. Michael Gaffney and Mr. Jeff Brunson appeared on behalf
of the Plaintiff.
Mr. Mark Fuller and Mr. Dan Beck appeared on behalf of the
Defendant.
Mr. Bryan Smith appeared on behalf of Defendant Doyle Beck
and Kirk Woolf.
Mr. Beck presented Defendant's motion for relief from
judgment.

Mr. Smith joined in the motion.

argument in opposition to the motion.
rebuttal argument.

Mr. Gaffney presented

Mr. Beck presented

Mr. Smith presented rebuttal argument.

The Court will take the matter under advisement and issue an

opinion as soon as possible.
Court was thus adjourned.
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day of October, 2008, I

caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing document to
be delivered to the following:
RONALD LONGMORE

Deputy Court Clerk
Michael Gaffney
Jeff Brunson
2105 Coronado Street
Idaho Falls, ID 83404-7495
Mark R. Fuller
Dan Beck
PO Box 50935
Idaho Falls, ID

83405

Bryan Smith
PO Box 50731
Idaho Falls, ID

83405
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT .
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, INC., an Idaho
corporation,
Case No. CV-06-7097
Plaintiff,
vs.

ORDER ON RENEWED MOTION FOR
RELIEF FROM JUDGMENT

SUNNYSIDE UTILITIES, INC., and Idaho
Corporation, SUNNYSIDE PARK OWNERS
ASSOCIATION, INC., and Idaho Corporation,
and SUNNYSIDE INDUSTRIAL AND
PROFESSIONAL PARK, LLC, and Idaho
limited liability corporation, DOYLE BECK,
an individual, and KIRK WOOLF, an
individual,
Defendants.

Currently before the Court is Defendant Sunnyside Park Utilities, Inc.' s motion
for relief from judgment under IRCP 60(b). Defendants Beck and Woolf have joined in
the motion. The Court took the motion under advisement following the hearing and now
issues this Order.
Defendants specifically seek relief under Rule 60(b)(2), 60(b)(3), and 60(b)(6).
This Court has discretion to grant relief under the Rule based on the record before it.
Berg v. Kendall, 212 P.3d 1001 (Idaho,2009).

As the record reflects, on March 16,2009, the jury returned a verdict finding in
favor of Plaintiff Printcraft Press, Inc. (Printcraft) on its claims for fraud by nondisclosure

ORDER ON RENEWED MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM JUDGMENT - 1

as against Defendant Sunnyside Utilities, Inc., and awarded damages in the amount of
$990,000. As argued by Printcraft, elements of the claim for damages included rental
costs under Printcraft's ten year lease (i.e., the obligation to lease a building that has no
value due to lack of sewer service) and the cost of hauling sewage off the property during
the lease period. As set out in Defendant's motion, following trial Printcraft was able to
connect to the City of Idaho Falls' sewer system. The primary issue under Defendant's
motion is whether evidence that existed prior to trial to the effect that a connection to the
City's system was possible/probable/imminent was not reasonably discoverable either
under the circumstances, or due to Printcraft's misconduct. Defendants argue that they
did not have an opportunity to present to the jury evidence as to the status of the
connection or that a connection to the City's system was likely to occur in the near future.
Printcraft argues that such evidence would have had a dramatic effect on Printcraft's
alleged damages.
In considering the record, this Court is satisfied that there are unique and
compelling circumstances entitling Defendants to relief under Rule 60(b)(2). Newly
discovered evidence relating to Printcraft's connection to the City's system was not
discoverable by due diligence. That evidence is material to the issue of damages, not
merely cumulative, and would likely have an effect on the damage award. The Court
does not find that Defendants are entitled to relief under Rule 60(b)(3). However, the
Court's finding that the newly discovered evidence was not previously discoverable is in
part based upon Printcraft's discovery responses and obligation to supplement discovery.
Under the circumstances, the Court also finds that Defendants are entitled to relief under
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Rule 60(b)( 6). Granting a new trial is one of the forms of relief available under Rule
60(b). In re Jane Doe, I, 145 Idaho 650, 182 P.3d 707 (2008).
Accordingly, based on the foregoing, and the record before the Court, and good cause
appearing,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Defendants' motion for relief is granted. Defendants are
entitled to a new trial, which trial will be limited to Printcraft's damages proximately caused by
Defendant's constructive fraud, as found by the jury. Defendant's alternative motion to allow
post-trial discovery is denied as being moot. The Court further notes that this matter is on appeal
and this decision may be rendered moot by an appellate decision.
DATED this _-'-- day of October, 2009.
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DISTRICT COURT SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
BONNEVILLE COUNTY IDAHO
PRINTCRAFT PRESS. INC. an Idaho
corporation, TRAVIS WATERS, an
individual,
Case No.: CV-06-7097
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SUNNYSIDE PARK UTILITIES, INC., an
Idaho corporation, SUNNYSIDE PARK
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company, DOYLE BECK, an individual.
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The plaintiff, Printcraft Press, Inc. (PrintcraJt). through counsel of record, Beard

St. Clair Gatlhcy PA, respectfully moves this Court to conform its order to the proper
record presented to the Court at the hearing on October 16, 2009 as follows:
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The Court's order states on page 2 that "[p]rintcraft argues that

sllch [nevvly discovered I evidence would have a dramatic effect on Printcraft's
damages." In fact Printcraft made no such argument to the Court Prinlcraft:' s
argument was to the contrary: that the documentation the defendants claimed was
"newly discovered" was cumulative, that the defendants had the relevant
information prior to trial and that the "newly discovered" evidence would have
had

110

material effect on the outcome of trial. This statement in the Court's order

misstates the record and mllst be stricken. The order need to accurately retlect the
proceedings since the matter is pending appeaL

2.

Printcralt also moves to strike the Court's statement on page 2 of

the order that "[hlowever, the Court's finding that the newly discovered evidence
was not previously discoverable is in part based upon Printcralt's discovery
responses and obligation to supplement discovery."
The Court expressly denied the motion under Rule 60(b)(3). Thus, there is no basis to
explicitly or implicitly suggest discovery improprieties on the part of Prinlcrail and the
statement is gratuitous and impertinent. Since the Court's order appears in the public
record, it is incumbent upon the Court to cOlTect the record.
DATED: October 23,2009
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DIS
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BONNEVILLE COUNTY

SUNNYSIDE PARK UTILITIES, INC.,
an Idaho Corporation,

)
)
)
)

Petitioner,
"v.

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENT AL QUALITY,
Respondent.

)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV -09-2657
DECISION ON REVIEW

)
)

)

BACKGROUND
Sunnyside Park Utilities, Inc. ("Sunnyside") petitions the Court for review of a
final order of the Idaho Department of Environmental Quality ("DEQ").
Sunnyside applied for a permit to replace its sewer system in June 2006. The
District 7 Health District granted the application, and gave SUlIDyside a "temporary"
permit. In December 2006, SUlIDyside filed an additional application to expand the
system. That permit was denied.
Sunnyside filed a contested case in February 2007 challenging the denied permit
application before a hearing officer. The hearing officer granted summary judgment in
favor of DEQ and issued its Preliminary Order. The Preliminary Order rejected
Sunnyside's argument regarding its interpretation ofIdaho Administrative Code
§S8.02.03.00S.05(e) and rejected Sunnyside's estoppel argument.

Sunnyside sought review of the Preliminary Order before DEQ's Board of
Environmental Quality ("Board"). The Board ruled in favor of Sunnyside, but did not
give Sunnyside the decision Sunnyside had hoped for. Sunnyside had hoped that its
appeal of the Preliminary Order would result in a de novo review by the Board and a
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decision by the Board granting the permit application. Instead, the Board issued its Final
Order vacating the Hearing Officer's decision and remanding the case for further factual
findings.
The Board decided to send the case back for further factual findings. In the Final
Order's conclusion, the Board make six rulings: (1) the hearing officer's Preliminary
Order was vacated; (2) both parties' summary judgment motions were denied; (3) DEQ's
January 2007 denial of Sunnyside's application was vacated; (4) Sunnyside's application
was deemed resubmitted as of the date of the Board's Final Order; (5) Sunnyside was
given an opportunity to submit an amended application; and (6) DEQ was ordered to
"articulate all factors considered and the specific reasons for granting or denying the
application."] In short, the Board vacated prior denials ofSUlmyside's application and
remanded the case for the DEQ to make further factual findings.
Sunnyside found little comfort in the Board's decision. According to Sunnyside,
it was within the Board's power to make a final decision regarding its petition. By
vacating and remanding the case, Sunnyside alleges that the Board exceeded its statutory
authority, acted in an arbitrary and capricious manner, and abused its discretion. The
Court has heard oral argument on Sunnyside's petition for judicial review; this decision
addresses the pmiies' arguments.

ISSUES PRESENTED ON REVIEW
1. Did the Board's Final Order violate statutory provisions, exceed the Board's
statutory authority, abuse the Board's discretion, or reflect arbitrary decision
making7

2. Did the Board exceed statutory authority or violate a statute when it treated the
application as having been filed on April 7, 20097
3. Is interpretation of an Idaho Administrative Code provision within the scope of
judicial review as outlined in Idaho Code § 67-5279(3)7

I

Petition for Judicial Review, Ex. A, pp. 16-17 (May 1,2009).
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II.

STANDARD OF REVIE\"

The Idaho Administrative Code §58.01.23.740.02(b) states that a person may seek
judicial review of a final order ofDEQ's Board. This provision reads as follows:
Pursuant to Sections 67-5270 and 67-5272, Idaho Code, any party
aggrieved by this final order or orders previously issued in this case may
appeal this final order and all previously issued orders in this case to
district court ....
As stated above, judicial review is governed by the Idaho Administrative Procedure Act
("IDAP A"), chapter 52, title 67, Idaho Code. 2
Under IDAPA, the Court reviews an appeal from an agency decision based upon
the record created before the agency.3 The comi shall affirm the agency decision unless
the court finds that the agency's findings, inferences, conclusions, or decisions are: (a) in
violation of constitutional or statutory provisions; (b) in excess of the statutory authority
of the agency; (c) made upon unlawful procedure; (d) not suppOlied by substantial
evidence on the record as a whole; or (e) arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion. 4
The party challenging the agency decision must show that the agency erred in a manner
specified in I.e. § 67-5279(3), and that a substantial right of the petitioner has been
. d'Ice d'i
preJu
."

DISCUSSION

1. Sunnyside has established the prejudice of a substantial right.
The Idaho Administrative Procedure Act requires that a petitioner for judicial
review comply with Idaho Code sections 67-5271 tIu'ough 67-5279. 6 In particular, Idaho
Code Section 67-5279(4) states that "agency action shall be affirmed unless substantial
rights of the appellant have been prejudiced.,,7
2 See I.e. § 67-5270(3).
o I.e. § 67-5277; Dovel v. Dobson, 122 Idaho 59, 61,83 I P.2d 527, 529 (1992).
4 I.e. § 67-5279(3); Barron v. lDWR, 135 Idaho 414,417,18 P.3d 219, 222 (2001).
5 I.e. § 67-5279(4) (2007); Barron, 135 Idaho at 417, 18 P.3d at 222.
6 I.e. § 67-5270(2)
7 I.e. § 67-5279(4).
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Sunnyside states that its substantial rights have been prejudiced by the Board's
Final Order. DEQ argues that Sunnyside has shown no prejudice because its decision
gave Sunnyside what it wanted-the Board's Final Order vacated and remanded the
decision Sunnyside sought review over.
Sunnyside has a substantial right to have its appeal before the Board heard
according to the law. It has a substantial right to a timely decision regarding its
application. After a review of the Board's decision and the record before the Court, the
Court concludes that Sunnyside has established that its substantial rights have been
prejudiced. The Board's decision has affected Sunnyside's ability to complete the
sewage system-the effect was delay.

2. The Board's Final Order did not exceed the Board's statutory authority,
abuse the Board's discretion, or reflect arbitrary decision making.
Sunnyside alleges that the Board acted in excess of its authority and violated state
law in its Final Order. In its Final Order, the Board "set aside" the denial of Sunnyside's
application. It vacated and remanded the case to make further factual findings regarding
whether the application complied with Idaho Administrative Code § 58.02.03.005.05(e),
a provision that allows DEQ to deny an application if the Idaho Falls' sewer facilities are
"reasonably accessible" to the applicant.
Both DEQ and the hearing officer found that Idaho Falls' treatment facilities were
"reasonably accessible" to Sunnyside, so both DEQ and the hearing officer denied
Sunnyside's application. In fact, the hearing officer granted summary judgment on that
point. The Board ruled that neither DEQ nor the hearing officer had sufficient facts to
decide as they did. Consequently, the Board found that it lacked sufficient facts on
review to make a determination as to the reasonableness of the decisions under review
before it. The Board's own words are as follows:
We are unable to determine whether DEQ considered cost in its
deliberations, and if not, for what reasons. We are unable to discern
whether concerns about past system failures or soil composition entered
into the decision to deny the permit. Simply put, we are unable to tell
exactly what criteria DEQ chose to apply in determining whether Idaho
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Falls' central wastewater system was reasonably accessible to the
subdivision. Since we cannot determine that DEQ's reasoning and
conclusion were rational, the permit denial must be set aside. 8
It is this decision that Sunnyside alleges is incongruent with Idaho law. In
particular, Sunnyside alleges that DEQ's Board violated IDAPA 58.01.23.730(d) and
Idaho Code § 67-5245(6). The first provision states, 'The Board may remand the matter
for further evidentiary hearings if further factual development of the record is necessary
before issuing a final order." The second provision, Idaho Code § 67-5245(6) states.
"The agency head shall: (a) issue a tlnal order in writing ... ; (b) remand the matter for
additional hearings; or (c) hold additional hearings."
According to Sunnyside, the Board violated the statute because "[n]either the
IDAPA provision nor the statute give the Board the authority to vacate the Preliminary
Order, vacate the initial denial of the Application, treat the Application as having been
filed after the hearings before the agency have concluded, and thereby restart the entire
contested case. ·,9 The Court does not read these statutes so narrowly.
Neither of these statutes forbids the Board from making the decision it did-to
vacate and remand. Both statutes explicitly give the Board the authority to "remand the
matter for further evidentiary hearings if further factual development of the record is
necessary before issuing a final order," IDAPA 58.0 l.23. 730( d), or "remand the matter
for additional hearings," Idaho Code § 67-5245(6). The Board did precisely this-it
remanded the matter for fluiher evidentiary hearings.
The Board remanded the case to DEQ to make factual findings and "articulate all
factors considered and the specific reasons for granting or denying the application." I 0 It
would make sense that in so doing, the Board would vacate any prior ruling that would
impede DEQ's determination. That is, on remand, DEQ could start the process with the
direction and legal guidance in the Board's Final Order and start anew.

Petition for Judicial Review, EX.A "Final Order on Petition for Review of Preliminary Order," p. II (May
1,2009).
9 Petitioner's Brief, p. 10 (Sept. 9, 2009).
... r: .--, f"\
10 Petition for Judicial Review, Ex. A, pp. 16-17 (May 1, 20gij ,J ~ J

8
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Sunnyside argues in its brief that the Board had an affirmative legal duty to make
factual findings and issue or deny Sunnyside's permit application on its own, without a
remand. However, Sunnyside failed to cite any legal authority that would impose such a
duty on the Board. It is the Court's reading of the law that the Board has sufficient
discretion in how it handles reviews of hearing officer decisions to do as it did here. The
Board's Final Order was within its authority under law and congruent with Idaho statutes.
Similarly, the COUli does not find that the Board's Final Order was arbitrary or
capricious. The Court has read the Board's 17 page Final Order. The Final Order
includes an inclusive statement of the facts, a thoughtful analysis of the law, and an
appropriate level of concern for Sunnyside's rights. On remand, the Board gave the
original decision maker, DEQ, specific direction. The Board stated that DEQ must make
specific factual findings regarding whether Idaho Falls' sewer treatment facilities are
"reasonably accessible." On remand, the Board gave Sunnyside the opportunity to
amend its petition. The Final Order is neither arbitrary nor capricious.
In conclusion, Sunnyside has failed to establish that the Board exceeded its
authority or violated a statutory provision. Sunnyside has failed to establish that the
Board's Final Order was arbitrary or capricious.

3. Interpreting Idaho Administrative Code §58.02.03.005.05( e) is beyond the
scope of the Court's authority on judicial review in this case.
One of the issues that Sunnyside submitted in its Petition for Judicial Review asks
the Court to interpret Idaho Administrative Code §58.02.03.005.05(e). That provision
states, "The Director may deny a permit application if in the Director's judgment: '" (e)
Public or central wastewater treatment facilities are reasonably accessible." Sunnyside
asks the Court to interpret the words reasonably accessible to include "terms imposed by
the public wastewater provider, the costs arising from such terms, and any other unique
facts and site specific circumstances.,,11

II

Petitioner's Brief. p.7 (Sept. 14,2009).
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However, interpreting this statute in this case would go beyond the scope of
judicial review as articulated by Idaho Code § 67-5279. According to Section 675279(3), "the court shall affirm the agency action unless the court finds that the agency's
findings, inferences, conclusions or decisions" were in error as specified in (a) through
(e) of the statute. At this point in the case, to interpret the Idaho Administrative Code as
Sunnyside asks would not be a determination as to the agency's decision, but would in
effect be giving an advisory opinion. This is beyond the proper scope of judicial review.
The Court is hesitant to provide more specific direction unless or until it is clearly
needed.
The Board's Final Order explicitly directed DEQ to "articulate all factors
considered and the specific reasons for granting or denying the application." This would
include its judgment as to the meaning of "reasonably accessible" and the factors it used
to make its decision.

4. Attorney Fees are not justified pursuant to Idaho Code § 12-117.

DEQ seeks attorney fees on appeal pursuant to Idaho Code § 12-117. Attorney
fees are awardable under this section in actions in which a state agency is a party if the
Court finds that the party against whom the judgment is rendered acted without a
reasonable basis in law or fact. The Court finds that Sunnyside had a reasonable basis in
law and fact for its petition.
Sunnyside's legal basis was that the Board violated procedural requirements by
vacating a DEQ decision instead of deciding the matter before it. It is reasonable to seek
judicial review on these legal grounds. The factual basis for Sunnyside's petition was
that it filed its application with DEQ in December 2006 and three years later it is still
seeking a permit. Absent a permit, Sunnyside will have to be annexed by Idaho Falls at
significant cost to Sunnyside. Under such facts, Sunnyside had a reasonable basis in law
and fact to petition the judicial branch to take a look at DEQ's decision. Accordingly, the
Court declines to award DEQ its attorney fees on appeal.
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III.

CONCLUSION

Sunnyside has failed to establish that DEQ erred in a manner specified by Idaho
Code § 67-5279(3). The Board's Final Order is AFFIRMED.

So Ordered.

~ ,slDated this ~ day of December, 2009.
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P.O. Box 50935
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ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANTS / COUNTER CLAIMANTS SUNNYS IDE PARK UTILITIES, INC.
AND SUNNYSIDE INDUSTRIAL AND PROFESSIONAL PARK, LLC.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR
THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE
PRINTCRAFT
PRESS,
Idaho corporation,

INC. ,

an )

Plaintiff,
v.

)
)
)
)
)

SUNNYSIDE
PARK
UTILITIES, )
INC.,
an Idaho corporation, )
SUNNYSIDE
PARK
OWNERS )
ASSOCIATION,
INC.,
an Idaho )
corporation,
SUNNYSIDE )
AND
PROFESSIONAL )
INDUSTRIAL
PARK, LLC, an Idaho limited )
liability corporation,
DOYLE )
BECK, an individual, and KIRK )
)
WOOLF, an individual.

Case No. CV-06-7097

OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO
CONFORM ORDER TO THE
RECORD

)

Defendants.

)
)
)
)

SUNNYSIDE
PARK
UTILITIES,
INC.,
an Idaho corporation, )
and SUNNYSIDE INDUSTRIAL AND )
PROFESSIONAL
PARK,
LLC,
an )
Idaho
limited
liability )
)
corporation.
Counterclaimants,

v.

)
)
)

)

)
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, INC., an
Idaho corporation, and TRAVIS )
)
WATERS, an individual.

Counter-defendants.

)
)

OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO CONFORM ORDER TO THE RECORD -

1

COMES NOW the Defendant,
Idaho

corporation,

Sunnyside Park Utilities,

(hereafter

"Sunnyside")

and

Inc.,

files

an

this

opposition to Plaintiff's Motion to Conform Order to the Record.
Sunnyside obj ects

to

Print craft 's

Motion

as

Printcraft has

not set forth any case law, statute or rule which provides a basis
for Printcraft's Motion or which supports the arguments set forth
by Printcraft.

In the event Printcraft does provide citation to

any relevant authority, Sunnyside reserves the right to respond.
Printcraft has asked the Court to strike the following
statement from pg. 2 of the Court's Order granting a new trial:
"[p]rintcraft argues that such [newly discovered] evidence would
have a dramatic effect on Printcraft's damages." This statement
does not need to be stricken from the order. The statement simply
contains a clerical error, which can be corrected pursuant to IRCP
60(a). IRCP 60(a) provides "Clerical mistakes in judgments, orders
or other parts of the record ...may be corrected by the court at any
time of its own initiative or on the motion of any party ... " The
Court can simply correct the statement to provide that "Sunnyside
argued that such [newly discovered] evidence would have a dramatic
effect on Printcraft's damages," which correctly sets forth the
argument presented to the Court by Sunnyside. See Renewed Motion
for Relief, pg. 7 ("Evidence that Printcraft had received final
approval from the City of Idaho Falls and evidence that Printcraft
is connected to the City of Idaho Falls wastewater treatment
facilities would have produced a vastly different result at
triaL.") (Emphasis Added). Sunnyside opposes Print craft ' s Motion to

OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO CONFORM ORDER TO THE RECORD - 2

Strike the entire statement from the Court's order, and suggests
instead that the clerical error simply be corrected in accordance
with applicable IRCP 60(a).
Printcraft also asks the Court to strike the following
statement from the Court's Order: "[h]owever, the Court's finding
that the newly discovered evidence was not previously discoverable
is in part based upon Printcraft's discovery responses and
obligation to supplement discovery."

Printcraft has set forth no

legal or factual basis to strike this very relevant statement from
the Court's order. The Court had an obligation to make a finding
as to whether or not the newly discovered evidence was previously
discoverable under IRCP 60(b) (2) and to explain the Court's
reasoning. Without an explanation of the basis for the grant of
the Motion under IRCP 60(b) (2), appellate review would not be
possible. Sunnyside presented substantial evidence which supports
the Court's finding. Finally, the fact that the Court did not
find, by clear and convincing evidence, sufficient fraud or other
misconduct by Printcraft to support granting Sunnyside's Motion
under IRCP 60(b) (3), does not preclude the Court from finding (1)
that Printcraft's discovery responses were incomplete and (2) that
Printcraft failed to properly supplement its discovery responses
both of which support the grant of the Motion under IRCP 60(b) (2)
with regard to this very relevant statement, explaining the basis
for the Court's grant of the IRCP 60(b) (2) motion, Printcraft's
Motion should be denied.
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DATED this

(\\..~

V '

day of January, 2010.

Daniel R. Beck
Attorney for Defendant
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I served a true and correct copy of the
following described pleading or document on the attorneys listed

( \v
1)

below on this ___~~~_____ day of January, 2010

OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO CONFORM
ORDER TO THE RECORD

Document Served:
Attorneys Served:

U.S. Mail
)z.. Facsimile
--"-Hand Delivery

Michael D. Gaffney, Esq.
BEARD ST. CLAIR
2105 Coronado Street
Idaho Falls, 1083404
Bryan Smith
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES
P.O. Box 50731
Idaho Falls, 1083405-0731
Fax: 529-4166

_ _ U.S. Mail
L)Z
Facsimile
_ _ Hand Delivery

_ _ U.S. Mail
X Facsimile
_ _ Hand Delivery

Honorable Gregory Moeller
Madison County Chambers
PO Box 389
Rexburg, 1083440
Fax: (208)356-5425

Daniel R. Beck
FULLER & CARR
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COURT MINUTES
CV-2006-0007097
Printcraft Press, Inc. vs. Sunnyside Park Utilities, Inc., eta!'
Hearing type: Motion
Hearing date: 2/1/2010
Time: 3:00 pm
Judge: Gregory W Moeller
Courtroom: 4
Minutes Clerk: Rhonda Quintana
Tape Number: Digital 020110PMMoeller
Party: Printcraft Press, Inc., Attorney: Jon Avondett
Party: Sunnyside Park Utilities, Inc., Attorney: Mark Fuller

This matter carne on for hearing on Defendant's Objection to fIling on Clerks'
Appeal and Plaintiff's Motion to Conform Order to the Record.
Mr. Fuller addressed the Court and requested additional documents be provided
regarding the appeal.
Mr. A vondett had no objection and indicated he requested additional documents be
added to the record.
The Court granted both motions and requested Mr. Fuller to prepare an order.
Mr. Avondett addressed the Court regarding Plaintiff's Motion to Conform Order to
the Record.
The Court inquired of the plaintiff regarding the order.
Mr. Avondett responded in clarification and indicated he wanted the records
provided to the Supreme Court to be correct.
Mr. Beck addressed the Court and indicated there is only a typographical error in the
sentence of which there would be no objection, however the Judge's finding itselfbe left in
the order.

The Court inquired if the substitution of the clerical error on the Judgment would be
ok with counsel.
Mr. A vondett had no objection to the substitution of the correct party.
The Court granted in part and denied in part the Motion to Conform Order and
requested Mr. Avondett prepare the order.
The Court inquired regarding the stay of the proceedings through the appeal process.
Mr. Avondett responded in clarification.
Mr. Fuller concurred and requested a cutoff date for the information being submitted
to the Supreme Court.
The Court indicated a thirty (30) day cutoff date.

Dated this pt day of February, 2010.

ller, Distri t Judge

FILED IN CHAMBERS AT REXBURG
MADISON COUNTY, IDAHO.
'
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Date.
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Time
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By
Michael D. Gaffney, ISB No. 3558
Jeffrey D. Brunson, ISB No. 6996
BEARD ST. CLAIR GAFFNEY PA
2105 Coronado Street
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404-7495
Telephone: (208) 523-5171
Facsimile: (208) 529-9732
Email: gaffney@beardstclair.com
jeff@beardstclair.com
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Attorneys for Printcraft Press, Inc.

DISTRICT COURT SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
BONNEVILLE COUNTY IDAHO
PRINTCRAFT PRESS, INC. an Idaho
corporation, TRAVIS WATERS, an
individual,
Case No.: CV-06-7097
Plaintiffl Counterdefendant!
Respondent! Cross-Appellant,
ORDER RE: PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO
CONFORM ORDER TO THE RECORD
vs.
SUNNYSIDE PARK UTILITIES, INC., an
Idaho corporation, SUNNYSIDE PARK
OWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC., an
Idaho corporation, and SUNNYSIDE
INDUSTRIAL AND PROFESSIONAL
PARK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company, DOYLE BECK, an individual,
KIRK WOOLF, an individual,
Defendants/ Counterclaimants/
Appellants/ Cross-Respondents.

This matter came before the Court on the Plaintiffs Motion to Conform Order to
the Record on February 1,2010. Jolm Avondet appeared on behalf of the Plaintiff. Mark
Fuller and Daniel Beck appeared on

behalt~ofth~tdefendant
~

i.1 t

.!

Sunnyside Park Utilities, Inc.

(THU>FEB

... KCJlM

4

20"10

T.1S:2S/No.7saO"lS227"1

04:07:58 p.m.

2085299732

02-04-2010

Bryan Smith did not appear. Counsel for the parties presented oral argument and 1T IS
HEREBY ORDERED:
The plaintiff s motion is GRANTED in part and DENIED in pact. The Court
GRANTS the motion and AMENDS the Court's Order on Renewed Motion for Relief
from Judgment, dated October 20, 2009 to state on page two that "Sunnyside argues that
such evidence would have had a dramatic effect on Printcraft's alleged damages" rather

than Printcraft making that argument.
The plaintiff's motion is DENIED as to the plaintiff's request to amend or remove
(he following sentence: "However, the Court's tinding that the newly discovered
evidence was not previously discoverable is in part based upon Printcraft's discovery
responses and obligations to supplement discovery."

Approved as to fOTr:

A //

~<~.
Mar Fuller

Daniel Beck
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certifY that on February ~, 2010, I served a true and correct copy of the
ORDER RE: PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO CONFORM ORDER TO THE RECORD on
the following by the method of delivery designated below:
Mark Fuller
Fuller & Carr
PO Box 50935
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0935
Fax: (208) 524-7167
Bryan Smith
McGrath & Smith
PO Box 50731
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0731
Fax: (208) 529-4166
Michael D. Gaffney
Beard S1. Clair Gaffney P A
2105 Coronado Street
Idaho Falls, ID 83404
Fax: (208) 529-9732

Clerk of the Court

k:I
r U.S. Mail o

Courthouse Box

0

Facsimile

¥

U.S. Mail
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Courthouse Box
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U.S. Mail
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Courthouse Box
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Facsimile

FILED IN CHAMBERS AF REXBURG,
MARK R. FULLER (ISB No. 2698)AADISO! ~O~~{r IDAHO.

---,",'-JL--..:q,~_____
C)1tt:1 x: uJ

DANIEL R. BECK (lSB No. 7237) Date.
FULLER & CARR
Time --r't"------r~~:-rr::::--:-r410 MEMORIAL DRIVE, SUITE 201 By
.\Y'lltlki
Da
P.O. Box 50935
QjS'JiRICT JUDGE
IDAHO FALLS, IDAHO 83405-0935
TELEPHONE: (208)524-5400
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ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT-ApPELLANT-CROSS RESPONDENT SUNNYSIDE PARK UTILITIES, INC.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR
THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE
PRiNTCRAFT PRESS, INC., an Idaho )
)
corporation,
)
Plaintiff-Respondent-Cross Appellant, )
)
)
v.
)
SUNNYSIDE PARK UTILITIES, INC., an )
Idaho corporation, DOYLE BECK, an )
Individual and KIRK WOOLF, an )
Individual,
)
)
)
Defendants-Appellants-Cross
Respondents,
)
)
)
And
)
SUNNYSIDE
PARK
OWNERS )
ASSOCIATION,
INC.,
an
Idaho )
corporation,
and
SUNNYSIDE )
INDUSTRiAL AND PROFESSIONAL )
PARK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability )
)
company,
)
)
Defendants.
)
)
)

ORDER RE OBJECTIONS TO CLERK'S
RECORD AND TRANSCRIPT ON
APPEAL

Bonneville County Case No. 2006-7097
Supreme Court Docket No. 36556-2009

ORDER RE OBJECTIONS TO CLERK'S RECORD AND TRANSCRIPT ON APPEAL - 1

This matter, having come before the court, on Defendant's Objection to Clerk's
Record on Appeal, Plaintiffs Objection and Request to Supplement the Clerk's Record
and Transcript, and Plaintiffs Request for Additional Supplementation to the Clerk's
Record and Transcript. Present on behalf of the Defendant Sunnyside Park Utilities, Inc.,
was Mark Fuller and present on behalf of the Plaintiff was John Avondet. The court
having hearing argument on the matter, having reviewed the briefing, and finding it to be
within the court's discretion, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AS FOLLOWS:
The following documents shall be included in the Clerk's Record and shall be
added to the Clerk's Record within 30 (thirty) days of the entry of this order:
1. All Jury Instructions given to the jury by the Court at trial.
2. Sunnyside's proposed Jury Instructions 1 through 30, filed February 17, 2009.
3. Defendants' Second Supplemental Requested Jury Instructions, filed March 13,
2009, including Sunnyside's proposed Jury Instructions 36 through 42. If such
document is not in the registry, it shall be taken from Exhibit A attached to
Sunnyside's Objection to Clerk's Record on Appeal dated November 23,2009.
4. Notice of Filing Discovery, filed May 15, 2007, to which are attached Plaintiff's
Response to Defendant's Request for Admissions, Plaintiffs Response to
Defendant's First Set of Interrogatories and Excerpts of the Printcraft Press
deposition and attached Exhibits.
5. Defendants Beck and Woolfs Motion to Reconsider Motion for Directed Verdict,
filed March 19,2009.
6. Defendants Beck and Woolfs Motion for Judgment Notwithstanding the Verdict,
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filed March 19, 2009.
7. Defendants Beck and Woolf's Motion for New Trial, filed March 19,2009.
8. Brief in Support of Motion for Judgment Notwithstanding the Verdict or, in the
alternative, Motion for New Trial, filed March 19,2009.
9. Motion for Judgment Notwithstanding the Verdict and alternative Motion for New
Trial, filed March 19,2009.
10. Objection to Plaintiff's Claim for Attorney Fees and Costs, filed April 13, 2009.
11. Defendants Beck and Woolf's Objection to Memorandum of Attorney's Fees and
Costs, filed April 13, 2009.
12. Brief in Support of Objection to Memorandum of Attorney's Fees and Costs, filed
April 13, 2009.
13. Reply to Plaintiff's Response to Defendants' Objections to Memorandum of
Attorney's Fees and Costs, filed May 5, 2009.
14. Reply Brief Filed to Plaintiff's Response to Defendant's Objection to Request for
Attorney's Fees and Costs, filed May 6,2009.
15. Motion for Relief From Judgment pursuant to IRCP 60(b) filed August, 20, 2009.
16.Affidavit of David Smith, filed August 20,2009.
17. Renewed Motion for Relief fiOm Judgment pursuant to IRCP 60(b) and alternative
Motion to Reopen Discovery pursuant to IRCP 30(f)(4)(B) filed September 29,
2009.
18. Affidavit of Doyle Beck filed September 29, 2009.
19. Affidavit of Daniel R. Beck in Support of Renewed Motion for Relief From
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Judgment pursuant to IRCP 60(b) filed September 29,2009.
20. Affidavit of David Smith, filed October 2, 2009.
21. Opposition to Motion to Strike Affidavit of David Smith, filed October 9,2009.
22. Affidavit of Steve Anderson filed October 9,2009.
23. Affidavit of Mark R. Fuller in Support of Renewed Motion for Relief From Judgment
pursuant to IRCP 60(b), filed October 14, 2009.
24. Reply to Memorandums in Opposition to Motion for Relief from Judgment pursuant
to IRCP 60(b), filed October 14, 2009.
25. Joinder in Motion for Relief from Judgment pursuant to I RCP 60(b), filed August
21,2009.
26. Joinder in Renewed Motion for Relief from Judgment pursuant to IRCP 60(b) and
Alternative Motion to Reopen Discovery pursuant to IRCP 30(f)(4)(b), filed October
15,2009.
27. Affidavit of Travis Waters (Printcraft Press) in Opposition to Defendant's Motions
for Summary Judgment filed August 2,2007.
28. Affidavit of Travis Waters in Support of Objection to Motion for Summary
Judgment RE: Constructive Fraud filed December 5,2007.
29. Affidavit of Lance J. Schuster in Support of Objection to Motion for Summary
Judgment RE: Constructive Fraud filed December 5,2007.
30. Plaintiff's Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion to Strike Affidavit of Doyle
Beck filed April 2, 2008.
31. Order on Motion to Amend filed May 15, 2008.
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32. Affidavit of Carl F. Lohrengalill filed August 19, 2008.
33. Affidavit of Carl F. Lohrengallli filed September 2,2008.
34. Affidavit of Lawry Wilde filed on September 2, 2008.
35. Affidavit of Travis Waters filed on September 2, 2008.
36. Affidavit of John M. Avondet filed September 2,2008.
37. Affidavit of Robert C. Starr filed September 2, 2008.
38. Affidavit of Candy High filed September 2, 2008.
39. Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Partial Summary Judgment RE:
Damages filed December 23, 2008;
40. Memorandum in Opposition to Doyle Beck's and Kirk Woolf's Motion for Summary
Judgment filed December 23, 2008;
41. Supplemental Memorandum in Opposition to Doyle Beck's and Kirk Woolf's
Motion for Summary Judgment filed January 7,2009.
42. Supplemental Affidavit of Counsel filed January 7,2009.
43. Memorandum in Response to Defendants' Motions for Reconsideration filed
January 28,2009.
44. Memorandum in Response to Motion in Limine filed February 3, 2009.
45. Affidavit of Counsel filed February 3, 2009.
46. Plaintiff's Motion in Limine filed February 4, 2009.
47. Memorandum in Support of Motion in Limine filed February 4,2009.
48. Affidavit of John M. Avondet filed February 4,2009.
49. Plaintiff's Memorandum Opposition to Defendant's Motion in Limine re Summary
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Documents and Drawing of Developer's Sign filed February 11, 2009.
50. Supplemental Affidavit in Opposition to Defendant's Motion in Limine to Exclude
Summaries and Sign filed February 17, 2009.
51. Plaintiff's Response to Motion in Limine to Exclude Written Leases and Testimony
RE: Written Lease Agreements filed February 20, 2009.
52. Affidavit of John M. Avondet in Opposition to Defendants' Motion in Limine to
Exclude Written Leases and Testimony RE: Written Lease Agreements filed
February 20,2009.
53. Affidavit of Lawry Wilde filed February 20, 2009.
54. Affidavit of Travis Waters filed February 20,2009.
55. Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Judgment Notwithstanding the Verdict
and Alternative Motion for New Trial Filed April 2, 2009.
56. Affidavit of Travis Waters, filed October 9, 2009.
57. Affidavit of Luke Boyle filed October 9,2009.
58. Affidavit of Counsel filed October 9, 2009.
59. Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Relief from Judgment Pursuant to IRCP
60(b) filed August 27,2009.
60. Memorandum in Opposition to Renewed Motion for Relief from Judgment
Pursuant to IRCP 60(b) and Alternative Motion to Reopen Discovery Pursuant to
IRCP 30(f)(4)(B) filed October 9,2009.
61. Order on Renewed Motion for Relief from Judgment dated October 20,2009.
62. Transcript of hearing held on October 16, 2009.
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63. Motion to Strike Affidavit of David Smith filed August 27,2009,
64, Motion to Conform Order to the Record filed October 23,2009,

65, Objection to Motion to Conform Order to the Record, filed January 26,2009,
66. Order on Motion to Conform Order to the Record, filed February __ ,2010.

~

n~

DATED this ~ day of~, 2010.

Honorabl
District C

Approved as to Form and Content
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I certify that I am the duly elected and qualified Clerk of the District Court of the
Seventh Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Bonneville; that I
mailed [or delivered by courthouse box] a copy of the foregoing ORDER RE
OBJECTIONS TO THE CLERK'S RECORD AND TRANSCRIPT ON APPEAL to the
following attorneys on this

~ day of

roOt~

,2010:

Michael D. Gaffney, Esq.
BEARD ST. CLAIR
2105 Coronado Street
Idaho Falls, 10 83404
Bryan Smith, Esq.
SMITH DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES
P.O. Box 50731
Idaho Falls, 1083405
Mark R. Fuller, Esq.
FULLER & CARR
410 Memorial Dr. Ste. 201
Idaho Falls, 1083405

Court Clerk
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